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1. This Common Rejoinder of the Kingdom of Denmark and of the Kingdom 
of the Netherlands to the Reply of the Federal Republic of Germany is sub- 
mitted ro the Court in pursuance of the Order of the Court dated 26 April 1968. 

2. The Governments of the Kingdoms of Denmark and of the Netherlands 
note the considerations set out In the above-mentioned Order which have led 
the Court to conclude that the two Governments are in a common interest In 
the proceedings and to decidc that they should file a Common Rejoinder. 
The two Governrnents appreciate the couvenience which this procedure may 
have for the Court in the present cases and, in accordance with the terms of the 
Order, have drawn u p  their comments upon the two Replies of the Federal 
Republic of Germany as a Comrnon Rejoinder. 

3. The Governments of the Kingdoms of Denmark and of the Netherlands 
at the same time emphasize that their respective cases against the Federal 
Republic of Germany were instituted by separate Special Agreements and 

i concern the delimitation of difïerent boundaries of the continental shelf to 
seawards from differcnt parts of the North Sea coast of the continent of Europe. 
The two Governments are thus in a common interest in the proceedings only 
in the sense that the issue lxforc the Court in both these cases is "what principles 
and rules of intcrnational law are applicable to the delimitation as bctween the 
Parties of the areas of the continental shelf in the North Sea which appertain 
to each of thern" beyond certain partial boundaries already determincd and 
that the principles and ru la  of international law which each Government 
considers to bs applicable in its case correspond. In al1 other respects their in- 
terests in the proceedings are entirely different and, in their substance, even 
divergent; for each of the two Governments is conccmed to maintain its rights 
to the area of the North Sea continental shelf which appertains to it erga omnes, 
that is, vis-&vis each and evcry other North Sea Power, including bolk the 
other two Partics to the present proceedings. 

Tn this connection, it may be recalled that in its Counter-Mernoriai the 
Danish Government (paras. 152-156 and fig. 3) has taken the position Chat the 
delimitation of its continental sheif boundary vis-&vis the Federal Republic is 
dependent on the conjïgurations anly of the cousis of Denmark and of #he Federal 
Republic in their relation 60 each other; and that in its Counter-Mernorial 
(paras. 147-151 and fig. 4) the Netherlands Government has taken the position 
that the delimitation of its continental shelf boundary vis-&-vis the FederaZ 
Republic js dependent on the configurations oizly of the coasts of the Nelher1and.s 
and of the Federal Republic in their relation to each orher. In other words, the 
two Governments have cach insisted upon the entirely separate character of the 
issues between them and the Federal Republis so far as wncerns the substance 
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of the matters in dispute, that is, the areas of continental shelf which appertain 
20 the respective coasts of the three countries. 

Xt rnay also be rfxalled in this connection that the partial continental shelf 
boundarim, which already exist between, on the one hand, Denmark and the 
Federal Republic and, on the other hand, the Netherlands and the Federal 
Republic and which are referrcd to in the resp~ctive Special Agreements sub- 
rnitting the two cases to the Court, were agreed upon in wholly separate nego- 
tiations and were delimited wholly independently of each other by reference 
exclusively, in the one case, to the coasts of Denmark and the Fedaal Republic 
and, in the other, to the coasts of the Netherlands and the Federai Republic. 

4. Accordingly, having separate points of view in regard to the substance of 
the rnatters in dispute, the Governments of the Kingdoms of Denmark and of 
the Netherlands have included in this Cornmon Rejoinder certain observations 
for which the Danish Government is solely responsible (para. 142) and certain 
other observations for which the Netherlands Government is solely responsible 
@ara. 143). 

5. In  its Reply the Federal Republic, as it was entitled to do, has both added 
to and amended its submissions. These revised submissions will be commented 
upon Iater in so far as rnay appear nwessary. But the two Governments cannot 
refrain in this Introduction frorn at once drawing attention to the extraordinary 
character of the new Submission 4 contained in the version of the Federal 
Republic's subrnissions which now confronts the Court '. 

The first. submission asks the Court to say Chat the delimitation of the con- 
tinental shelf between the Parties in the North Sea is governed by the principle 
that each cuastal State is entitled to a just and equitable "shase". This sub- 
mission is followed by a series of negative submissians, developed in two para- 
graphs, which are designed to indue the Court to discard the equidistance 
principle as a relevant pnnciple or rule of international law. The final sub- 
mission then reads: 

"Consequently, the delimitation of the continental shelf in the North 
Sea between the Parties is a rnatter which ha9 to be settled by agreement. 
This agreement should apportion a just and equitable share to each of the 
Parties in the light of al1 factors relevant in this respect." 

The extraordinary chat-acter of this submission lies in the fact that it seems to 
question the very basis of the Special Agreements by which the two cases were 
referred to the Court. 

6. The Governments of the Kingdoms of Denmark and of the Netherlands, 
in the submissions contained in their Counter-Memorials, have pointed out 
that the prcsent cases have k e n  brought berore the Court precisely because in 
each of them the Parties had established that in regard to the fucther course of 
the boundary a disagreement existed betwcen them which could not be settled 
by detailed negotiations. They have also pointed out that this state of disagree- 
ment is expressly raorded in each Compromis and that the task-the only 
task-entrusted to the Court in each case is to decide what principles and rules 
of international law are applicable to the delimitation as between the Parties to 
the case in question, of the areas of the continental shelf which appertain to 

Reply, p. 435, supra. 
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each of them. The final submission In the Federal Republic's Reply seerns to 
invite the Court, disregarding the clear terms and express object of the Com- 
promis, to lay down as a principle or rule of international Iaw that "the delimi- 
tation is a matter which has to be settlcd by agreement" subject only to a rider 
that "this agrwment should apportion a just and equitabIe share to each of the 
Parties in the light of al1 factors relevant in this respect". 

Under Article 1, paragraph 2 of the Compromis, Denmark and the Federai 
Republic in the one case and the Netherlands and the Federal Republic in the 
other case, have, it is tsue, undertaken that a&er the Courr hasgiven iu decision 
regarding the applicable principles and rules 01 infernarional law they will respec- 
tively delimit the continental shelf in the North Sea as between their countries 
by agreement in pursuance of the Court's decision. But this is quite a different 
thing from what theFederal Republicseeks to obtain from the Court in its fina' 
submission. There the Federal Republic asks the Court to decide under para- 
gragh 1 of Article 1 of the Compromis that in each case the principle or rule of 
law applicable to the delimitation of the continental shelf as between the Parties 
is that the delimitation is a matter which has to be settled by agreement. This 
deprives the Compromis of al1 meaning. In the Compromis, as pointecl out above, 
the Parties exvresslv rocorded their disamement. and their inability to settle this 
disagreement by detailcd negotiations and went on to ask the court  to decide the 
applicable principles and rules of international law in order thar fhey rnight afler- 
wards be in aposition fo reack agreement ipipursuance ojrhe Court's decision. 

7. Nor is the incompatibility of this submission with the Comproniis in any 
way diminished by the rider attached to it, which exhorts the Parties that their 
agreement should "apportion a just and quitable share to each of the Parties 
in the light of al1 factors relevant in this respect". In effect, this exhortation 
merely reproduca the so-called principle of the "just and equitable share", 
which forrns the subject of the first subrnission, adding to it the words "in the 
light of al1 factors relevant in this respect". 

The so-called principle of the "just and equitable share" has already k e n  
subjected to stringent criticisms by the two Governments in their respective 
Counter-Mernorials (Part TT, Çhapter 1) and will be further discussed in Chap- 
ter 1 ofthis Cornmon Rejoinder. Here it sufices to recall its compIete lack of any 
objective legal frame of reference by which to detemine what ia to be considered 
a "'just and equitable share" in any given situation. In the context of legal 
rights, what is "just" and what is "equitable" çan be appreciated only by 
reference to objective and legally recognized criteria. Tn the two cases now 
before the Court the good faith of the respective Parties is not in question. They 
are in dispute precisely because they differ in their appreciations as tu what is 
"just" and "equitable" as between them under international law. Tt iherefore 
serves no purpose whatever, and knocks the bottom out of the Compromis, for 
the Federal Republic to ask the Court merely to direct the Parties to settb 
their dispute by agreement in a manner which will give a "just and equitnble 
share" to each of them. 

Furthermore, the addition of the words "in the light of al1 factors relevant 
in this respect" merely serves to underline the complete absence of any objective 
l e p l  criteria in the Federal Republic's first and fourth submissions. ln Section 5 
of Chapter III, entitled "Conclwsions", the Federal Republic does indoed speak 
of "the breadth of the coastal front of each State facing the North Sea" as an 
"appropriate objective standard of evaIuation with respect to the equitableness 
of a proposed boundary". lndeed in paragraph 97 the Federal Republic goes 
to the length of saying that "the breadth of the coastal front of each State is 
the only appropriate standard by which to dcterrnine the equitableness of the 
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with existing practice of delimiting maritime areas but are also the çoncrete 
expression of the principle of adjacency underlying Articles 1 to 3 in the 
Continental Shelf Convention. 

Chapter 3 dealing with the interpretation of the special çircurnstanoes clause 
in Article 6, showing that this clause cannot be applied in the present dispute 
because a boundary other than the equidîstaoce line is not justzed by any 
special cirçumstance within the meaning of the clause. This Chapter further 
contains the individuai observations of the Kingdom of Denmark and the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands mentioned in paragraph 4 above. 

Parr II, which contains the subrnissions of each Governrnent to the Court 
regarding the principles and rules of international law applicable to the delimi- 
tation as between the Parties of the areas of the continental shelf in the North 
Sea which appertain to each of them. 

Pari III, which contains the Annexes which, inter alfa, set out certain addi- 
tional information on remnt State practice regarding the continental sheif. 
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PART 1. THE LAW 

THE ESSENCE OF THE ISSUE BEFORE THE COURT 

10. As expiained in the Introduction the present proceedings have a two- 
fold object: 
(a) the determination of the boundary line, delimiting, as between Denrnark 

and the Federal Republic of Germany, the areas of the continental shelf 
in the North Sea which appertain io each of them beyond the partial 
boundary determined by the Treaty concluded between Denmark and 
the Federal Republic of Germany oir 9 lune 1965; 

( b )  the determination of the boundary Iine, defimiting, as between the Nether- 
lands and the Federal Republic of Germany, the areas of the continental 
shelf in the North Sea which appertain to  each of them beyozid the partial 
boundary determined by the Treaty wncluded between the Netherlands 
and the Federal Republiç of Germany on 1 Decemkr  1964. 

11. There is complete disagreement between Denmark and the Netherlands 
on the one hand, and the Federal Republic on the other hand, as to what the 
niles and principles of  international law, relevant for each of the two situations 
-the DanishlGeman boundary and the NetherlandslGerman boundary-are. 

12. Accarding to the Federal Republic the relevant niles and principles of 
international law are: 
(a) "The delimitation of the continental shelf between the Parties in the North 

Sea is governed by the principle that each coastd State is entitled to a just 
and tquitable share" (Submission 1, p. 435, supra, of the Reply) and 

(b) ". . . the delimitation of the continental shelf in the North Sea between 
the Parties is a matter which has to be settIed by agreement. This agree 
ment should apportion a just and equitable share to each of the Parties 
in the light of al1 factors relevant in this respect" (Submission 4, p. 435, 
supra, of the Reply). 

13. On the other hand, according to Denmark and the Netherlands, the 
relevant rules and prjncipleç of international law declare: 
(a) that the boundary line as betwcen Denrnark and the Fedeeal Republic 

(or as between the Netherlands and the Federal Republic, as the case may 
be) is to be determined by application of the principle of equidistance from 
the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the temitorid 
sea of each State js measured, untess another boundary is justified by 
speciaI circumstances (Submissions 2, p. 22 1, supra, of the Danish Counter- 
Mernorial and p. 375, supra, of the Netherlands Coiinter-Mernorial) and 

( b )  that, as between Denrnark and the Federal Republic (or as between the 
Netherlands and the Federal Republic, as the case may be), there are no 
special circrimstances which would justify another boundaiy line (Sub- 
missions 3 of the Counter-Memorials). 

14. The Danjsh and Netherlands Governments respectfully submit that 
there is no support whakver to be found in any source of rules and principles 
of international law for a set af rules of the kind put fonvard by the Federal 
RepublIc of Germany, whereas, on the other hand, the relevant niles and 
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princîpIes of international law, as fomulated in the submissions of Denmark 
and the NetherIands, are in full confomïty with generally secognized and 
accepted international norms relating to the drawing of boundary lines in 
general and to the delimitation of fresh water and sea areas in particular. 

Section 1. Rules and minciples of Inteniatiooal Law reiating ta the Deter- 
mination of Boundary Lines in General 

15. Before going into a detailed analysis of the allegations of the Fedesal 
Republic relating to the contents of the relevant rules and principles of  inter- 
national law, it may be useful to mal1  the general spirit of the rules and prin- 
ciples of international law relating to the determination of boundary lines. 

The rules and principles of present-&y international law relating to the 
delimitation in space of sovereignty or sovereign nghts are indeed "marginal" 
in the sense, that they presuppose the CO-existence in fact of  various States- 
or centres of power-each having already a "territory", i.e., a more or less 
d e h e d  space, within which such power is In fact exercised exclusively by each 
State. Taking their startinppoint in this factual situation the ruIes of inter- 
national law do nor pretend to "distribute" the total space, available for human 
activities, between the various States, but rather accept in prjnciple the factual 
situation, according to which each State determines its own exclusive sphere 
of activities in spaae, and do no more than limit the discretion of States in 
this respect, particularly in view of its relations with neighbouring States. In 
other words, It is not the territory of a State as a wkole, but the boiindriry line 
between the territories of neighbouring States-Le., the exact points where 
the extension in space of the sovereign rights of one State rneets the extension 
in space of the sovereign rights of another Siate-which is the objact of rules 
and principles of international Iaw. 

Accordingly, where, between neighbouring States, the exact delimitation of 
their respective territories is uncertain or disputed, international law has devel- 
oped criteria for the more precise determination of the boundary line and settle- 
ment of such disputes. These criteria are of various kinds, but whatever their 
nature and character, the effect of the determination of thc boundary line on 
the total surface of the krritory of the one State in comparison with the total 
surface of the territoxy of the other State, is never a legally relevant element. 

Tndeed the rules and principles of international Iaw relating to delimitation 
of territory between two States do not proceed in the way alleged by the Federal 
RepubIic of Germany. They do not start from the assumption that the total 
territories of both parties put together (thereby iincluding the area lying be- 
tween the boundary line as claimed by the one party and the boundary line 
as claimed by the other party, i.e., the disputed area) are a single unit to be 
shared out-"equitably" or othemise-between the two States in dispute. 
Nor do they consider ~ h e  dispurcd are0 as an area to k shared out between the 
States in dispute. On the contrary, the nomal process is that the claim of each 
party as to the boundary Ilne is put ta the test of the niles and principles of 
international law; in short, that the better claim prevajls. And even if a bound- 
ary line is determined which does not correspond fu'lly to either daim thjs is 
because the rules and principles of international law indjcate such boundary 
line. The fact that such boundary line might be found to "divide" the "disputed 
area" kcause it lies betweeu the two boundary lines as claimed by the parties, 
is  no more than an optical illusion formed a posteriori, neither of the clairned 
lines-nor, consequently, the "disputed ares"-having any legal meaning 
under the niles and principles of international law. 

16. This process of determination of boundary lines by the rules and prin- 
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ciples of international law on the basis of the fact of the extension in space of 
the sovereign powers of each State rather than on the bais  of division of any 
particnlar area between States, is obvious both in the decisions of international 
courts and arbitral tribunals and in the practice of States in determining the 
boundaries of their respective territories by agreement ktween them. 

The idea of "equitable distribution" of a specific area is absent from the 
factors which are relevant in the detemination of a boundary line by agree- 
ment or by decision of an international court or arbitral tribunal. Thus, a cer- 
tain preference for "natural" boundaries and for other boundary lines which 
can easily lx identified by the persons concerned, a3 well as the taking into 
account in the determination of a particular boundary line of socio-economic 
factors such as the traditional or historic use of resources in a particular area 
by the nationals of one State rather than by the nationals of another State, 
have no relation whatsoever with the alleged "principle" of equitable distribu- 
tion nccording tu a crilerion of the cornparalive total surface of the nrea accruing 
to one State and the other. 

The wishes of the population of the area, lying between the boundary lines 
claimed by the respective States, sornetimes play an important role in the final 
determination of the boundary line, but nbuin this obviously haç nothing to do 
with "equitable" distribution of space ktween the States conoerned on the 
basis of shares of the to td  surface of any area. 

17. That the starting-point of the niles and principlcs of international Iaw 
reIating to the determination of boundary lines is the extension of sovereign 
rights in space, rather than the division-"equitable" or otherwise-of the 
total surface of a specific area, is particularly apparent where fresh water and 
sea areas are concerned. Here indeed the concept of the natural continuation 
of the land territory of a State into the water area, and, consequently, the 
concept of propinquity, are at the basis of judicial settlement and State practice 
relating to the dclimitation of such areas. No doubt the boundary lines h a l l y  
laid down in such areas are not akways mathematically exact equidistance Iines; 
but the deviaiions frorn such mathematically exact equidistance lines are in 
principle limited to specific points and founded on considerations specifically 
refated to such points. Again, considerations of sharing-out the total surface 
according to some numerical proportion are wholly absent, 

That the concept of the natural continuation of the land territory of a State 
into the water area adjacent to the land territory lies at the basis of the practice 
of States relating to the determination, vis-&-vis other States, of boundary 
lines in rivers, lakes, straits, territorial waters, contiguous zones, fishing zones 
and other sea areas, is arnply demonstrated by the boundary treatîes quoted 
in Annex 13 of the Danish Counter-Memonal and in Annex 15 of the Nether- 
lands Counter-Mernorial, as well as by the three Geneva Conventions relating 
to the law of the sea (Annexes 1, 4 and 5 of the Counter-Memorials) and the 
European Fisheries Convention (Amex 6 of the Counter-Memorials). 

That concept naturally leads to an application of the equidistance principle 
as the sforting-point for deterrnining where the continuation of the Iand territory 
of one State rncets the continuation of the land territory of another State. 
Tndeed it is clear that, in some form or another, and subject to simplifications 
and corrections for reasons relating to  specific points, the equidistance principle 
is  followed in the practice of States, as illustrated by the treaties just referred to. 

In its Reply (paras. 34-39; 56-61 and h n e x )  the Federal Republic attempts 
to minimize the importance of this evidence of consistent State practice, inter 
dia, by pointing out that (Reply, para. 37) "sorne of them" (ive., boundary 
lines established by the Treaties cited in Annex 13 of the Danish Counter- 
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Memorial and in Annex 15 of the Netherlands Counier-Mernorial) "are not 
true eguidistanoe lines in the full sense because only a limited nurnber of points 
on the boundary have b e n  d e b e d  as being equidistant from certain coastal 
points". (Sirnilar rernarks are made at various places in the Annex to the Reply.) 
Now obviously in praciice every boundary line drawn in accordance with the 
equidistanceprinciple is no more than approximarely a "true" equidistance litze 
in the mathematical sense of the word; there is always some amount of simplifi- 
cation in order to arrive at a practicable solution. 

Eurthcrmore-as developed elsewhere in the present Rejoinder-ar specljîc 
poiirts deviatlons from the "true"-or everi from the "rough"+quidistanfe 
line may be ampted  for reasons of "hiscoric rights" in a specjfic area through 
which part of the equidistance line would run or  in view of "special circum- 
stances" relating to specific base-points from which the equidistance Iine would 
be construed. 

But the relevant fact here is that in al1 those cases the concept of the natural 
contjnuation of the land territory into the fresh-water and sea areas, as reflected 
in the equidistance principle, remains the basis of the determination of the 
boundary line. And equally relevant is that, whatever deviations from the 
equidistance line are admitted, the reasons therefor are aor to be found in 
considerations relating to the equaIity or propartlonality of the total surface 
of the fresh-water or sea areas Iying on either slde of the boundary line. 

18. IR parasaph 14 of its Reply the Federal Republic of Gerrnany attempts 
to nullify the difference between the approach of the alleged principle of "just , 

and equitable share" and the approach of the existing rules and principles of 
international law relating fo the detemination of boundary lines, by qualifying 
the distinction made in the Danish and the Netherlands Çounter-Memorials 
k tweea  delimitation and sharing-out of areas of the continental shelf as a 
"rathm artificial verbal distinction". The only reason given For this qualification 
is that "it is evident that any delimitation between two States riecessarily allots 
each of them a certain share of the shelf so divided". Now obviously, as already 
remarked above, if one State claims a particular boundary line and the ather 
State claims another particular boundary line, it is possible to regard the area 
lying between those two lincs as a "disputed area". If then, $y agreement or  
judicial settlement, a third boundary line, lying between rhe two ctairned lines 
is determined as dhe boundary line, it is possibIe to compare a posteriori the 
total surface of the part of the "disputed ara" Iying on one side of that bound- 
ary line with the total surface of the part of the "disputed area" lying on the 
other side of that boundary. But the question is no1 whether such an operation 
is technically possible, but whether i t  is Iegally relevant for the application of the 
rules and principles of international Iaw relating to the determination of the 
boundary line. As explained above, the answer to the latter question is definitely 
a negative one, for the simple but essential reason that the rules and principles 
of international law in this field deal wirh the posiiion of the boundary line 
and are not concerned with the result in terms of proportional shares of the 
total surface of any area, let alone the "disputed area". Indeed, wliat the Federal 
Republic of Gerrnany qualifies as "the rother artificial verbal distinction" is in 
reality an expression of a fundamental di'ererice in Iegal approach. 

One could imagine an international Iegal order which distributed the total 
space available for human adivities between the various exjsting States, thereby 
aIlotting to each State a particular territory on the basis of its needs in com- 
parison with those of othcr States. But it Is obvious that this is not the legal 
approach of the rules and principles of international law as they exist today. 
On the contrary, those riiles and principles take their starting-point in the 
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territory into the sea. Indeed the alleged principle, as f~rmulated by the Eederal 
Republic of Gerrnany, i s  in flat contradiction to Articles I ,  2 and 3 of the 
Geneva Convention on the Continental S helf, w hich, in accordance wi t h 
previous and later State practice, determines the sovereign rights of the coastal 
States by reference to a delimited space (see also Art. 6, para. 3, of the Con- 
vention). 

21. Pcrhaps the mixing-up of resources and space, which already appeared 
in paragraphs 30 and 35 of the Memorial, is intentional. Indeed in paragraph 35 
of the Memorial a cornparison is made between what is there caEled "the 
problem of the division of a cornmon continental shelf" and the "apportion- 
ment" of the "limited amount of water resources" of a river basin which 
extends over the territories of several States "between the basin States". 

As already remarked in paragraph 49 of the Danish Counter-Memorial 
and in paragraph 43 of the Netherlands Counter-Mcmorial this reference to 
the use of the waters of international rivers is entirely beside the point. Since 
in its Reply the FederaI Republic does not elaborate on this matter, it might 
be supeduous to devote further attention to it. Howcvcr, since the so-called 
"Helsinki rules on the uses of waters of international rivers" are the only 
example mentioned anywhere by the Federal Republic of Germany of applica- 
tion of a concept of a "just and equitable share", a few additional remarks 
might be appropriate. 

At the outset it should be noted that it is doubtful, to say the least, whe~her 
the so-calleci Helsinki rules, drafted and adopted by a private organization, 
reaIiy express existing international law at dl, But even aparr from that, it is 
obvious that it is impossible to compare a continental shelf with a drainage 
basin. The concept of "drainage basin" and "basin Stale" in the Helsinki 
rules apply only to the non-navigationai uses of waters. The problems of non- 
navigational uses of waters arisc from the fact of nature that water Pows 
from one point to another. Accordingly conduct within the boundarics of one 
basin State in relation to the water of a drainage basin which extends over the 
territories of two or morc States necessarily affects the use of the water of tlze 
same drainage basin within the boundaries of another State. This simple fact 
of nature underIim the concept of treating a drainage basin as an integrated 
unit. There is no such natural foundation for treating a conririenta/ shelfas an 
integrated unit. Surely it is possible rhar a siirgle geological structure extends 
across a boundary line on the continental shelf, as it is possible that a single 
geologicai structure extends across the delimitation lines between concession 
areas on the part of the continental shelf appertaining to one State. Both 
municipal Iegislations and the internationai practice of States show that the 
problems arising from such a situation are nat solved b y  a modification of the 
boundaries of the concession area or of the continental shelf as the case may 
be, but by different methods which do not affect those boundaries. In rhis 
connection reference is made to paragaph 18 of the Netherlands Counter- 
Memorial. Indeed if the Helsinki rules prove anything relevant to the present 
dispute, it ir; that there is no connection at al1 between the "equitable" distri- 
bution of resources and the dctermination of boundary lines in space. The 
Helsinki niles themselves, whilc providing that "each basin State is entitled, 
wifhin ifs ferritory, to a reasonable and equitabIe share in the beneficial uses 
of the waters of an international drainage basin" (italics added) and that 
"what is a reasonable and cquitable share . . . is to be determined in the Iight 
of al1 relcvant factors in each particular case", do no! at al1 attach to the treat- 
ment of an international drainage basin as an integrated unit any çonsequences 
with respect to the Gounduries of the basin States respective territaries. 
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is an example, is particularly suited to conditions such as those which prevail, 
inter dia, in regard to the continental shelf. Morcover, unless the line is to he 
more or less arbitrary, the precise limits to which sovereign rights of a State 
extend in spaçc could-in relation to the sea-bed and subsoil-hardly be 
determincd in any other way than by the equidistance method if similar rights 
of other States are Invulved. 

The effective exercise of sovereign rights by a State in a particular area 
cannot be a criterion, it bcing generally recognized that, as stated in Article 2, 
paragraph 3, of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf, the rights 
of the coastal State do izof depend on occupation, effective or notional, or a n  
any express proclamation. 

Nor-the question of sedentary fisheries apart-could the rcgular use of a 
particular area by nationds of one State rather than by nationals of another 
State-"trüditional" or "historie rightsm-provide a criterion. Such "tra- 
ditional" use for the purposes of exploration and exploitation of the natural 
resources of sea-bed and subsoil dues not exist, and, even if it existed, is 
excluded as a title to the continental shelf by paragraph 2 of Article 2 of the 
Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf. Other traditional uses, such as 
fishing in particular areas, cannot affect the boundary line, those activities being 
safeguarded by other provisions of the same Convention. 

The ~Memorial and the Reply suggest considerations of "equity" as criteria 
for the delimitation. 

Nom, obviously, such considerations, if at al1 valid, could only lead ta a 
correcriori of lines, drawn according to oiher criteria. These considerations, in 
other words, could apply to the resulf of the drawing of boundaries according 
to other criteria. 

lndeed the whole argument of the Federal Republic b that the application 
of the equidistance method in the particular case now before the Court results 
in a comparatively small surface of the area belonging to the Federal Republic. 
But the Mernorial and the Reply fair cornpletely to indicate for what reason 
and on the basis of what considerations this result would be "hiequitable", 
In plain words: why should the Federal Republic's continental shelf have a 
larger total surface? And where should this additional surface be located? 
And why shauld such additional surface be provided by Benmark andlor the 
Netherlands rather than by other countries adjacent to the North Sea? And 
why should only the Federal Republic receive additional surface and not other 
countries adjacent to the North Sca? 

The truth of the matter is that there is simply no basis, either in faw or in 
" equity", for thc Federal Regublic's claim for additional surface. 

25. In this respect it is significant that the Fedcral Republic requests the 
Court to recognize and declare that: 

"4. . . . the delimitation of the continental shelf in the North Sea 
between the Parties is a matter which has to lx settled by agreement. 
This agreement should apportion a just and equitablc share to cach of the 
Parties in the Hght of al1 factors relevant in this respect." (Reply, p. 435, 
sripro). 

Now, first of al], it is an esiablished fact that neithcr the Federal Republic 
and Benmark, nor the Federal RepubYic and the Netherlands, have been able 
to reach agreement on the delimitation, since both pairs of States are in dis- 
agreement on the basis for such agreement. 

Consequently thc dispute could oniy be settled by the Court indicating on 
what basis the boundary lines must be drawn. 
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Apparently the Federal Republic requests the Court to declare that this 
basis is: "apportjoning a just and equitable share to the Federal Rcpubliç of 
Gerrnany, Denmark and the Netherlands in the light of al1 factors relevant 
in this respect." 

Clearly, as already pointed out jn the Introduction, such a declaration of 
the Court would be absolutcly useless for the settlement of the boundary 
disputes between the Federal Republic and Denmark on the one hand, and 
the Federal Republic and the Netherlands on the other hand. It would be a 
thinly disguised non Iiqtref unless ir werc accompanied by a statement why, 
where and to what precise extent the equidistance lines should bc deviated 
from in the detemination of the boundav Iines. 

Section TIR. The Alleged Standard of "the Coastal Front" 

25. In its submissions in Part 11 of the Reply the Federal Republic does not 
indicate why, where and to what precise extent the equidistance lineç should 
be deviated from or displaced in the detcrmination of the boundary Iines of the 
continental shclves appertaining to Denmark, the Federal Republic and the 
Netherlands respmtively. 

By failing to do so, and by introducjng instead the notion of "proportionali- 
ty" of the surface of the continental shelf appertaining to a State, to the length 
of what is called "the coastal front" of that State, the Federal Republic once 
again rnoves out of the realm of existing rules and principles of international 
Iaw into the field of arbitrary constructions. 

As dernonstrated earlier in the present Rejoinder there is no rule or principle 
of international law requiring the application of any standard of "equitable- 
ness" to the rcsult, in terrns of total surface, of the drawing of boundary lines. 

Indeed the Federal Republic in ifs submissions carefully refrains from in- 
dicating what, in its opinion, would be the content ofsuch a "standard ofequi- 
tableness". In the Reply iisclf, however, the Federal Republic maintains that 
"the breadth of the coastal front of each State is the only appropriate standard 
by which to determine the eq~iitableness of the apportionment effected by the 
proposed boundary" (para. 97 of the Reply) (italics added). 

Now-lcaving aside the fact, that the notion of "proportional shares" is 
wholly alien to the rules and principles of international law relating to bound- 
aries-the concept of "coastal front" is a cornpletely novel invention in the field 
of rnaritimelaw. As pointed out in paragraph 17 of the present Rejoinder, the 
existing rules and principles of international law relating to the delimitation of 
sea areas are based on the concept of continuation of the land territory of a 
State into the sca. Obviously, thjs continuation starts from the actual coastline. 
Accordingiy, as confirmed in Article 3 of the Geneva Convention on the Ter- 
ritorial. Sea and the Contiguous Zone, the normal baseline for deiermining the 
extent of sea areas is the low-water line along the Coast. In particular localities 
and undcr certain conditions straight baselines may be drawn with the effect 
of moving seawards the outer Iimits of the sea areas involved. But this "straight- 
ening-out" of the baseline shalI not resuIt in a Iine which bears no relation at 
al1 to the actual Iow-water line and the land-domain bh ind  it (cf. Art. 4 of the 
Geneva Convention on the Territorial Sea}. 

Ncither in the Geneva Conventions and the travaux prkparaioires nor in the 
practice of States can any trace k found of the concept of a "coastal front", 
the length or breadth of which would determine the extent in space of the 
rights of a coastal State. Apart from the dcscription in the Reply, paragraph 94, 
of the Borkum-Sylt line the Federal Republic of Germany has not in so many 
words described the so-called "coastaI fronts" of the States involved in this 
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dispute. And although the Federal Republic has in the Mernorial and the 
Reply-not counting what is contained in the Annexes-presented no less than 
26 charts and diagrams, no graphic description of the "coastal frontsw-a 
concept to which the Federal Republic attaches the utmost importance-has 
been given. In these circumstances the two Govcrnments feel justifieci in trying 
to show in figure A (on p. 470, infra) what the "coastal fronts" of the three States 
appear to be as Far as this concept can be deduced £rom the text of the Memorial 
and the Reply and from some abstract diagrams presented in the Reply. A 
simple g lane  at this figure is suficient to show that the concept of "coastal 
front" has no basis whatever either in geography ot in law. 

In  paragraph 97 of the Reply, it is stated that "the Fcderal Republic main- 
tains that not the distance from some single point on the coast but rather the 
breadth of the coastal front of each State is the only appropriate standard by 
which to detemine the equitableness of the apportionment effected by the 
proposed boundary" (italics added). 

In itself the statement just cited is remarkable in the sense that it compares 
criteria of an essentially different kind. Whereas the equidistance principle or 
method i~ meant to determine the boundaries of an area every s i~ lepoir i t  wi~hin 
which is nearer to the coastline (i.e., obviously a point on the coastline) of one 
State than to the coastlin~ [i.e., obviously, nny point on the coastlin~) of anorher 
State, in other words, the locafion of the lirnits of the arca, the allegcd criterion 
or standard of "the breadth of the coastal front" (at other places in the Memorial 
and in !he Reply also called "coastal frontage") is a criterion for the distribution 
of the tucol surfme of the area exprcssed in a number of square miles or kilo- 
metres, the shares Io be proportionate to the length or breadth of an artificial 
line representing "the general direction of the coast". 

Now, one simply cannot compare a criterion for the location of the limits of 
an area with a criterion for the size of the shares of the total surface cif an area. 

As already remarked before, the only criterion compatible with the concept 
of the continuation of the land territory is a criterion based on the location of the 
actual coastline. 

Criteria of total surface are irrelevant within rhe context of the continuation 
of land territory. Equally irrelevant for the concept of continuation is the 
length or breadth of an artifîcial line representing "the general direction of the 
coast", quite apart from the fact that in rnany cases the total coastline OC a 
particular State simply does not have one "general direction". It should also 
be noted that even if, in the abstract, ii may for some purpose make sense to 
reduce and simplify a particular actual liiie to onc or a serics of straight lines, 
caIled "the gerieral direcclott" of the actual line, the [eng~h of such an ariificial 
line has no reiationship whatever with the length of the actual line or with any 
other reality. 

Ti is therefore confusing to compare "the distanoe from some single point 
on the coast" to "the breadth of the coastal front". This way of presenration 
seems to suggest that points on the wastline which deviate considerably from 
the "gcneral direction" of the coastline should ix left out of account in deter- 
rnining the equidistance line. However, this suggestion is not borne out by the 
remainder of the sentence just quoted. In the remainder of the statement i l  is 
nul the direction, but thc lei~grh of the artificial Iine called "coastal frontage" 
which is considered the only appropriate standard by which to determine the 
total surface-not the location of the lirnits-of the continental shelf to be 
allotted to a given State. 



Figure A 
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Section IV. The So-Calied "Sector-Thmry" 

27. The attempt of the Federal Republic to get away from the necessity of 
indiçating precisely why, where and to what extent the equidistance lines should 
ix deviated from in the determination of the boundary lines on the continental 
shelf culminates in the construction of the Noreh Sea area as a "roughly cir- 
cular" area, to be divided in "sectors". In this constmction any and every con- 
nection with the realities of the situation-the actual location of the coastlines 
and the form of the North Sea-is completely thrown overboard. 

Jt is significant that only through such a construction can a link be established 
between the location of the limits in the area, the total surface of that area and 
the length of the imaginary coastline. 

Jndeed if an interna1 sea area is perfectly circular, that is if there is no land 
within that circle and no sea outside that circle, lines could be drawn from the 
centre of that sea area to the frontier points on the coastline, which lines could 
then be taken as the dividing lines on the-equally circular-sea-kd. Jf the 
whole sea-bed is continentak shelf or if the configuration of the continental 
shelf is such that ils nateira1 outer lirnit (the 200 metres isobath] runs exactly 
parallel to the coastline, the result would then be that for each coastal State the 
total surface of the continental shelf appertaining to it would k exactly pro- 
portionale to the length of its coastline as it would be exactly propcirtionate Co 
the length of the straight line connecting its froniier points. At the same tirne 
the boundary lines thus d r a m  would be exact equidistance lines! 

In other words, in such an imagiriary situation the result is the same whether 
the boundary lines are drawn taking as a starting-point the land territory 
and its continuation into the sea from the actual coastline, or whether one 
shares out the sea area, taking as a starting-point the "middle" of that sea 
area. 

In any acttral situation, however, and in particular in the case of the North 
Sea, the choice of a point "in the middle of the sea9*, as well as the drawing of 
boundary lines from such point to the frontier points on the actual c~astlines, 
would be pureIy nrbitrary even in the sharing out approach adopted br the 
Federal Republic. There js simply no escape from the fact that any test of 
"equitableness" in terms of total surface of  an area cannot determine the 
location of the lincs dclimiting that area. 

28. In its Reply the Federal Republic states (para. 92): 

"The Federal Republic has not attempted to regard the North Sea as a 
case where the delimitation of the continental shelf between the adjacent 
States could be effcctcd by application of the sectoral division pure and 
simple; it has considered the construction of sectors as a 'standard of 
eilaluafion' by which ato judge whether a certain boundary delimitation, in 
particular by the piinçiple of equidistance, could be regarded as equitable 
under the  circumstances of the case." (Ttalics added.) 

But how could the rnnfhematicad fact that in a perfectly circular intemal sea 
the drawing of boundaq lines according to the equidistance principle results in 
sectors, the surface of which is proportional to the lençth of the coastline, 
provide any standard of evaluation in law for the drawing of boundwy lines 
in sea areas of a cornpletely different shape, which are not fully surrounded 
by land, where the configuration of the coastlines is far from circular, and where 
the length ofeaçh coastline has no relationship whatsoever with the length of an 
arc of circle or straight line joining its frontier points? 
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Indeed, if the Federal Republic "has considered the construction of sectors" 
only as a "standard of evaluation" of the "equitableneçs" of the total surface of 
the continental shelf which appertainç to the Federal Republic under the 
principle of equidistance, the whole so-called "sector theory" has no indepen- 
dent meaoing and boils down to a somewhat elaborate way of asking for more. 

29. On the ooter hand it a p p a s  from the statement in the RepIy, just 
quoted, that the Federal Republic has given ug the-indeed untenable-claim, 
put fonvard in paragrapb 81 of its Mernorial, to the effect that- 

"in an apportionment of maritime areas which are surrounded by a 
number of States, it would be an equitaMe principle of division for every 
coastal Slate to receive a portion which extended fo the rniddle of the sca" 
(itaIics added). 

Actually the Federal Republis-in paragraph 93 of the Reply-recognizes 
that "the circle line in figure 21" (of the Mernorial) "may indeed have been a 
little misleading . . ." and "might have been drawn with a different radius or 
omitfed alrogether" (italics added). This admission rather underlines the purely 
arbitrary character of both the so-called "sector theory" and the concept of 
"coastal front" as applied to the North Sea. 

Tt is obviously always possible t e  choose a point in the sea as represented on 
a map, and draw a circle having that point as its centre. But if the map faith- 
fully represents the North Sea no such circle line can be construed that bears 
any relationship to the actual coastiines of the North Sea countries! 

The Federal Republic's claim to "the middle of the seam indicated at least 
one-be it fictitious-point of the boundary line as it should run in the view 
of the Federal Republic. Now that this claim is abandoned the thesis of the 
Federal Republic is wduced to one reIating to the total surface only of the con- 
tinental shelf appertainimg to it. As such it does not, and could not, specify at 
which point or  points a deviation ftam the equidistance lines is considered 
justified by the Federal RepubIic nor, a fortiori, what are the considerations 
relating to those points, which could possibly milirate in favour of such deviation. 

Section V. The Federal Repubiic's Concept of "Speciai Circumstances" 

30. Contrariwise, Denmark and the Netherlands, whiIe admitting that the 
rules and principles of international Iaw provide for the possible justification of 
a boundary line other than the equidistance line, maintain that there are no 
special cjrcumstances, which, in the relationship between the Federal Republic 
and Denmark, or in the relationship b e t w e n  the Federal Republic and 
the Netherlands, wouEd justify a deviation from the equidistance line. 

As amply demonstrated in the Counter-Mernorials and in the present Rejoin- 
der, such "special circiimstances", in order to quahfy for thc possible justifica- 
tion of another boundary line, should relate to specific geographic points and 
the corresponding specific area. 

Thus, in particular with respect to the application of the equidistance prin- 
ciple in the delimitation of nvers, lakes and territorial waters, deviation from 
the exact equidistance lines is sometimes b w d  on the consideration that at 
specific points those equidistance lines would insuficiently take into account 
the traditional use of a specific area crosscd by such equidistance line (cf. 
"historic title" in Art. T 2 of the Geneva Convention on the TerritoriaI Sea). 

Again, in the application of the equidistancc principle, there mighf be reasons 
to a certain extent to disregard particular points of the baselines of one State, 
which-taking into account their position with respect to the baselines of the 
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other State-deviate extremely from otherwise relevant points in their neigh- 
bourhood on the baselines of the former State. But these types of circurnstances 
are furidamen~ally dtfferenr from the type of circumstances which the Federal 
Republic of Gesmany attempts to invoke in the present dispute. 

The Federd Republic-in paragraph 82 of the Reply and at various other 
places in the Mernorial and in the Reply-alleges: 

"if geogaphicd circumstances bring about that an equidistance boundary 
will have the effect to cause an unequitable apportionment of the con- 
tinental shelf ktween the States adjacent to that continental shelf, such 
circurnstances are 'special' enough to justify another boundary line". 

Now it is obvious that the boundaries, esiaMished on land, arrive at a certain 
point at the coastline and that, from thereon, the equidistance boundary in the 
sea area is ex kypathesi the result of "geographiml circumstances'', Le., of the 
configuration of the coastline. If such configuration of the coastline were to be 
qualified as a "special circumstance" in any and every case where the determina- 
tion of boundary lines in the sea area by application of the equidistance prin- 
ciple were said to result in an "unequitable share" in the lotal surface of sea 
axa, the connection between the location of the boundary line in the sea area 
and the configuration of the coastline would be completely severed. 

In other words, and as already remarked before, it is logically impossible to 
combine the idea of "equitable distribution" of the total surface of a s a  area 
with the rule of determination of baundary lines with rcference to the configura- 
tion of the coast. The latter rule necessarily requires, for the possible justifica- 
tion of a deviation from the equidistance line, that there is something "special" 
in the location of spocific points of the coastline. 

As amply demonstrated in the Counter-Mernorials the Federal Republic did 
not-and, indeed, cannot-indicate any "special" point or points in the con- 
&ration of the coastline of the three States involved in the present dispute 
which could possibly justify a deviation from the equidistance lines. 
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THE APPLICABlLlTY OF THE PRiNCLPLES OF DELIMITATION 
EMBODIED IN ARTICLE 6 OF THE CONVENTION ON THE 

CONTINENTAL SHELF 

Section 1. The Principles and Rdes of Law Invoked by Denmark md the 
Netherlands 

31. The Governments of Denmark and of the Netherlands, in presentirig 
their submissions in their respective Counter-Memorials, asked the Court when 
fulfilling its task under Article 1 of the Compromis to adjudge and deçlare 
(Submission 1) : 

"nie delimitation as between the Parties of the said areas of the con- 
tinental shelf in the North Sea is governed by the principles and rules of 
international law which are expressed in Article 6, pwagraph 2, of the 
Geneva Convention of 1958 on the Continental Shelf." 

The principles and rules of international law expressed in that paragraph, as 
the Court is aware, are: 

"Where the same continental sheif is adjacent to the territories of two 
adjacent States, the boundary of the continental shelf s h d  be determined 
by agreement between them. In the absence of agreement, and unless 
another boundary line is justified by special circurnstances, the boundary 
shall be determined by application of the principle of equidistance from 
the nearest points of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial 
sea of each State is measured." 

On the basis of these principles the two Govements  n5ke.d the Court further 
to adjudge and declare (Submission 2): 

"The Parties being in disagreernc~it, unless another boundary is justiiied 
by special circurnstances, the boundary between them is to be determined 
by application of the principIe of equidistance from the nearest points of 
the baseIjnes from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is 
measured." {Italics added.) 

EinalIy, they asked the Court to adjudge and declare (Submission 3): 

"Special circumsiances which jwstifr amilter boundary lirie not hoving 
been estublished, the boundary between the Parties is to be determined by 
application of the principIe of equidistance indicated in the preceding 
submission." (Italics added.) 

32. In Lhapter 11 of the Reply (gara. 20) the Federal Republic professes to 
find that the Counter-Mernarials are "not very clear on the substance of the legal 
ruIc'' (italics in the original) which the two Govemrnents consider should oblige 
the Federal Republic to accept the principle of equidistanoe with regard to the 
boundarïes of its continental shelf. It claims that "the necessary distinction 
between the rnerhad of drawing the boundary line according to the principle of 
equjdistance from the nearest points of each coast, and the alleged rule of  law 
whkh prescribes the appijcation of this rnerhod under certain or, as the Counter- 
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Mernoriai interprets it, under nearly al1 circumstances, is missing" (italics in the 
original). 

33. The submissions in the Counter-Memorials, however, are crystal clear 
as to the substance of  the legal rule which the two Governments consider 
should oblige the Federal Republic to acrept the p~inciple of equidistance with 
regard to the boundaries of its continental shelf. It is the legal rule cxpressed in 
Article 6, paragraph 2, of the Continental Shelf Convention which, when ap- 
plied to the circumstances of the present cases, l a d s  logically to the result that 
the Federal Republic is obligea to  accept the determination of its boundaries 
"by application of Ihe prinçiple of equidisfance from the nearest points of the 
baseIines from which the breadth of the territorial sea of each State is measured" 
(italics added). Furthermore, the precise substance of the legal rule invoked by 
the two Governments against the Federal Republic was repeatedly indicated 
and underlined in their respective Counter-Memorials. 

34. Nor js there any "necessary distinction" between the method of drawing 
the boundary line according to the principle of equidistance and the rule of Iaw 
invoked by the two Govemments against the Federal RepubIic. The supposed 
"necessary distinction" is nothing but a dogma introdiiced by the Federal 
Rcpublic in Part JI, Chapter 11, of the Mernorial. Asserting in the opening para- 
graph of that Chapter that the principle ofequidistance was adopted in Article 6 
of the Continental SheIf Convention and in Article 12 of the Territorial Sea and 
Contiguous Zone Convention as a rnethod for drawing maritime boundaries, 
the Federal Repuhlic thereafter tenaciously referred to the principle of equi- 
distance as the "equidistance method" or as a mere "technique for the drawing 
of maritime boundaries" (para. 46). But that is not how the matter appears 
either in its substance or in the work of the International Law Commission or 
in the Continental Shelf Convention itself. 

The delimitation of maritime boundaries between either "opposite" Or 
"adjacent" States raises both a problern of the principle by which to determine 
the course of the boundary and a problem of the mefhod by which, the principle 
k i n g  settled, the course of the boundary is actually to be delimited. It is one 
of the virtues of the equidistance principle that it provides the basis for the 
solution of both problerns at one and the same tirne. It supplies firsf aprinciple 
for the delimitation of the maritime areas in question, namely the principle that 
areas nearer to one State than to any other State are to be presumed to fall 
within its boundaries rather than within those of a more distant State; and at 
the same time a practical geornetrical method for defining the boundary in 
accordance with the principle, namely the construction of a line the points of 
which are at equal: distance from the nearest points of the respective çoastlines 
of the two States. 

This double character of the equidistance criterion as both a principle and 
a medhod is shown in the rwommendation of the Cornmittee of Experts in their 
Repart of 18 May 1953 (Danish Courtter-Mernorial, Annex 12 A and Nether- 
lands Counter-Mernorial, Annex 7): 

"After thoroughly discussing different methods the Cornmittee decideci 
that the (lateral) boundary through the territorial sea-if not already 
fixed otherwise-should be drawn according to theprînc@le of equidistance 
from the respective coastlines." (Italics added,) 

If the Cornmittee, as a body of technicians, may have approaçhed the problern 
ptimarily from the point of view of "methods", it is clear that they at the same 
time recognized its character as a "principle". Not oniy did they speak of it as 
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such but they occupied themselves with the question whether or not it would in I 

al1 cases give an eguitable result. 
In the Commission itself the SpeciaI Rapporteur (M. François) at once trans- 

lated the recommendation of the Experts into provisions which manifestly 
expressed the equidistance criterion as a princij7le and as a Iegal rule : 

"2. Where the same continental shelf is contiguous to the territories 
of two adjacent States, the boundary of the continental shelf appertaining 
to each Siate should be drawn according to the principle of eqtridistance 
from the respective coastlines of the adjacent States. 

3. If the parties cannot agree on how the lines are to be drawn in ac- 
cordatice wifh fhe princigles set forth in the preceding paragraphs, the 
dispute shdl be submitted to  arbitration 1." (Ttalics added.) 

In the subsequent proceedings in the Commission it was in the character of 
a principIe and legal rule that the equidistance criterion was discussed, not of 
a mere "rnethod" or "technique". Nor can it be seriously question4 that it was 
in the character of a principle and rule of Iaw as well as of a inethod of delimi- 
tation that the equidistance criterion was embodied in the Continental Shelf 
Convention at Geneva in 1958. 

35. Curiously enough, the Federal Republic seerns itself in paragraph 36 of 
the Reply to have admitted the duaI character of the equidistance criterion as 
both a "principle" and a "rnethod". Riding its hobby horse of an alleged 
fundamental djfference betwaen median lines between "opposite" States and 
equidistance lines between "adjacent" States, it there said: 

"However persistently the Counter-Memorial may refuse to admit it, 
there can be no doubt that ~hefuric~ion of maritïme boundaries is not a mere 
'delimitation' of the inarifin~e area each Store controls, but also, nul 
primarily, nn equitable partition of the maritime area berween the States 
conceraed." (ItaIics added.) 

Even if this proposition could be assunied to be true, it seerns pertinent to 
ask the Federal Republic whether the 63 States, ineludir~g fhe Federal Republic 
itseK which voted in favour of the text of Article 6 of the Continental Shelf 
Convention at Geneva are not to be presumed to have adopted the equidistance 
criterion in paragraph 2 not as a mere mefhod of delimitation but "also iynot 
primarily", as "an eqiciiable pnriition of the rnaritittte area beiweeit the States 
conccrned" (italics added). 

In any event it is clear that any partition of maritime areas cannot be com- 
pletely detached from al1 the accepted principles governing delimitation of 
maritime areas, as the Federal Government maintains. 

36. In short, the Federal Republic's attempt to separate the equidistance 
criterion as a princkle of delimitation from the equidistance criterion as a 
mefhodofdelimitation js cornpletely unjustjfied in the context of the Continental 
Shelf Convention. The alleged "necessary distinction" is  clearly non-existent 
and cannot serve the Federal Republic's purpose of trying to undermine the 
status of the equidistance principle as a generally recognized rule of law for the 
deIimitation of continental shelf boundaries as between adjacent States. 

37. Chapter II of the RepIy further contains a general attack on the subrnjs- 
sipns of the Danish and Netherlands Govmments conceming the prjnciples and 
mles of international Iaw appIicable to the dclimiiation of the boundaries now 

Yeaearbook of the I.L.C., 1453, Vol. 1, para. 37, p. 106. 
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in question. This attaçk takes the form of a series of related, if disjointed, a r y -  
rnents which the two Governments propose to examine under two main hm&: 
(1) the status of the equidistance-special circumstances rule as a generally 
recognized rule of international law; and (2) the position of the Federal 
Republic of Germany in relation to that rule. 

Section 11. The Status of the Equidistance-Special Circumstances Rule as a 
genemlly Recognized Rule of International Law 

A. THE ARGUMENTS OF THE DANISH AND NETHERLANDS GOVERNMENTS 

38. In Chapter II of the Reyly, as in the Mernorial, the arguments of the 
Federal Republic are in some measure rnisdirected because it persists in repre- 
senting that the kgal ruIe invoked by the two Governments is the "equidistance 

' li~ie" pure and simple whereas it is, of course, the application of the "equi- 
distance princele unless anofher boundary is jusr$ed by special circumsfunceY"' 
In paragraph 21 it further distorts the legal position taken up by the two 
Governments in their Counter-Mernorials by asserting: 

"The Counter-Mernorial regards the equidistance Iine as the 'general 
rule' for al1 sorts of maritime boundaries (Dan. C.-M., paras. 61, 84-90, 
115; Neth. Ç.-M., paras. 55, 78-84, 109) as if it had the same legd validity 
for al1 situations, irrespective of whether the boundary line had to be 
drawn betwcen adjacent or opposite coasts, whether they were boundarjes 
in Straits, in waters near the Coast or in the wider regions of the open sea, 
or whether the delimitation was made for the purposes of custom and 
fishery control or for the division of subrnarine resources. By treating the 
existing maritime boundaries aljke the specific factors relevant to the ap- 
plicability of the equidistance line for delirniting continental shelf bound- 
a ies  rnight be disregarded." 

Thc paragraphs in the Counter-Mernorials mentioned by the Federal 
Republic in no way bear out the assertion, by which the Federal Republic seems 
to suggest to the Court that in their Counier-MemoriaIs the two Governments 
have invoked the equidistance principle as a general rule of customary law 
governing the delimitation of nll maritime boundaries bjnding as siich upon the 
Federal Republic. 

If that is the meaning of the assertion, it is  an inadmissible presentation of the 
argumeiits of the two Govcrnments in their Counter-Memorials, where they 
expressly stated: Tt is nat here a question of establishing the "equidistance 
prjnciple" as a principle universally binding in boundary delimitation. 

39. The arguments, rneticulously developed step by step in Chapter 3 of Part 
II of the Counter-Memorials, may be summarized as foilows. 

In the State practice prior to the definitive establishment of the coastal State's 
rights in the continental shelf at the Geneva Conference of 1958 the tendency 
was to refcr in general terms to the delimitation of continental shelf boundaries 
on "equitable principles". But the conccpi of a delimitation on equitable prin- 
ciples was afterwards converted, through the work of the International Law 
Commission and through the Geneva Conference into the rules set out in 
Article 6 of the Continental Shelf Convention which accept the equidistance- 
special circumatances principle for the delimitation of continental shelf bound- 
aries as a rule of law (Danish Counter-Memonal, para. 61; Netherlands 
Caunter-Memorial, para. 55). This development took place between 1951 and 
1958 through the work of the Cornmittee of Experts and the International Law 
Commission and through the endorsement of their views ai the Geneva 
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Conference (Danish Courater-Mernorial, paras. 63-71 and 75-79; NetherIands 
Counter-Mernorial, paras. 57-45 and 69-73). 

T h u g h o u t  the period during which the codification and progressive 
development of the law of the sea was under consideration by the International 
Law Commission the whole doctrine of  the coastal State's rights over the con- 
tinental shelf was stiIl in course of formation. The iiniIateral claims which had 
been made by individual States varied in their nature and extent; and many 
coastal States, încluding all the Parties to the present disputes, had not yet 
promulgated any claims, although Denmark had made her position clear 
(Danish Counter-Memorial, paras, 12 and 13). The work of the Commission 
and of Gouernments in theu replies to theCammission both klped to consoli- 
date the doctrine in international law and to çlarify its content. This it did 
no less in regard to the delimitation% of boundaries between States on the 
continental shelf than it did in regard to the nature and extent of the legal 
rightr of coastal States over the continental shelf. Thus, just as the work of the 
Commission and the contribution to the work made by governments were 
important factors in deveIoping a consensus as to the acceptability of the 
doctrine, so also were they important factors in developing a consensus as to 
the acceptance of the equidistance-special circumstances principle as the 
general rule for the delimitation of continental sheIf boundaries (Danish 
Counter-Mernoriai, para. 72; Netherlands Counier-Mernorial, para. 66). 

The equidistance-specid circurnstanoes rule was embodied in the Continental 
Shelf Convention at Geneva by an almost unanimous vote. Furthermore, the 
equidistance principle which is its basis, sti fat+ frorn king a novelty in 1958, 
was a principle which atready had wide roots in the State practice concerning 
sea and fresh-water boundaries. State practice, as demonstrated in an Annex to 
the Counter-Mernorials (Danish Annex 13; Netherlands Annex 151, showed 
Shat in 1958 there already existed a very considerable number of examples of 
recourse to the equidistance principle or same variant ofi t  for the delimitation 
of different kinds of sea and fresh-water boundaries. In short, the rules for the 
delimitation of continental shelf boundaries embodied in Article 6 of the Con- 
vention were an  expression of n principle already h o w n  and accepied in State 
prrictice in relnfion to maritime houndaries and were #laus irzfull harmony with the 
exisrit~g pracfice and concepis of mcnritime international law (Danish Counter- 
Mernorial, paras. 84-90; Netherlands Counier-Mernorial, paras. 75-84). 

State practice since the Geneva Conference, by the numerous ratifications of 
the Gencva Convention and by the numerous delimitations of  continental shelf 
boundaries on the basis of the principles expressed in Article 6, amply confirms 
that today those principles possess the status of the generally recognized rules 
of international law appIicable to the delimitation of continenta1 shelf bound- 
arjes. Those principles have &en applied not only by the States parties to the 
Continental SheIf Convention but also by States, including the Federal Republic 
which have not yet become parties. It is with regard to the present boundaries 
alone, and this only with reference to "thejr further course" beyond partial 
boundaries already determined on the basis of the equidistance principle, that 
an example of a State's resisting the normal application of the principIe of 
Article 6 is to be found. 

Finally, the pnnciples expressed in Article 6 are Eully consonant with, and 
even demanded by, the radio Iegis of the Continental Shelf Convention. Under 
Articles 1 and 2 each wastal State is recognized to posscss ipso jure sovereign 
rights of exploration and exploitation ouer the sea-bed and subsoil of the sub- 
marine areas adjacent to its coasts. Inherent in this concept is the principle 
that areas nearer to one State than to any other State are to be presumed to fa11 
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1 within its boundaries rather than within those of a more distant State; and the 

application of this principle is realized by a delimitation in accordance with the 

1 
equidistance principlc (Danish Counter-Mernorial, para. 115; Netherlands 
Counter-Mernorial, para. 109). 

40. Such, in outline, is the case presented by the two Governments in their 
respective Counter-Mernorials regarding the status of the principles çontained 
in Article 6 of the Convention as the generally recognized rule today for the 
delimitaiion of continental shelf boundaries. They have not asked the Court 
to decide that the equidistance principle or evcn the equidistancespecial 
circurnstances principle is a general rule of customary law governing the delimi- 
tation of al! forms of maritime boundaries, Impressive though the evidence may 
be in favour OF the equidistance principle as a norrn for the; delimitation of 
maritime boundaries, the Court is here concerned with a narrower question- 
the question of the principles and rules of international law applicable to the 
delimitation of the boundaries of the areas of continental shelf appertaining to 
coastal States. What the two Govcrnments have asked the Court to decide is 
that the rapid development and general recognition of the coastd State's righrs 
in the exploration and exploitation of the continental shelf adjacent to its 
coasts has been attended by a parallel development and general recognition of 
the equidistance-special circurnstances principle as the general nile, in the 
absence of agreement, for the delimitation of b~undaries between the areas of 
continental shelf appertaining to different coastal States; and that this principle, 
being an integral part of the law now generally recognized as the law governing 
the continental shelf, is binding upon any c~as ta l  State which claims areas of 
continental shelf as appertaining to it under that law, whether under the Con- 
tinental Shelf Convention itself or under a cnstomary right recognized and 
defined in that Convention. 

41. ln attempting to undermine the above arguments the Fedecal Republic, 
as alrcady indicated, makes considerable play with its supposed "necessary 
distinction" between equidistance as a mefhod Cor a boundary and as a principle 
prescribing the application of this rnethod. The spurious characta of this so- 
called "necessary distinction" has been pointed out above (para. 36): the equi- 
distance criterion is at once a rnethod of limitation and a pritxciple of division, 
namely equality of distance from the ncarest points of the respective coasts of 
the States conoemed, In the Reply, however, as in the Mernorial, the Fedcral 
Republic places its main emphasis on a further distinction: a supposed difler- 
ence in the validity of theeqwidistancc criterion as a principle for the delimitation 
of a boundary between "opposite" States and between "adjacent" States. Here 
its objectives appear to be four-fald: (1) to diminish the significance of the State 
practice addiiced by the two Governrnents as showing the wide recourse to the 
equidistance principle in delimiting sea and fsesh-water boundaries; (2)  to 
provide a plausible reason for questioning the general applicability of the equi- 
distance principle as between "adjacent" States, i.e., of tlie provisions in para- 
graph 2 of Article 6 of the Convention; (3) to provide a plausible reason for its 
acceptance of the use of the equidistance principle in the delimitation of 
al1 other continental shelf boundaries in the North Sea but not its own; and 
(4) to provide a plausible reason for its acceptance of the equidistance prin- 
ciple in the delimitation of its own continental shelf boundary in the Baltic 
Sea. 
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42. The preoccupations of the Federal ~ e p d b l i c  concerning these rnatters 
are easily understood. The Federal Rcpublic has taken the position before the 
Court that there is anly ane-very broad-principle which is binding as law 
upon all North Sea States, including itself, in the delimitation of their con- 
tinental shelf boundaries: the principle that "each çoastal State is entitled to a 
just and equitable share l". This so-called principle of law, as has already been 
pointed out and is indeed evident from its mere formulation, lacks any objective 
criteria or standards for its application. Accordingly, the Federal Republic is 
apprehensive that, even i l  the Court were CO admit that entirely vague formula 
as an applicable principle of law for the purposes of the present case, i f  niight 
very wll tki~tk it Iogical, on [lie bcisis of the pririciples stated iri Article 6 of the 
Conventiori, of fhe deliwiitaiion of nurnerous coiiiipie~rial shev  boundaries i t ~  con- 
formity with those principles and of the wide use of the equidistance principle 
in the o'EIimirafion of olher sen andjresh-water boundaries, still to lay down thar 
ivr bhe context of maritime areas a jus8 and cqlrifable sliare is tkai which results 
from the applicatiorr of the equidistance principle unless ir is afirrnalively estob- 
lished char ano~fier boundary is justiJied by special circumsf~nces. Tn other words, 
the Court might very well find in the numerous precedents of the use of thc 
equidistance principle in State practice the objective criteria and standards of a 
"just and equitable" delimitation which the Federal Republic's very broad 
formula so evidently lacks. 

43, The Federal Republic, it would seem, had made up its mind that, having 
regard to the extensive acceptance of median Iines in State practice, including 
its own acceptance of median liire delimitations of the continental shclf in the 
North Sea and the Baltic, the Court is almost certain to concludt that rnedian 
line delimitation-equidistance delimitation between "opposite" States-is 
today generalIy recognized as the legally appropriate expression and application 
of the concept oFa ''just and equitable share" for maritime areas in the absence 
of special circurnstances. For this reason it has ,sought in its Mernorial and , 

Reply to make a sharp distinction between the use of the equidistance principle 
-in its median line form-for delimitation o f  boundaries between "opposite" 
States and its use-io its lateral Iine form-for delimitation of boundaries be- 
tween "adjacent" States. But for this distinction no hasis is to be found in 
State practice. 

44. In seeking, as it dms in paragraph Z t  of the Reply, tu drive a wedge 
between "median line" boundaries for "opposit~" States and "equidistance 
line" boundaries for adjacent States the Federal ' RepubIic has the narrowest 
limits within which to m a n a u w .  It finds itself gravely ernbarrassed by the 
fact that neither the Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone Convention aor the 
Continental Shelf Convention itself makes the slightest difference ktween the 
&O types of case. The argument by which it attempts to escape From this em- 
barrassing fact appears to the two Governments to be wholIy artificial and un- 
convincing. 

Aftcr accusing-quite gratuitously-the two Governments o f  treating al1 
maritime boundaries alike, the Federal RepubIic proceeds in paragraph 21 t e  
argue as Follows: 

"By trcating the existing maritime boundaries alike the specific factors 
relevant to the applicability of the equidistance line for delimiting con- 
tinental shelf boundaries might be disregarded. This is in contradiction 
not only tu the practice of States but also to the wording of the Geneva 

l Reply, Submission 1 .  
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guidance in the matter to States whose coasds were opposite to each other, 
but gave none to adjacent States, because fhe Cominissioti had nu1 yel 
reached any decision on the dcllttiitation of the ferriforial seu of such Sfafes. 
In the absence of any rules of  law, the Commission had decided that 
disputes on the delimitation of the continental sheIf should be submitted 
to strbitration ex aequo et boizo. In view of the objections raised by numerous 
governrnents ta that proposal, however, he had suggested in his fourth 
report that disputes should be submitted to conciliation procedurc. But 
since the completion of the fourth report, the conclusions of the Com- 
mittee of Experts had becorne available and had prompted hirn ta prepare 
a new text for article 7." (Italics added.) i 

I 

These observations of the Special Rapporteur make it plain that the Çomniis- 
sion had corne to separate cases of "adjacent" States from cases of "opposite" 
States largely because in rhe former cases ihe bouridary mmusi be Iinked to the 
lalerai boundary dividiiig the ierritoriol seas O/ adjacent Siafes and it had not 
yet reached any conclusion in regard to the territorial sea boundary. This 
purely technical factor made it perfectly naturai that the Special Rapporteur 
also should frame his draft in two paragraphs stating the rule separately for 
"opposite" and "adjacent" States. There is no trace whaiever either in the 
Special Rapporteur's draft article or in his explanatians to the Commission of 
any inherent difference between the cases of "opposite" and "adjacent" States 
which might render the equidistance principle either less suitable or less generally 
applicable for ihe delimitation of boundaries between "adjacent" States than 
ktween "opposite" States. 

In the Commission itself the main focus of the discussion was the question 
whether the equidistance principle should be qualified by making provision 
for "special circumstances" which might justify anothcr boundary line. This 
question was discussed by the Commission ind~ferently wiih reference to boih 
"oppusite" and "adjacerit" Siafes; and the outcorne of the discussion was that 
the Commission did add this qualifying provision in fIie saine terms to Borh 
cases. SimiIarly, the Geneva Conference itself adopted the two paragraphs of 
Article 6 of the Convention providirig in aCmost identical termsjor the applicafion 
of rhe eqriidisiairce pririciple in boih iypes of cases. 1 

In short-the iravarcr pdparatoires of Article 6 aiîord no warrant whatever 
for the fundamental differences of substanoe and principle which the Federal 
Republic seeh to establish between "median", equidistance Iines between 
"opposite" States and "lateral" equidistance lines between "adjacent" States. 
On the contrary, both the Commission and States at the Conference treated 
the quidistance principle as equally suitable For both cases and applicable 
to both cases under precisely the sawe conditions! 

46. This being so, the Federal Republic, before trying to drive a wedge 
between "median" and "lateral" equidistance lines for the purposes of i r s  
arguments should have asked itself the far more pertinent question: why did 
the Commission and the Conference treat "opposite" and "adjacent" cases on 
grecisely the same bais? This question, it is obvious, has the rnost serious 
implications for the whoIe of the Federal Republic's case. The Federal Republiç 
has maintaincd in its pleadings that the only generally recognized principle 
which is  binding upon al1 States, including itself, is the principle that cach 
coastal State is entjtled to a "just and equitable share". The Federal Republic 
has Iikewise rnaintained in its Reply that "there can be no doubt that the 
function of maritime boundaries is not a mere 'ddlirnitation' of the maritime 
area each State controls, but also, if not primarîly, an equitable partition of 
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the maritime area between the States concernedl". It has further conceded 
expressly in its pleadings that, in nearly al1 cases, at least, a "median" equi- 
distance line constitutes a just and equitable delimitation between "opposite" 
States. What then is the Court to think in regard to the action of the Com- 
mission and of the Conferencc in prescribing the equidistance-special circum- 
stances rule for both "opposite" and "adjacent" States? Did these two res- 
ponsible bodies have in mind what is "just and equitable" and what would 
constitute "an equitable partition" when they were endorsing the equidistance- 
special circumstances rule as the rule of delimitation for "opposite" States? 
Presumably, the Federal Republic must think so; for the whole of its argument 
favours that view. But if that be the case, is it really conceivable that those 
responsible bodies were irresponsibly oblivious of what in law would be "just 
and equitable" and constitute "an equitable partition" when they turned their 
attention to the case of "adjacent" States? Or is the Court asked to think that 
those two responsible bodies were irresponsibly oblivious of these considera- 
tions in both cases and only by good luck failed to lay do~vn an inequitable rule 
for "opposite" States in the first paragraph of Article 6? 

However the matter is put, it is obvious that the position of thc Federal 
Republic is highly delicate even on the basis of its own thesis of the "just and 
equitable share". The concept of the codifying organ of the United Nations 
and the concept of the international community of States at the Geneva 
Conference as to the Iaw to be applied in order to achieve a "just and equitable 
share" and "equitable partition" is the equidistance-special circumstances 
rule which is found in Article 6 of the Convention. The Federal Republic's 
position under its own view of the law becomes al1 the more delicate if it is 
asked what was in the mind of the Federal Republic's own delegation at the 
Conference when it voted in favour of the whole of Article 6 without any 
semblance of a differentiation between paragraph 1 and paragraph 2. 1s the 
Court to understand that the Federal Republic's delegation voted for the 
article despite a belief that the application of paragraph 2 would not achieve 
a "just and equitable share" or an "equitable partition"? If so, there is no 
indication of any such belief in the records of the Conference. 

And if the truth b a s  it obviously is-that the International Law Com- 
mission and the community of States at the Conference endorsed the equi- 
distance-special circumstances rule because they conceived that in the cases 
both of "opposite" and "adjacent" States this rule would achieve what in law 
wouId be a "just and equitable share" and "an equitable partition", then the 
two Governments arc, indeed, entitled to pose another question to the Federal 
Republic: why should Denmark and why should the Netherlands not be 
entitled to delimit their continental shelf boundaries on the basis of the 
principles which the International Law Comn~ission and the delegates 
at the Geneva Conference, including those of the Federal Republic, appear 
to have accepted as the embodiment of what is "just and equitable" in this 
regard? 

47. Whatever may be the Federal Republic's answer to that pertinent 
question, it is clear that the legislative history of Article 6 of the Convention, 
in the Commission and in the Geneva Conference, is wholly incompatible with 
the sharp cleavage which the Federal Republic seeks to establish between 
"median" equidistance lines and "lateral" equidistance lines. 

l Reply, para. 36. 
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the continental shelf boundaries. When, however, the draft for the territorial 
sea was eventually taken up by tlie First Cornmittee, Nonvay pointed out that 
the Commission's draft did not take account of the complication that the 
States concemed in a delimitation might be clairning different breadihs for their 
territorial seas. Norway further pointed out, as ind~ed  did also the Federal 
Republic, that some coastal States had "'historic"claims to a particular breadth 
of the territorial sea which might in certain cases entirle them to extend their 
boundary beyond the equidistance Iine (OBcial Rccords, Vol. 111, pp. 187-188). 
At the same time, saying that the problems regarding "opposite" and "adjacent" 
States were "so closcly interrelated as in some cases to be indistinguishable", 
Norway proposed that the provisions dealing with these two types of  cases 
shauld be combined (ibid.). The Norwegian proposais found favour with the 
First Cornmittee and led to a recasting of the Commission's draft in a negative 
form and as a single provision coverjng both types of cases; and thcy also lcd to 
the inclusion of an explicit referençe in Article 12 of the Territorial Sea Con- 
vention io a "histocic title" as a form of "specinl circumstance'hhich might 
"necessitate" a departure from the equidistance rule. 

50. The Federal Republic has not attempted in the Reply to challenge the 
staiements of the two Governments in the Counter-Mernorials that- 

"There is no indication in the records of the Conference that the dif- 
ference in the formulation of the territorial sea and continentai shelf 
provisions was due to anything else than the difficulty brought up by 
Norway and the vjcissitudes of drafting in different Cornmittees l." 

Tt has rnerely reasserted jts contention that the different formulations of the 
relevant provisions in the two Conventions shows that the "impact of special 
circumstances" is treated differently in the two Conventions and has attributes 
this to "special factors" found "in each of those distinct situations". 

Undoubtedly, as has just been explained, the Conference did have some 
special factors in mind when it formulated Article 12 of thc Territorial Sea 
Convention in different Ianguagc from that in which it had forrnulated Article 6 
of the Continental Shelf Convention. They were the possihility of territorial 
seas' having dimerent bxeadth and the possibility of a State's having a historic 
title to a particular breadth, But, apart from these points, there is nQ indication 
in the records that the Confererice considered that there would be any essential 
difïcrcnccs in the impact of "special circumstances" in the delimitation of 
territorial sea boundaries from their impact on the delimitation of continental 
shelf boundaries. Indeed, the Conference seems, if anything, to have envisaged 
that "special cisçumstances" might have a larger impact in the case of the 
territorial sea than in that of the continental shtlf. Nor is it in the least sur- 
ptising that the Conference should have vitwed the matter in that light, The 
Federal Republic's statement in the Memorial (para. 64) that "the equidistance 
line has a far usider scope of application in the delimitation of territorial waters 
than in thc deliniitation of continental shelf areas" is a pure ass~imption which 
lacks any ioundation not only in the records of the Conference but also in 
Staie practice. Special factors are just as likely to corne into play in areas near 
the shore than in more distant areas. m i s  can be seen, e-g., in the U.S.S.R.- 
Finland Treaty of 1965 where the near-shore boundary reflects provisions of 
earlier peace treaties between the two countrics (Danish Counter-Mernorial, 
para. 102; Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, para. 96) and also in the recently 

' Danish Counter-Mernorial, para. 123; Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, 
para. 117. 
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54. Thc Danish and Netherlands Governments set out certain State practice 
in their Counter-Memorials, invoking this practice from Iwo points of view 
(Danish Counter-Mernorial, paras. 84-112 and Annexes 13, 14 and 14 A; 
Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, paras. 78-106 and Annexes 13 A, 14, 14 A and 
15). First, they referred to a considerable number of precedents as showing 
that the provisions of Article 6 of the Continental Shelf Convention adopted 
aE Geneva in 1958 were in harmony with the psinciplcs underlying the delimi- 
tation of other types of maritime and fresh-water boundaries. From this 
Statc practice they drew the conclusion that the equidisiance-special circum- 
stanccs rule found in Article 6 was no ta  new concept and that, on the contrary, 
it was an expression of a principle already known and accepted in State practice 
in relation to maritime boundaries. Secondly, the two Governments invoked 
a substantial body of prccedents in the period after the Geneva Conference 
which relate specifically to the delimitation of continental shelf boundaries and 
which confirm the general acceptance today of the rules set out in Article 6 as 
represcnting the modern law governing continental shelf boundaries. In 
regard to these precedents the two Governments pointed out that al1 the con- 
tinental shelf boundaries, including those of the Federal Republic, so far 
established in the North Sea as well as in the Balti-the two seas which 
concern thc Federal Republiç-reflect the principle of Article 6 of the Geneva 
Convention. 

1. State Fractice in regard tu the Delimitarion of Freslt- Waier Boundaries and 
Mariiime Bounduries opart from Boundaries of the Coririnental Shew 

55. The Federal Republic, in seeking in the Reply to dispose of the SiaPe 
practice relating to boundaries other than continental shelf boundaries, advances 
certain arguments of a general chasacter (paras. 34-39) and also rnakes certain 
specific criticisms of some of  the individual precedents (Annex, Section B). 
These speci6c criticisms are confincd to practicc concerning territorial sea 
boundaries and it will be convenient to consider them first. 

It was pointed out in the Counter-Mernorials that in 1947, when it was 
necessary to define the territorial sea boundaries of the Free Territory of Trieste 
in Articles 4 and 22 of a major collective treaty, the ltalian Peace Treaty, the 
States concerned significantly fixed the boundaries of the Frae Temitory both 
with Ttaly and with YugosIavia by application of the equidistance ptinciple. 
The Federal Republic seeks to dispose of these precedents merely by saying 
that, the Free Territory having ceased to exist, the provisions in question 
are no longer in force. But the relevant point is not whether these provisions 
are still in force; it is the evidence which thcy furnish of the understanding of 
States concerning the principles to be applied under the international law 
of today for delimiting territorial sea boundaries between adjacent States. 
The fact that, owing to the disappearance of the Free Lcrritory, the provisions 
are no longer in force in no way diminishes their value as evidence of the con- 
victions of States on this matter. Moreover, it seems clear, from the informa- 
tion available, that the existing territorial sea-boundary between Italy and 
Yugoslavia, which replaces the Peace Treaty boundaries, is also based on the 
equidistance principle. 

The same observation applies to the Treaty between Norway and Finland 
,of 28 April 1924 defining the boundary between their two States in the Varanger- 
flord. The fact that it is na Ionger in force does not alter its character as evi- 
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dence. The new boundary between Norway and the Soviet Union may not 
follow the equidistance line in the samc way ; but i t  also reflects the equidistance 
principle. 

Threc examples of reliance on the equidistance principlc the Federal Republic 
seeks to dispose of by the observation that thcy are unilaferal and caitnor can- 
stitute a precedenr for inter-State pracfice: the Mexico-Belice, Mexico-United 
States and Tanzania-Kenya territorial sea boundaries. This observation seems 
quite out of place since there is not the slightesr suggestion that the applica- 
bility of the equidistance principle was in any way in dispute in any of the ihree 
cases. Indeed, in the two first-named examples al1 the States concerned- 
Mexico, the United Kingdom and the United States-were parties to the 
Territorial Sea and Contiguous Zone Convention, Article 12 of which provides 
for the application of the equidistance-special circumstances rule. The thiré 
c x a m p l e a  Proclamation of the Prcsident of Tanzania-is significant; for 
Tanzania is not a party to the Convention and yet appears to have considered 
it natural to apply the principles of delimitation w h i ~ h  theconvention prescribes. 

As to another precedent, the Italo-Turkish Treaty of 1932 delimiting the 
territorial sea boundary between Anatolia and the Esland of Castellorizo, the 
Federal Republic comments that "this line contains only a few points of 
equidistance connected by straight lines '". But it is not uncornmon for two 
States, in applying the equidistance principle, to #grec for mutual convenicnce 
to sitripl~v the line by joining straight tines between. The resulting boundary 
nevertheless remains one based essentially on the application of the eqiiidistance 
principle. 
Two other precedents cited in the Counter-Mernorials as examples of the 

equidistance principle, Treaties of 1908 and 1925 delimiting United States- 
Çanadian boundaries, are contested in the Reply on the basis of a "suggestion" 
thai boundarics "running along the rniddle of two channels" are rather ex- 
amples of a thalweg boundary. In facr, the term "channel" in these cases seerns 
to refer not to the navigational channel but simply to tlie waters intervening 
between the two shores, as in the expression "English Channel"; and the 
principle of delimitation thus would appear to be essentially that of equidis- 
tance. 
56. The two Governments, in the above-mentianed Annexes of their Counter- 

Memorials, noted four precedcnfs in which methods othcr than the equidis- 
tance line had been uscd for dctermining the territorial sea boundary. The 
Federal Republic observes in this connection that "many others could bc 
added". Certainly, some furtber prccedents of the same kind could be adduced, 
more particularly from somewhat earlier tirnes, such as the Norwegian- 
Swedish boundary which was the subject of the well-known Grisbadarna 
arbitratioil. But it remairis true that the cquidistance-spccial circurnstances 
rule, adopted by the lntcrnational Law Commission and by  the Geneva Con- 
ference for the delimitation both of the territorial sea and the continental shelf, 
was by no means a new concept thouglit up by the Committce of Experts in 
1953. On the contrary, it was a naturai evolution from an existing principle 
of boundary dclimitation which had manifestecl itself often enough in the prac- 
tice of States in the delimitation of various forms of maritime and fresh-watcr 
boundaries. Indeed, in paragraph 35 of the Reply the Federal Republic itself 
concedes t hat "Obviozrsly the auahors of the Coir~Dfental SPie(f Çonve~itioii would 
not have framed the rules on the delirnftotion of continnital sheIf boundaries 
wifhout refaud to rhe experience made wfrIi such rnethods in Store practice, and 

Reply, Annex, Sec. B, 3. 
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continental shelf boundary Treaty of 9 July 1965, pending its final determina- 
tion later through an agreement between the two Governments. Furthemore, 
in connection with these negotiations the Federal Republic expressly stated in 
an Aide-Mémoire of 16 March 1967: 

"Although the Convention is not, as yet, in force for the Federal 
Republic of Germany, it is expected that the Federal Republic's instru- 
ment of ratification will be deposited during this summer, possibly before 
1 July 1967. The delay in the ratification procedure is due to purely 
technical reasons. 

Already today, the Federal Republic of Germany considers herself 
bound by the provisions of the European Fisheries Convention of 9 March 
1964 '." 

Accordingly, the two Governments cannot regard the comment of the Federal 
Republic in its Reply as in any way affecting the significance of the European 
Fisheries Convention as an example of the application of the equidistance 
principle in the delimitation of maritime boundaries. Indeed, it remains as yet 
another instance of the recognition of the equidistance principle by the Federal 
Republic in the North Sea. 

2. State Practice irr Regard to the Delimitation 
of the Continerital Shelf 

58. In Annexes to their Counter-Memorials the two Governments set out 
12 precedents of delimitations of continental shelf boundaries al1 of which have 
occurred since the Geneva Conference of 1958 (Danish Counter-Memorial, 
Annex 13; Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, Annex 15); and, analysing this 
practice in Chapter 3, Part II of the Counter-Memorials, they showed that in 
al1 the precedents, including three in which the Federal Republic was concerned, 
there was an application of the equidistance principle (Danish Counter- 
Memorial, paras. 100-110; Netherlands Counter-Memorial, paras. 94-104). 
The sole exception, they further pointed out, was the Federal Republic's 
claims in the present case. 

The Federal Republic has made certain comments on this practice in para- 
graphs 37 and 47-55 of the Reply and in Section A of the Annex thereto; in 
addition, it has drawn attention to certain further precedents which it puts 
forward as incompatible with the recognition of the equidistance principle. 

59. In regard to the North Sea, the Federal Republic questions the reference 
in the Counter-Memorials to the Denmark-Netherlands Treaty of 31 March 
1966 on the ground that its validity will entirely depend on the ruling of the 
Court in the present case. But this Treaty is not cited as a precedent binding as 
slrch irpon the Federal Republic. It is cited merely as part of the general evidence 
of the conviction of States that the applicable principles and rules of inter- 
national law in force today for the delimitation of the continental shelf are 
those expressed in Article 6 of the Continental Shelf Convention; and it is 
similarly cited as part of the evidence that al1 the North Sea States, with the 
singleexception of the Federal Republic, have sought to delimit their continental 
shelf boundaries in accordance with those principles and rules. In those contexts, 
the Treaty is fully relevant, even if it may do little more than confirm an opir~io 
juris on the part of Denmark and the Netherlands which was already ir?iplicit 
in tlreir previorrs ratifications of the Corrtinental Shelf Convention. 

' Annex 3 to this Rejoinder. 
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The Federal Republic also questions the reference to the "partial boundary" 
treaties of 1 December 1964 between the Federal Republic and the Netherlands 
and of 9 June 1965 between the Federal Republic and Denmark, because "the 
Federal Republic of Germany upon signing these treaties, made it clear that 
it did not recognize the equidistance rnethod as determining the further seaward 
course of the boundary line l". Here again it is not a question of a precedent 
binding as such upon the Federal Republic but of evidence of recourse to the 
principles of delimitation which are found in Article 6 of the Continental Shelf 
Convention. This aspect of the Treaties was gone into by the two Governments 
with some thoroughness in the Counter-Mernorials (Danish Counter-Memorial, 
paras. 105-109; Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, paras. 99-103), and the 
Federal Republic does not really seem to make any new point in paragraphs 29 
and 30 of the Reply. Al1 it seems to do is to clarify a little in paragraph 30 its 
explanation of its acceptance of the "partial" equidistance boundaries. I t  
there says that the treaties "prove nothing more than the fact that the equi- 
distance line may bc employed for the delimitation of the continental shelves 
between adjacent States in the vicinity of the Coast where the direction of a 
boundary line based on the equidistance method is not yet it~jlitenced by the 
special configuration of the Coast so rnucli as to cause atl inequitable result" 
(italics added). The interesting thing about this explanation is that it really 
seems to be indistinguisliable froni an invocation-liowever tttglrstified-of the 
"special circtrmstances" clause which fortns an integral part of the rule contained 
in Article 6 of the Convention. That it is completely unjustified will be shown 
later in Chapter 3. Ln the present connection it suffices to point out that the 
Federal Republic is able to rationalize its acceptance of the "partial" boundaries 
only by recourse to a thinly disguised version of the equidistance-special 
circumstances rule. 

60. On four other North Sea delimitations-the treaty between Denmark 
and Norway of 8 December 1965 and the treaties between the United Kingdom 
and respectively Denmark, the Netherlands and Nonvay-the Federal Republic 
rnakes the comment that they "contain one or several points of equidistance 
which are connected by straight lines 2". This comment, if it is intended to 
suggcst that the four treaties in question do not establish boundaries determined 
by application of the principle of equidistance, merely serves to underline the 
decidedly forced character of the Fedcral Republic's arguments on this aspect 
of the case. All four Treaties expressly proclaim themselves as based on the 
application of the equidistance principle; and al1 four go as close to establishing 
an actual equidistance line al1 along the boundary as is consistent with the 
practical requirements of a definition of the line by referencc to geographical 
CO-ordinates. 

61. As to the last of the North Sea precedents, the Belgian Bill introduced 
into the House of Representatives on 23 October 1967, the Federal Republic 
observes in paragraph 37 of the Reply that "it is not a treaty at all". This is, 
of course, tme. But laws, decrees, proclamations, etc., promulgated uni- 
laterally are unquestionably relevant forms of State practice in determining 
what are the generally recognized principles and rules of international law. 
The Federal Republic clearly recognizes that this is so, because it reverts to the 
Belgian Bill in paragraph 55 of the Reply where it criticizes the Bill as "a very 
weak precedent". In support of this criticism it further observes: 

-- - - 

l Reply, para. 29. 
Reply, para. 37 (d). 
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"Apart from the facs that it is at present only a proposa1 without the 
force of law, it is certainly withîn the discretion of any State to adopt the 
principle of equidistance for the delimitati~n of its continental shelf 
vis-à-vis its neighbours if it considers such delimitation equitable. 11 does 
not follow £rom the Expose des Motifs of the Belgian Government which 
accompanies the proposal, that the Belgian Government had chosen 
delimitation by the principle of equidistance because &lgiurn is obIiged to 
accept thiç mode of delimitation." 

The Belgian Bill is, in fact, far from being a "very weak precedent"; on the 
contrary, it is of particular interest, seeing that Belgium has not yet becorne a 
party to the Continental Shelf Comrention. 

In  the 6rst place, the Belgian Bill docs not stand alone as a purely unilateral 
act. In Annex 13 A to the NetherIands Counter-Mernorial there is  printed the 
text of a Note frorn the Belgian Ernbassy ar The Hague to the Netherlands 
Government datcd 15 September 1965, Le., some two years before the sub- 
mission of the Bill t o  the Belgian Parliameni. In this Note the Belgian Govern- 
ment refwred io projected consultations betweeri the two Governments con- 
cerning the delimitation of their continental shelf boundary and then replied 
to the request of the Netherlands Government for BeIgium's agreement to 
the CO-ordinates 51' 48' 18" North and 2" 28' 54" East as the common point of 
delimitation between Great Britain, BeIgium and the Netherlands. In this 
regard the Bclgian Government expressed itself as follows: 

"The Minisiry of Foreign AITairs will certainly be aware of the fact 
that therc is as yet no Belgian Act of Parliament in respect of the Conti- 
nental Shelf; the Bclgian Government is therefore unable to see in what 
way it could oficialiy express its approval of the said co-ordinates as long 
as the Bill that was elaborated under the former Government and was 
held up on accciunt of the dissoiution of Parliament has not passed into 
Iaw; in the opinion of the Eklgian Governmcnt, such approvaf would be 
without foundation in domestic legislation. 

The Belgian Government does not klieve, however, that this point is 
such that it couId create any dificulties, seeing fhai nofking more is involïed 
here than a qrrestion of tirne. 

The BeIgiari Govcrnment has therefore instructed its Embassy in The 
Hague to state that the former will mcanwhilc raise no objection 
to the CO-ordinates 51" 48' 18" N and 2" 28' 54" E which have been agreed 
upon by the Governments of the Netherlands and Great Britain as deter- 
mining the comrnon point of delimitation and wkicli have been deerned 
acceptahb by the Belgian experts." (Italics added.) 

The co-ordinates in question, it hardly needs to be said, are those which 
had been accepted by the Belgian experts as at once the southern terminal of 
the Netherlands-United Kingdom median line and the northern terminal of the 
Netherlands-Bdgian lateral equidistance boundary. 

62. It is  hardly conceivable that, before the matter had even been submitted 
to the Belgian Parliament, the Belgian experts and the Belgian Government 
would have gone so far in expressing their acceptance of the trilateral Nether- 
lands-Belgian-United Kingdom equidistance point, if they had noc k e n  under 
the firm conviction that this was the terminal point of the Bclgian-Netherlands 
boundary indicated by the generalIy recognized rules of international law; or 
chat tlie Belgian Government would have gone so far as to say that "nothing 
more is involved here than a question of tirne", if they had not been çonvinced 
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that the generally recognized rules of international law governing the matter 
would in any cvent require the Belgian Parliament to cndorse the triIateral 
equidistance point as the terminal of the Belgian-Netherlands boundary. This 
is al1 the more inconcefvable in that Belgiurn is not a party to the Continental 
Shelf Convention and the area of the continental shelf which accrues to Bel- 
giurn under boundaries determined by application of the principle of equidis- 
tance, though reflecting what naturally appertains to her çaast, is not con- 
siderabIe. Belgium, like the Fedcral Republic, finds that the proxirnity of 
coasrs of orher neighbouring Statcs lirnits the area of continental shelf which 
appertains to her awn toasts, Unlike the Federal Government, howcver, the 
Belgian Government did not beljeve this to be any reason for displacing thc 
equidisfnnce prinçiple as the applicable criterion of delimitation. 

Nor does the rnatter rest there. Owing to delays irnposed by the course of 
politics in Belglum, thc Bill has not yet been vated upon by the Belgian Par- 
liament. Huwever, the projected consultations between the two Govcrnments 
and their experts duly took place and full agreement was reached between them 
regarding the  course of the Netherlands-Belgium cantiriental shelf boundary 
on the basis of the principle of equidistance. In response to a request from the 
Netherlands Government, the Belgian Government has stated in a Note of 
8 Decernber 1967 that it has no objection to this agreement's k i n g  brought to 
the attention af the Court, providcd that it is mentioned thar the position taken 
by the Belgian Governrnent is subject to the approvai of the Belgian Parliament. 
The text and translation of this Note arc reproduced in Annexes 4 and 4 A to 
this Rejoinder, and it will beseen that theBeIgian Governrnent there describes the 
agreement as followç: 

"Cet accord, non encore signC, porte sur la délimitation concrete du 
plateau continental. Conformtment aux dispositions contenues dans le 
projet de loi belge, il affirme le principe de la ligne médiane dont tous les 
points sont &quidistants des points les plus proches des lignes de base à 
partir desquelles est mesur& la largeur de la mer territoriale des deux 
Pays. 

Sur cette base, l'accord consacrera que la délimitation sera tracke par 
les arcs de grand cercle entre les points suivants: 

(i j 51" 48' 18" N ;  2" 28' 54" 0." 

And there follow the CO-ordinates of seven further equidistant points" In 
other words, the course of the boundary is expressed in a manner very similar 
to that in which the five equidistance boundaries already agreed upon by 
other North Sea States are expressed. 

As to the Exposé des Motifs of the Beigian Bill, this certainly seems to can- 
firm that the. Belgian Government considered the delimitation of its continental 
shelf boundaries to be governed by the principles set out in Article 6 of the. 
Convention. Having explained that Belgium would abstain from ratifying the 
Convention because of her dissatisfaction with the definition of the continental 
shelf and with the omission of any provision for compulsory arbitration, the 
Exposé des Motifs proceeds: 

"Cette abstention ne signifie pas que le Gouvernement belge n'accepte 
pas le principe m&me des droits de 1'Etat riverain. Comme la mer du Nord 
ne constitue en réalité qu'un seul plateau continental physique, que Ses 
droits qide I~OLIS pourrions y &tenir se trotivent n8cessairertzent limitPs d'une 

l IIlustrated in Appendix 1 to Annex 4. 
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Figure B.  GuN of Paria - Treaty Boundary 
and Equidistance Line 
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"The Government considered that any transfer of part of these titles 
back to Australia-no matter how justifiable in terms of logic-might be 
misunderstood in Papua and New Guinea, and in any case that such action 
wtluld be inconsistent with the high sense of responsibility ivhich Australia 
displays in working to bring this Territory towards self-governmeiit." 

In other words, the Minister explained that for those very special political 
reasons Australia wtiuld concede sa the Territory a small part of continental 
shelf to which she would have been entitled under a normal application of the 
relevant principle-the rnedian line. 

70. Turning to the Persian Gulf, the Federal Repuhlic queries the title of 
the Bahrain-Saudi Arabia Agreerncnt to be considered an application of the 
equidistance principle. In the Annex to the Reply it comments: "although 
'middle lines' and 'mid points' are mentioned in this treaty the boundary 
does not follow a line of equidistance'" and dis cites Pudwa as stating that the 
treaty does not "utilise the principle of equidistance" (Inrernaticinal and 
Conigarative Law Quarierly, Vol. 9, 1960, p. 630). The view of Mr. E. Cauter- 
pacht, however, that "the wording of the First Clause (of the Treaty) suggcsts 
that an effort was made to establish a boundary line which appcoximates to 
a rnedian line drawn in accordance with the principlc of equidistance" 1s more 
correct (ibid., Vol. 7, 1958, p. 518 ff.). The delimitation of this bowndary 
invalved consideration of disputed islets, coral shoals and pearling beds; and 
it seflects some of these factors. But, as the language of the Treaty shows, the 
delimitation was based upon the application of the equidistance principle in 
its median linc form. 

71. The Federal RepubIic, however, has adduced as a further prewdent 
fforn the Persian Gulf the Kuwait-Kuwaft Shell Concession Agreement of 1961 
which it interprets as an examplc of a "dividing Une" which "follows the 
generaI direction of the land froriticr and docs not reffeci the principle of equi- 
distance" (Reply, Annex, pp. 438-434, s~ipra). This interpretation is not justified. 
Tndaed, the very fitct tha t  the concession agreement speltks of the "approxiinale 
boundarics of the seabed to which Kuwait is entitled" and makes no reference 
to the geographical position of her land frontier is a strong warning against 

. siich an interpretation, If Kuwait had conccived her continental shelf boundary 
to be a Iinc following the gcneral direction of her land frontier, it would have 
been natural to say so in defining the boundary and to Formulate the definition 
by reference to the position of the land frontier. In fact, as will be shown, 
there can bc no doubt that the boundary in the concession is inspircd by tl-ic 
concept of  a delimitation based upon an appEication of the equidistance prin- 
ciple. Having regard to the complexity of the geogapliical factors at the 
northern end of the Persian Gulf and to the absence of specifrc agreements 
between Kuwait and lier neighbours, it was also natural for the concession to 
speak only of "approxirnate boundaries". 

The "dividing line" in question, as shown in Annex 9 B, is a delimitation 
which concerns nat only the adj~cent State Iraq, but also the opposite State 
Iran, and the adjacent territory of the Neutra1 Zone. The Federal Republic's 
"Note" in its Annex mentions only the gencral direction of thc land fronticr 
without specifying wfiich. Eut the Danish and NetherIands Govcrnments 
assume that the Eederal Republic means to refer to a continuation of the 
gencral direction of the land Frontier between Kuwait and Iraq. 

One thing is vcry clear: Iraq, Kuwait's adjacent neighbour, does not 
consider their continental shelf boundary to be a continuation OF the general 
direction OF their land frontier. Tt appcars from Annex 9 A that in 1958, in 
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connectiori with the extension of Iraq's territorial sea to 12 milm, the Iraqi 
Government asked a Norwegian expert, Commander Coucheron-Aamot, to 
measure on a chart the territorial sea and continental shelf areas which it 
considcred to apperrain to Iraq. At any rate, by a Note of 22 August 1960 
the lraqi Forcign Ministry transmitted to the Danish Embassy in Baghdad a 
copy of an officia1 chart showing thc areas of territorial sea and continental 
shelf of Iraq as delirnited in accordancc iviih the measurements of the Norwegian 
expert. This chart, on which the northern boundary of the Kuwait-Kuwait 
Shdl wnccssion has also been addcd for ease of cornparison, is reproduced in 
figure D (see p. 502, infra). This chart demanstrates: 

(1) Iraq has based the dclirnitation of her territorial sea and continental 
shelf in the Persian Gulf, vis-cà-vis both Siales udjacerit ro Iier, on the strict 
application of the equidistance principle. 

(2) The northern boundary or the Kuwait-Kuwait SheEl concession does not 
follow the general direction of the land frontier but i s  practically identical 
with the equidistancc line claiined by Iraq as her territorial sea and continental 
shelf boundaries. 

It is equally clear that the other boundaries of the Kuwait-Kuwait Shell 
concession are not continuations of the gencral direction of the land frontier. 
Study of detailed charts of this part of the Pcrsian Gulf shows that the delirni- 
tation of the actual international boundaries between Kuwait and rcspectively 
Iran and the Neutra1 Zone involves consideration of the usc of various islands 
and low-tide elevations as base-points for the application of theequidistance 
principle; and it may be surmised that the other concession lines arc "working" 
boundaries pending the completion of negotiations between the States con- 
cerned. 

72. The Traqi prccedent, as already indicated in patagraph 63 above, is of 
partiçular interest. Iraq, likc Belgium and the Federal Republic, is not a party 
to the Continental ShelE Convention; indeed, like Belgium, she is not even a 
signatory to either the Territorial Sea or Continental Shelf Conventions. Like 
Belgiurn and the Federal Republic, Iraq is a country whosc coast abuis upon 
a "single natural continental sbelf" and whose rights thereover, in the words 
of the Belgian Exposé des Motifs, "are necessarily limited in a concrete manlier 
by the rights of other coastal States". Again, lika Belgium and the Federal 
Republic, lraq finds that the area of continental shelf appertaining to hcr 
undcr the equidistance principle is iiot considerable. In other words, Iraq's 
situation has obvious parallels with that of Belgium and the Federal Republic, 
and more especially that of the Federal Republic. Like Belgium, but ciillike 
the Fedëral Republic, Iraq has automatically considered that the equidistance: 
principle expressed in Article 6 of the Continental Shelf Convention would 
govcrn the dclirnitation of her continental shelf in the absence of an agreement 
or of special circurnstances justifying another boundary Iine. 

73. The Danish and Netherlands Governments accordingly persist in 
thinking that the State practiçe sincc the Geneva Çonference of 1958 points In 
thc strongest and most unequivocal manner to the acceptane by States of the 
principles and rules expressed in Article 6 of the Convention as the generally 
recognized rules of international law applicable to the delimitation of 
continental shelf boundaries today. 

74. The two Governments further consider that there is no substance what- 
ever in the argument, often repcated and invoked again in regard to this State 
practice in paragraphs 44, 51 and 53 of the Reply, that for the most part it 
relates to boundaries between "opposite" States. They have already underlined 
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that the international Law Commission and the Geneva Conference made not 
the slightest difference between the cases of "opposite" and adjacent States 
either in regard to the territorial sea or the continental shelf (see paras. 45-47 
above). As to the State practice itself, Belgium, Iraq and the U.S.S.R. provide 
clear cases of the recognition of the equidistance principle as the general rule 
applicable between "adjacent" States, quite apast from the position taken, 
from the first and independentfy, by both Denmark and the Nerherlands in 
regard to the boundaries now M o r e  the Court and the positioii taken by the 
Netherlands in regard to the Netherlands-Belgium boundary. The Federal 
Repubric, in fact, stands alone in the sharp distinction which it seeks to make 
between "opposite" and "adjacent" States. Furthcrmore, the reasons for not 
making any such distinction are compelling. In both cases the equidistance 
principle establishes an objective criterion for determining what in the generality 
of cases is to be cansidered an equitable delirnitation. In both cases also, 
notw~thstanding the apparent opinion of the Federal Republic to the contrary, 
certain types of geographical factors may amount to "special circumstances 
justifying another boundary line". An insignificant offshore island, for example, 
may affcct a delimitation between "opposite" States just as much as one 
between "adjacenty' States. There is, in short, not a shred of justification either 
in law or in fact for the distinction on which the Federal Republic so heavily 
relies in trying to undermine the significance of the State practice. 

75. Tn concluding their examination of the State practice, rherefore, the 
two Govemrnents reafhrm their conreniions that the principles and rules of 
international law expressed in Article 6, paragraph 2, of the Continental Shelf 
Convention are the generally recognized princ@les and rules of iister~uiional 
law app!icab!e lu fhe deliniiratio,~ of the conlinenral s h ~ i f  berween "adjureilt" 
Sraies. 

Section III. The Position of the Fedemi Republic in Relation to the 
QuidistanceSpacial Circumstances Rule 

76. In Lhaprer II ofthe Reply (para. 19) the Federal Republic cornplains khat 
the Coiinter-Mernorials "do nor distinguish clearly enough between the inlritisic 
merirs of the equidistance method on the one hand and the solrrce oJobligarion 
foi a State to settle its boundary vis-i-vis its neighbour States by application of 
this method". Then, while conceding that in many cases the equidiçtance line 
may be regarded as the most equitable boundary line, the Federal Republic 
asserls : 

"But there remains the question uiider whaf lego1 fitie the egriidis~nnce 
I ~ P ~ E  cati be itnposed niz the Federal Repuhk of Germany ; here the Counier- 
Mernorial fails to provc itç case." (Italics added.) 

It goes on to recall the observations of the two Govemrnents in the Counter- 
Mernorials that : 

"Denmark and the Netherlands having delimited their continental shelf 
boundaries specifiçally on the basis of generally recognized principles and 
rules of law, these delimitations are prima fucie not cantrary to international 
law and are valid with regard to other States . . . l n  the present case it is 
not a question of Denmark and the Netherlands seeking to impose a 
principle QI+ rule upon the Federal Republic; it is rather a question of the 
Federal Republic's seeking to prevent Denmark and the Netherlands 
from applying in the delimitation of their continental shelf boundaries the 
principles and rules of international law generally recognized by States." 
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And again asserts: 

"But al1 these contentions beg the question, because they start from the 
unproved assumption that Gerrnany is bound to regard the equidistance 
line as an obIigatory rule of international law. The legul source of that 
obl&~alion, hawever, remaiiis an open qriestion". (Italics added.) 

77. Continuing on the same liue of argument later in the Chapter @ara. 62) 
the Federal Republic further cornplains that the Counter-Mernorials try to 
shift the onus of  prou€ with regard ta the existence of customary law. Chal- 
lenging contentions in the Counter-Memririals that thc onus Is on the FederaI 
Republic "to show why Benmark or the Netherlands should nat k entjtled ta 
appl y the generall y recognized principles and rules of delimitation in delirniting 
their respective continental shelf boundaries", it argues that the onus of proof 
of the existence of any customary rule obliging the Federal Republic to accept 
delimitations in accordance with those principles and rules is, on the contrary, 
upon Denmark and the Netherlands. In this comection, it invokes a well-known 
dictum in the Asylum case relating to a regional custom: 

'"The Party which relies on a custom of this kind must prove that this 
custom is established in such a rnanner that it has become binding on the 
other Party . . ." 

This dictum, it says, "is in harmony with the general principle of Iaw rccog- 
nized in ail law sys tems that die  Party relying on a righf has to proïe its exisfence" 
(itaIjcs added). On this basis it asks the Court to wnclude: 

"If, therefore, the customaa law character of the rules contained in 
Article 6 of the Continental Shelf Convention cnnnar Be established beyund 
doubr, the Kingdorn oJ Denmark and the Kingdom of rhe Netheslundr cannor 
reIy on those rules against ihe FederaI Republic of Germany '." (Italics 
added.) 

78. The two Governments consider that this manncr of presenting the matter 
to the Court misstates fundamentally the position of the Parties in relation to the 
applicable principles and rules of law. 

79. As to thc question of proof of customary law, the dictum in the Asylum 
case, li ke the similar dictum in the Rl$krs of Nalionds of rhe United States in 
Morocço case (I.C.J. Reports 1952, p. 2W), relates to a regional, not gcneral, 
custom. Whcn a party relies on a regional custom, jt is invoking a special right 
which is either a derogation from or an addition to the general law; and in 
consequene it is absolutely Iogical and inevitable that the onus of proof of the 
custom ra t s  upon the party invoking it. But it i s  not a regional custom which is 
in question in the present case; it Is the general principles and rules of inter- 
national law applicable today to the delimitation ofcontinental shelf boundaries. 

There is not, and cannot be, any burden of proof in regard to a general 
principle or rule of international Iüw. Jura novit Curfu: It is solely for tlie Court 
to appreciate the relevant indications of a general custoin and to determine 
whether or not they show the hallmarks of general acceptance as law. 

$0. But the Federal Republic misstates the Iegal position even more fun- 
dameneally when it contends that Denmark and the Netherlands cannot 
establish their title to the delimitation of their continental shelf boundaries on 
the basis of the equidistance principle without first establishing a specific 

Reply, para. 62. 
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or whether the çoastal State must assert such rights by some forma1 and 
unequivocal action. In any case, it is generally recognized that the rights of  
the coastal State over the continental shelf adjacent to its coast are ex- 
clusive iri rhe smse rliat ather States am exclrded a litnitre from clait~ling or 
acquiring righis mer rhat part of the con~ine/tf~ll shew which 'appertains' to 
the coasral Siate." (Italics added.) 

Frorn this undoubtedly correct staiement of the law as jt exists today the 
Federd Republic jumped to a discussion of "distributive justice" and the 
alleged principle of the "just and equitabIe share" of the continental shelf of 
the North Sea as a whole wlckour considering either the legai irnplicc~tions af 
the exclusive rights of the cuasfal Store as generally recognized or the compati- 
bility of its own- alleged principle with the exclusive rights so recognized. Bu t 
when these two rnatters are examined, it becornes obvious that the Federal 
Republic's insistence on the need for Denmark and the Nctherlands to prove 
a customary rule conferring upon them a specific "legal title" under which the 
equidistance line can be imposed on the Federai Republic of  Germany lacks 
any real basis. 

83. Since the applicable law accepted by the Federal Republic recognizes 
the autoinatic extension of the exclusive sovereign rights of a coastal State over 
the area of the continental shelf which is adjracent ta the çoast of its territary, 
the existence of these rights necessarlly entails a corresponding obligation 
on  the part of al/ other States to respect those exclusive rights. But logically 
the rights precede the obligation and determine its nature and scope. I n  con- 
sequence, the question is not whether the Federal Republic has undertaken, by 
treaty or by custom, an obligation towards Denmark and the Netherlands to 
respect the exclusive rights of these States, but whether the exclusive rights 
in fact claimed and exercised by thern are indeed recognized by the principles 
and rules of international law. 

Inherent in the recognition of the coastal State's exclusive rights over the 
continental shelf adlacent to its coast is the conccpt tha t  the continental shelf 
adjacent to the coast oFa State is, in principle, to be considered as appertaining 
to that State. Inherent in this concept is thcn the further concept that con- 
tinental shelf which is nearer to one çoast thaa to another is, in principle, ta be 
considered as adjacent to the nearer coast. Otherwise, not only the term 
"adjacent" but aiso the very principIe of recognizing the automatic extension 
of the "exclusive" rights of the coastal State over the adjacent continental 
shelf would begin tci lose their meaning. 

This view of the matter is refnforced by the specific provision in Artide 6 
of the Convention that, in the absence of agreement or of special cirurnstances 
justifying another boundary line, the boundary is to be determined by reference 
to thc principle of equidjstance borh as between "appositc" and as between 
"adjacent" States. Whether or no2 this provision is regarded as the expression of 
a distinct customary sule binding as such upon the Federal Republic, it is 
certainly a reflection of what the States at the Geneva Conferenceincluding 
it would seem the Federal Republic-cançeived to be an expression of what 
should be considered the area of continental shelf "adjacent" to a coast and 
as prima facie appertajning to the coastal State. The principle of equidistance, 
it hardly needs ro be said, comprises within itself the most obvious and the 
most objective cri terion of "adjacency ". 

When Denmark and the Netherlands delimited their respective continental 
shelves by application of the principle of equidistance, each State included 
within the "adjacent" areas over which it has exclusive rights only those points 
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of the continental shelf nearer to its coasts than to the Coast of any other State. 
In doing so, each State has respected the grinciple of "adjaçency*', applied an 
internationally accepted method of delimitation and acted in accordance with 
principles generally recognized by States as applicable in the delimitation of 
continental shelf houndaries. Tt necessarily follows, in the view of the Iwo 
Governments, that these delimitations are pripnafacie valid on the international 
plane. 

84. It further follows, in the view of the iwo Governments, that the Federal 
Republic is prima Jacie under an obligation under international Iaw to respect 
those delimitations. Accordingly, i t  is for the Federal Republic to show a 
better title, recognized by the applicable principles and rules of international 
law, to specific areas of those parts of the continental shelves clairned respedively 
by Denmark and the Netherlands as adjacent ta their coasts. The remarkable 
feature of the present case is that alrhough the generally recognized principles 
and rules of  international law admit, in the "special circumstances" clause, a 
specific ground on the basis of which, under certain conditions, a better title 
rnay be made out to areas prima fucie adjacent to another State, the Federal 
Republic has shown a decided reluctance to try and establish a better title on 
that ,gound. 

85. The Federal Republic does not advance at al1 its own clairn to a better 
title by insisting that it has noc ratified the Continental Shelf Convention or 
by seeking, as it does in paragraphs 43 and 44 of the Reply, to rninimize the 
significance of the Convention and in particular of Article 6. In parasaph 43 
its argument reads as follows: 

"If States conclude a law-making convention, they create, by ratifying 
it, a contractual obligation among thcmselves to the cfect that each of 
them has to apply the rules contained in the convention. They are, however 
not cxercising a mandate to 'legislate' for the whole international com- 
rnunity, for which they would require express authoriiy. If an obligation 
to apply the substantive rules of the convention is also to be incumbent 
on States that have not yet ratified the convention or did not even attend 
the conference, it would need some legal basis other than the convention. 
Such a basis could be Found only in the long accepted conditions for the: 
formation of customary international faw: practiae coupled with the 
recognition that such praçtice should be the law. Therefore, if it is con- 
tended that rules adopted by  a law-rnaking convention are generally 
binding on al1 States, it must be shown either that these rules were already 
customary law at  the time thc convention was concluded, or  thai also 
the States not bound by the convention consistently apply these rules in 
practice." 

Leaving aside for the moment the question whether the provisions of Article 6 
express what today are existing rules ofçustomary law, the two Governments 
feel bound to stress the deficiency and inappositeness of the reasoning in that 
paragraph in relation to the issue which concerns the Court in the presenl case. 

86. When a "law-making convention"rrccognizes to ull States genmally 
exclusive sovereign rights over certain areas as inhenng in them @JO jcire in 
virtue of their sovereignty over their territory, it is obvious that i t  is not a 
matter of contractual obligations among particular States whick is involved. 
Those exclusive sovereign rights over the areas in question either exist erga 
omnes, or they do not exist at al1 as exclusive sovereign righrs. No doubt, it is 
theoretically possible to argue that a Stare which has not ratified or otherwise 
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become a party CO such a convention is frcie to ignore the convention despite 
its adoption by more than two-thirds of the international community. But 
wlien the convention itself is a vital link in the international recognition of 
exclusive sovereign rights, because it is the deiermining factor in their estab- 
lishment as righis and in the dcfiaition of their nature and scape, then it would 
seern logically and legally impossible for any State which asserts pretensions 
to enjoy those sights to ignore the legsil basis of their recognition in the con- 
vention. 

87. A fortiori, is it impossible for the FederaI Republic in the circumstances 
in which the coastal State's rights in the continental shelf have received general 
recognition, to ignore the legal basis of that recognition in the Ceneva Çon- 
vention while asserting pretensions to those rights? As pointed out in the 
Counter-Mernorials and as recaIled in paragraph 39 of the prcsent Chapter, 
throughout the period during which the codification and progressive develop- 
ment of the law of the sea was under considecation the whok doctrine of the 
continental shelf was still in course of formation. The unilateral claims which 
had been made by some States vaRed largely in fheir nature and extcnt and 
many States, including al1 the Parties to the present case, had not promulgated 
any claim. Tlic work of the international Law Commission helped to con- 
solidatc and clarify the doctrine of the continental shelf in al1 its aspects and 
to develop a consensus as to its acceptability; and even in its h a l  report on 
the eve of the Ceneva Conference the Commission preferred to rest the doc- 
trine on general considerations rather than to speak of an already established 
customary right. As to the Federal Republic, even at the operiing of the Con- 
ference its delegation was one of the few opposing its recognition of the exclusive 
sovereign rights of the coastal State. Only when the intention of the Conference 
became cZeas to recugirize rile exclusive righis of the coastnl Siutri on ike hasis 
of the Cornmission's propomls did the Federal RepubIic decide tu join in the 
general recognition of those rights and subsequently to claim them for itself. 
The Federal Republic is, therefore, of al1 States the one least entitled to ignore 
the function of the Continental Shelf Convention in establisliing the recogni- 
tion of the exclusive sovereign rights of the coastat State over the continental 
shelf adjacent to its Coast or the legal basis on which those rights were recog- 
nized by the International community. 

88. In facr, the Federal Rcpublic is here seeking to distinguish between the 
contracival obligations of a ratified "law-making" convention and customary 
law for the purpose of taking the benefit of the recognition in the Geneva 
Convention of the. coastaI State's excIusfve rights while at t he  same time repu- 
diating the limitation, inherent in the Iegal basis of that rccogniiion, of those 
exclusive rights to a specific area through the principle of adjacency. Such an 
attempt to split up the component elernents of the recognition given at a world- 
wide internationa1 conference to an extension of exclusive sovereim rights and 
to separate the rjghts from the conditions of their recognition is wholly in- 
compatible with modern concepts of the formation, codification and progressive 
development of general international law by custom and treaty. Under these 
concepts jt is, in the view of  the two Governments, inadmissible for a State to 
daim exclusive sovereign rights and at the same rime to ignore the limitations 
in space attached to the recognition af those rights by invoking the fact that 
the world-wide Convention recognizing and defining them has not b e n  ~atified 
by that State. 

89. Accordingly, the two Governments regard the explanations and argu- 
ments of the Federal Republic In Section 2 of Cliapter 11 of the Reply con- 
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cerning its "attitude towards the equidistance line" as without pertinence. 
They do not touch the central point that in the present dispute the Fedcral 
Republic invokes the general recognition of the exclusive rights of the coastal 
State in the Continental Shelf Convention and at the same time, discarding 
the conditions of its recognition, asserts a claim in its own case to define thc 
scope of its own riglits in lirs own mantter and noi in rhat eniiisaged i t ~  the farm 
in whiçh g<>rrera/ recognitioia was given to those righrs. 
90. The refcrence in that section @ara. 25) to the dictum of the International 

I Court of Justice in the Norwegian Fisheries case c~ncerning the ten-mile rule 
for bays is  similarly without pertinence, because the situation in regard to the 
ten-mile limit for bays was entirely difTerent from that in regard to tlie equi- 
distance principle for the delimitaiion of the continental shelf. Before any 
question of a ten-mile limit arose the exclusive rights of the coastal State over 
enclosed bays had already k e n  recognized for a very long time: the recognition 
goes back to Grotius and beyond. The question in the Norwegian Fisheries 
case (I.C.J. Rtports 1951, p. 13 1) was whethcr in the course of the nineteenth 
and the early part of the present century a customary rule had grown up in- 
tr~ducing a tcn-milc limit as a restriction upon the size of the bays which cauld 
be treated by coastal States as enclosed. It was in that very diffcrcnt context 
tliat the Court said: "In any event the ten-mile rule would appear to be in- 
applicable as against Norway inasmuch as she hm always opposed any attempt 
t~ apply it tu  the Norwegian coast." The recognition of the exclusive rights of 
the coastal State in that casc Iiad, in short, b e n  quite indcpendent of the par- 
ticular limitation which was said by the Unitcd Kingdom to have afterwards 
kcome attached to them under customary law. 

91. I n  addition, the conduct of Norway in relation to the ten-mile limit 
differed considerably [rom that of the Federal Republic in relation to thc equi- 
distance-special circumstances rule. Norway had from the zîrst persistently 
opposed the application of the rule to the Nonvegian coast and had refused to 
participate in the drawing up and adoption of the North Sea Fisheries Con- 
vention of 1882 on Chat very ground. In the present instance, on the other 
hand, the Federal Republic while objecting to some clements in the text of the 
Continental Shelf Convention in 1958 voted in favour of Article 6. Afterwards, 
as recalled in the  Counter-Memorials, on the penultimate day before the Con- 
vention ceased to be open for signature the Eederal Republic deliberately 
associated itself with the Convention by si~ning the text (Danish Counter- 
Mernorial, para. 99; Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, para. 93). Furthermore, 
althougli making a spccial declaration with referencc to Article 5, it niade no 
comment of any kind in regard to Article 6. Nor did it voice any objection or 
misgivings in regard to Artide 6 either in its Continental Shelf Proclamation 
of 20 January 1964 or in the Expose des Motifs accompanying the Bill to give 
effcct to the Proclamation (Annexes 10 and 11 to both Danisli and Netherlands 
Counter-Memorials). Indced, in a Note of 26 August 1963 questioning the 
view of the Netherrands Government that tlie eastern boundary of the Nether- 
lands continental shelf would be delimited by the equidistance line beginning 
at a named point, the Federal Repubric stated that "there are /~utovica/ reasorzs 
andother specialcircu~nstances thet justf i  adoption in the area of the continental 
shelf under the North Sea of a delimitation line. the position of which differs 
in more than one respect from that claimed by the Royal Netherlands Govern- 
ment l" (italics added). This statement could not fail to give the irnprcssion 

Nethcrlands Chunter-Mernorial, Annex 9 A. 
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determination of a boundary already indicated in the provisions of the Con- 
vention. 

93. Accordingly, the position of the Federal Republic in the present case is 
fundarnentally different from that of Norway in regard to the ten-mile rule for 
bays. Until the opening of the present proceedings the Federal Republic 
conducted itself as if it rcgarded the principles and mles of international law 
s t  out in Article 6 a s  the generally recognized rules applicable in the matter. Ir 
declareci its vieivs concerning the inapplicability of the equidistance principle 
to its own North Sea boundaries beyond the "partial boundarics near the 
shorc". But that is aEl. 

94. Moreover, the Danish and Netherlands Governments see no reason 

I 
whatever to modify the conclusion reached by them in the Counter-Mernorials 
that the provisions of Article 6 express what today are the generaIly recognized 
rules of international law governing the delimitation of continental shelf 
boundaries. This conclusion, if correct, is by itself enough in their view, to 
establish the validity of the delimitations made respectively by Denmark and 
the Netherlands on the basis of thc equidistance principle unless the Federal 
Republic can satisfy the Court that in the present case there exists a "special 
circumstance justifying another boundary" within the meaning of the rule 
expressed in Article 6. Tf no such special circumstances exist, the Federal 
Republic is, in their view, completely incompetent in law, by its mere @se 
dixif,  to deny either to Denmark or to the Netherlands the exclusive sovereign 
rights over their adjacent continental shelveç which appertain to them under and 
in yirtue of the generaIly recognized principles and mles of law governing the 
continental shelf. 

95. That conclusion of the two Governments is based on the work of the 
International Law Commission promoting a general consensus in regard to  the 
law of thc continental shelf, the cornments of Governments during the Com- 
mission's work, the proceedings of the Geneva Conference, the virtual unanimi- 
ty of the vote adopting the text of Article 6, the ratification of the Convention 
by no lesç than 37 States, and the subsequent recourse to the equidistançe- 
special circumstances rule for the delimitation of the continental shelf both by 
States urhich have already ratified the Convention and by States which are not 
yet partics to it. The State practice since the adoption of the Continental Shelf 
Convention has been rc-examined in paragraphs 58-75 above and it points in 
the clearest manner to  the general recognition of the principles and rules 
expressed in Article 6. 

96. In the Reply the Federal Republic in effect challenges the two Govern- 
rnents to specify whether they consider the principles and mles of international 
law expressed in Article 6 not merely to be generally recognized but to çonstitute 
general niles of customary Faw binding upon the Federal Republic. As pre- 
viously indicated, having regard to the nature of the exclusive rights of the 
coastal State over the continental shelf and the circumstancea in which they have 
been recognized to attach ipso j u r ~  to every coastal State, the two Governments 
consider it suficient for the purposes of the present case that the principles and 
rules expressed in Article 6 are generally accepted as those applicable to the 
delimitation of the continental shelf. Whether these principles and rulcs are at 
the same time to be considered a s  customary rules of international law binding 
as such upon thc Federal Republic is a matter for the appreciation of the Court. 
But, if the two Governrnents do not think that they are called upon to establish 
thls point, it is certainly fheir view that the principles and rules expressed in 
Article 6 today have the character af general customary law. 
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97. Apart from arbitrarjly and inadmissibly asking the Court to shut out of 
its consideration a11 the Staie practicc relating to median lines-a point already 
dealt with abov+the Federal RepubIic advances three general objections to 
the thesis that Article 6 expresses what is now customary law. 

In paragraph 35 of the Reply, while conceding that the equidistance "method'" 
was incorporated in the Convention in the lighr of the experiencc made with 
methods of delimitation in State practice and because it was considered to be 
the most suitable for Its purpose, tlie Federal Republic argues: 

"A law-creating effect in customary Iaw, however, could be attributed to 
the incorporation of the equidistance method into the Convention only if 
that method was chosen and sanctioned by the Convention on the ground 
that it was the only one uniformly and consistently applied in the past." 

On reading this statement, the Court rnay feel inclined to ask itself how 
then the Federal Republic can reconcile its claim in the Mernorial that the 
exclusive rights of the coastal State recognized in Articles 1 to 3 of the Con- 
vention arc today generally recognized as customary law (Mernorial, para. 61) 
with its concept of the conditions required for the formation of customary 
law, as set out in the Reply. If anything is certain, it is that the unilateral claims 
made by States prior to the Geneva Conference exhihited more numesous and 
more fundamental variations with regard to the nature and scope of the rights 
of the coastal State than did the practice OF States in the delimitation of maritime 
boundaries. 

The process of the creation of customary law is one of the mysteries of the 
law, whether in internationai law or in national legal systerns, and the conditions 
for its operation cannot be redoced to the kind of simple formula propounded 
by the Federal RepubIic in the above statement. Most authorities today, for 
example, acccpt that the duration of the State practice needed for thc creation of 
a customary rule rnay be fundamentally affected in some spheres by the ex- 
istence of world-wide international organizations like the United Nations and 
the Specialized Agencies. The concentrated multilateral negotiations and taking 
of legal positions in such organizations rnay, it is recognized, grmtly accelerate 
the process of the formation of international customary law. The rapid dcvclop- 
mcnt of the law of outer space is a clear example of this phenonlenon, In much 
the same way the United Nations processes of codification and progressive 
development of international law, involvjng as they do discussion in the 
International Law Commission, observations of Governments communicated 
to the Commission, debates in the Sixth Cornmittee and finally full-scale 
consideration by States at a world-wide multilaterai conference convened by 
the General Asscrnbly rnay bring about a rapid recognition of a customary rule. 
Otherwise, the Fedwal Republic rnay not find it msy to sustain its statement in 
the Mernorial about the provisions of Articles 1 to 3 of the Convention. 

Especially rnay these United Nations processes accelerate the recognition of 
a customary rule when the mle is implicitIy diswmible in the State practice, is 
suggested alike by the precedents and the nature of the matter in question and 
js the one "most snitabk for its purpose". 

The Federal Republic, it rnay be added, distorts the focus of the problem by 
apparently trying to isolate the question of the recognition of the mle by the 
adoption of the Convention from the work of the Commission and the State 
practice which followed the Ceneva Conference. The formation of customary 
law is a composite process. 

98. Secondly, in regard to the State practice since the Geneva Conference, 
the Federal Republic contends in paragraph 49 of its Reply: 
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Article 6 creates generally binding law by the mere fact that the Convention 
haç k n  aocepted by a suficient number of States, the Federal Republic 
argues : 

"This cannot be the case for the simplc reason that a rule contained in 
an Article of the Convention to which reservations are permitted and 
reservations have already ken made by States parties to the Convention, 
could not at the same tirne become binding on other States not parties 
to the Convention which had not k e n  in a position to contract out of 
such a rule l." 

From this it further argues that a non-party could only become bound by 
the principles expressed in Article 6 if it has accepted them by customary 
application. 

This argument greatly oversimplifies the question. In the first place, it again 
isolates the recognition of the equidistance-special circurnstances rule in the 
Convention from its wntext-the prior pracrice in maritime delimitations, the 
prior work of the Commission, the attitude of Governments i o  the Commis- 
çian's proposals and the suhsequent piactice of States consonant with the 
principles exprcssed in Article; S. Again, a s  aIready stated, a Eaculty Co make 
reservations does not include a faculty to make reservations incompatible 
with the object and purpose of the treaty. In the present instance this would 
obviously mean that any reservation in regard ta Article 6 which is incorn- 
patible with the recognition of the exclusive sovereign rights of the coastal 
State over the continental shelf adjacent to its coast would not be consistent 
with the faculty to make reservations provided for in Article 12. Since the 
equidistance principle js by its very nature linked to the concept of adjacency 
to the coast, it by no means follows that, by admittiny a faculty to make 
reservations to Article 6 amongst other articles, the Geneva Conferencc intended 
to recognize an absolute freedom for parties to the Convention to "contract 
out" of the equidistance-special circurnstances rule. Furthermore, the distinc- 
tion, which the Federal Republic apparently seeks to draw between an express 
and an imrilied nower to make reservatians-no doubt in order to escape the 
fact that rekrvations areimpliedly admitted to such great codifying conventions 
as the Territorial Sea, High Sras and Diplornatic Relations Conventions-does 
not really affect the substance of the question. The provisions of thcse convcn- 
tions are today regarded as expressive of gcneral rules of customary law 
despite the fact that, in principle, the faculty exists to make reservations which 
are not incompatible with the object and purpose of the treatics and tbat 
reservations have been made by some States to particular articles. 

100. As to the reservations which have actualIy b e n  made to the Conti- 
nental Shelf Convention-by France, Venezuela, Iran and Yugoslavia, those 
were analysed in the Counter-Mernorials (Danish Counter-Mernorial, paras. 93- 
98; Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, paras. 87-92). 

The two Governments there showed that in none of those cases did the 
State concerned seek to reject the equidistance principlc as the general rule; 
that Yugoslavia rnercly stated that she recognized no "special circumstances" 
which could affect her own delimitation; that Iran merely stated her under- 
standing of the "special circurnstances" cIause with reference to possible 
delimitations of the boundaq from the high-waier mark; and that the other 
two cases France and Venezuela by the terms of their reservations assumed 

Reply, para. 46. 
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the gencral applicability of the provisions of Article 6, while declaring their 
position as to tlic existence of special circumstances in particular areas off 
their coasts. Accordingly, they felt justified in concluding that thesereservations, 
so far from weakening the character of the. equidistance principle as a general 
rule, merely served to confirm it. 
In paragraph 50 of the Reply the Federal Republic clalms that this is "a clear 

misinterprétation" of the reseniations of France, Iran and Venezuela "and of 
the purpose they should serve". It asserts: 

"The very purpose of these reservations was to prcdude other States 
from invoking Article 6 and claiming the equidistance line if "special 
circumstances" were not ~cognized.  Thc three States wanted to exclude 
any claim to an cquidistance boundary within the defincd areas in reliance 
on Article 6. Thcrefore, these reservations are certainly not a recognition 
of the primary role of the equidistanoe principle; on the contrary, they 
go to show that thc rules contained in Article 6 were not thought acceptable 
within the areas defined because Article 6 might be interprcted as it is in 
fact done by the Counter-Mernorial, in a way which establishes the 
principle of equidistance as the 'general rule'." 

This assertion kars no discemible relation to the content of Iran's reservation 
of which the Federal Republic itself said in paragraph 55 of the Mernorial that 
ii "is not of interest here". 

As to France and Venezuela the Eederal Republic itself recognizes that it is 
only with respect to certain "defined areas" of their coasrs that those States have 
made any reservation at al1 to Article 6. In regard to the "dehed areas" both 
States make express reference to "special circumstances" as being the buis  
of their ~cservations. No doubt by invoking "special circumstances" in the 
form of a "reservation", they intended to exclude any obligation for themselves 
to have Article 6 applied to them except on the basis of the recognition of the 
existence of "special circumstances" in the "defined areas". But that does not 
alter the fact-which rather itemphasizes-of their recognition of the provisions 
of Article 6 as the generally applicable Iaw. The Federal Republic says that 
these two States made their rescmations with respect to the "defined areas" 
because they thought that "Article 6 might be interpreted, as it is in fact done 
by the Counter-Memorials, in a way which establishes the principk of equi- 
distance as the 'generai nile'". A more natural and more objective explanation 
of the action of these States in including their reservations would be that fhey 
~ h t m s ~ l v e s  inferpreted Article 6 in a way wwhich. establishes the principle of 
equidisfancc as 11ie "general rule". 

101. In paragraph 54 of the Reply the Federal Republic has gven a new 
twist to its argument regarding the faculty to make reservations. It says that 
in consequence of its repeated pratcsts and reservations al1 the North Sea 
States knew that it does not recognize the principle of equidistance as applicable 
for the delimitation of its continental shelf. Then it argues as follows: 

"If it was permissible for the parties to the Continental Shelf Convention, 
to exdude, by way of a reservation under Article 12, the application of 
the principle of equidistance to certain areas before its coast, as did France 
in its reservations with respect to certain parts of its Atlantic and North 
Sea coasts, why should Germany be forbidden to make a similar declara- 
tion with respect to the continental shelf kfore its North Sea coast? If 
Germany were obliged, as the Counter-Memorial contends, to accept 
the rules contained in Article 6 of the Convention as customary interna- 
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that "the Gcrman attitude at the Geneva Conference cannot \se properIy 
appreciated ia retrospect from the present dispute". Continuing, it says that 
the Federal Republic could not possibly know that Denmask and the Nether- 
lands "would go so far as to maintain that the acts of unilaterd delimitation 
of theis continental shelf areas by the equidistance line 'arc prima jàcie not 
contrary to internationd law and are valid with regard to other States' (Danish 
Counter-Memorial, para. 59, p. 177, s ~ ~ p r a ;  Netherlands Counter-Mernorial, 
para. 53, 331, srip~a) and to interpret Article 6 of the Convention in such a 
way (see Danish Counter-Mernorial, paras. 126 et seq., pp. 203 et seq., supra; 
Netherlnnds Counter-Mernorial, paras. 120 ef seq, pp. 356, et seq., supra) as to 
reduce the importance of the reservation of 'special circumstances' practically to 
nothing"'. The Federal Republic's delegation, it adds, voted with the rnajority 
who were in favour of Article 6 because it "regarded the ruIe contained therein 
aiso as a workable solution, providedthat its interpretation would pay due regard 
toits purpose, namely to reach an equitable solution of the boundary problem". 
Finally, it points out that "in 1958, the delimitation problem had not k e n  the 
main German concern", but rather the possible prejudice to freedom of the 
high seas and fisheries; and that this is why its signature was accompanied by 
a reservation to Article 5 but not ta Article 6. 

105. These statements are quite unconvincing as explanations of its change 
of front with respect to the principles in Article 6. In the h s t  place, as indicated 
in the Danish Çounter-Mernwial (paras. 73-74) the Federal Republic had 
every reason to know how the Government of Denmark would be lkely to 
interpret the principles expressed in Article 6. In a Note Verbale of 13 May 
1952 to the Secretary-General commenting upon the Commission's proposals, 
the Danish Government expressed its support for the median line principle of 
delimitation, then specified only for opposite States (Danish Counter-Mernorial, 
para. 63; Netherlrtnds Çounter-Mernorial, para. 57). Jt atrachcd to its Note 
Verbale a sketch rnap illustrating itç interpretation of the Commission's 
proposals when applied fo the Da~iish const~. The Note Verbale, infer alia, 
stated expressly : 

"This sketch is primarily based on the boundaries fixed on 3 September 
1921 betwee~t Daiiish and Gerrnan ferrirorial waters easl and west ~ J J u t l ~ n d ,  
and the boundary fixed by agreement of 30 lanunry 1932 betwecn Danish 
and Swedisb waters in the Sound and the prolongation of these lines eom- 
biried wiih the median liiie, where the latter is applicable, and oiherwise 
bascd oi? platres formirig the locus ofpoir8ts closer i o  Denmarlc than to aizy 
afher çotmiry iniloliled l." (Italics addcd.) 

The Note Verbale thus made it very clear that the sketch concerned the 
Danish-German boundary, appIied the "median line" where relevant and 
otherwise applled the principle of distance from the respective coasts-of 
adjaœncy to one coasr rather than to the other. The Note added that "the sketch 
might serve as an illustration of a division under concrete conditions" and that 
the "principles outIined" might also be applicable to analogous cases in oeher 
geographical areas. 

The Nate Verbale was printcd bath in the report and the Yearbook of the 
International Law Commission and the map, alrhough not reproduced in 
those publications, was obtainable from the Secretariat of the United Nations. 
In addition, publicity was given to the sketch rnap in the Danish press. The 
sketch map, whiçh was itself a mere concretisation of the principles stated in the 

Danish Counter-Mernorial, Annex 8. 
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v o t e  Verbale, depicted Denmark's continental shelf boundary vis-A-vis the 
Fédcral Republic almost precisely in thci form in which it is depicted in the 
maps beforc the Court as representing the equidistance boundary htween 
Denmark and the Federal Republic. In the Reply the Federat Republic has 
not made any suggestion that it was unaware of the existence either of the 
Note Verbale or of the map. 

Accordingly, the claim in paragraph 26 of the Reply that in 1958 the Ecderal 
Republic "wuld not possibly know" how Denmark would interpret the equi- 
distance-speçial circumstances mle in practice simply camot be accepted for 
one moment. 

Nor, in any event, could i t  k accepted that the Federal Republic "couEd 
not possibly know" in 1958 ihat the equidisiance-special circumstances rule 
would be interpreted by Denmark and the Netherlands iii the way which they 
have done, when that is precisely bhe way in which al1 the other North Sea States, 
other than the Federal Republic, have ailiomatically proeeeded to Ezferpret il. 

The s m e  applies to the cornplaint that the Federal Repubric could not pos- 
sibly know that Denmark and the Netherlands would go so far as to maintain 
that the unilateral delimitation of their continental shelves by the equidistance 
line areprima façie not contrasy to international law and are valid with regard 
to other States. Why should this be so far outside the perspective of the Federal 
Republic in 1958 when it is the natural consequence of the provisions of Article 
6 in the absence of special circumstances or of an agreement to the contrary? 
Why, again, should the Federal Republic be so littie in a position to foresee 

i an intcrpretation of Article 6 which is the very one that has been adopted by 
other States-by Belgium and Iraq for example? Why, furthermore, should the 
Federal Republic be so surprised that n State rnight think that a conscientiauç 
attempt to derimit its continental shelf in accordance with the generally recog- 
ni& principles governing the matter would lx prima focie not contrary to 
law and valid in regard to other States? 

196. Consequently, the observations of the Federal Republic in paramaph 26 
of the Reply do nothing to explain away the inconsistencies in the Federal 
Republic's attitude towards the principles cxpressed in Article 6 of the Con- 
vention. Equally, they do nothing to diminish the siyiificance of the recognition 
at first given by the Federal Republic to the provisions of Article 6 as the em- 
bodiment of the generally acccpted principles and rules of international Iaw 
applicable to the delimitation of continental shelf boundaries. Since the Federai 
Republic now places its case on the basis of customary law supplemented by 
an alleged "general principle of law", its recognition prior to the present 
proceedings of the principies of Article 6, which are incompatible with that al- 
leged "general principle", is doubly significant. It Is significant, first, in regard 
to the determination of the question whether the principles in Article 6 are to 
be regarded as forming part of the customary law of the continental shelf on 
which the Federal Republic relies. Sccondly, it is significant in regard to the 
determination of the question of the applicability of the aileged "general 
principle of law" calling for the division of the continental shclf on the basis 
of "just and equitable shares" indepe~zdet~fly of ifke prInc@Jm i n  Article 6. The 
attitude adopted by the Federal Republic at the Geneva Conference and in its 
practice &ter the Conference is compatible, it is clear, only with the fist 
questio~ being answered in the affirmative, and the second in rhe negatdve. 

107. The attitude adopted by the Federal Republic towards the principles 
in Article 6 at and after the Geneva Conferenoe is significant also from another 
point of view. The remarkable feature of the Federal Republic's action in the 
present disputes, as previously observed in paragraph 103 above, is that although 
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Nere it calls In aid a passage from an article by Sir H. Lauterpacht in Sym- 
boIae Verzijl (1858) entitled "Somc Observations on the Prohibition of 'Non 
Liguet'and the Completeness of the Law". This passage, howcvcr, does no more 
than make a strong plea for the recognition of thc significance of Article 38 (1) 
(c) of the Statute with regard to the completeness of the legal order and the 
avoidance of a non liquet. Tt is entirely general and contains nothing to indicate 
that, in the view oEJudge Lauterpacht, the situations in the present cases would 
cal1 for the application of a "general principle of law" within the meaning of 
Article 38 (1) (cl ; nor does it contain anything to indicate that, in his view, the 
application of the so-called principle of just and equitable share in the present 
cases could passibly be a legitimate use of the Court's powers under that 
provision of its Statute. 

The argument of the Federal Republic then proceeds: 

"Today it is generally accepted that general principles of law racognized 
by al1 nations form part of international law ; they are the ourcome of legd 
convictions and values acknowledged al1 over the world. Some of them 
may cven impose themselves as having an inherent, self-evident, and 
necessary validity." 

Here it calls in aid another artide from the Symbobe YerzijI (1958)-by Sir 
Gerald Fitmaurïce and entitled "The Formal Sources of International Law". 
But this again does no more than examina "general principles of law" in 
general terms and to provide a text for the statement that "some may even 
impose themselves as having an inherent seIfaident and necessarq. validity". 
It does nothing to support the view either that the present cascs cal1 for the 
application of Article 38 (1) (c) of the Statute or that the application of the 
so-called principle of theG'just and equitable share" could possibly be legitimate 
in the context of these cases. 

113. The argument of the Federal Republic seems, in the final analysis to be 
that which is found in paragraphs 12 and 13. The earlier paragraph rms:  

"It is the function of the principle of the just and equitable share to 
supplement the emerging law on the continental shelf. While it had been 
gradually recognized in the practice of States that every coastal State has 
@su jure an exclusive right to the seabed and subsoil of the submarine 
areas 'adjacent' to its coast (cf. Articles 1 and 2 of  the Continental Shelf 
Convention), generally accepted rules on the delimitation of a continental 
shelf adjacent to more than one State were, and still are, lacking. It had 
been s h o w  in Part TI, Chapter 1, of the German Mernorial (cf. paras. 29- 
38, pp. 30-36, supra) that the practice of States as well as the authors of  the 
Continental SheK Convention started from the premiss that any rule, 
method or formula for the doliniitation of a continental shelf adjacent to 
thecoast of two or more States shoufd apportion a just and cquitabIe share 
to each of these States. That this was the raison d';ire of the formulation 
of Article 6, paragraph 2, of the Continental Shelf Convention, had been 
totally ignored in the arguments put forward by Denmark and the Nether- 

' lands in favour of the equidistance line." 

This passage contains the ex cathedra reassertion regarding the State 
practice which has been mentioned in paragraph I 11 above. So far from ignoring 
the raison d9EIre of the formulation of Article 6, paragraph 2, the two Govem- 
rnents, mcticuIously examined the State practice and rneticulausIy traced the 
formulation of the provisions of Article 6 from the Cornmittee of Experts 
through the International Law Commission and the Geneva Conference to the 
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text of that article; and they showed that the raison d'itre of its provisions 
was not the sharing out of the continental shelf but the delimitarion of the 
boundaries of the continental shelf adiacent 10 each coastal Sfate. If any "ig- 
noriog" has occurred in tbis connection, it is the igmciring by the Federal 
Republic of the plain and consistent meaning of the Staie acts, the proposals 
of the Experts and the International Law Commission and of the text adopted 
at the Conference in a sense contraty to its own assertions. 

114. Paragraph 13, however, gives a slightly new tum to the argument: 

"Article 6, paragraph 2, of the Continental Shelf Convention was but 
one cauticius step in the attempt to find a formula whiçh might lead to  an 
equitable solution of the boundary problem; it is exaggerating to say 
that Article 6 had already 'translated this general concept into the more 
concrete criteaia for the delimitation of continental shelf baundaries' 
(Dan. C.-M,, para. 55, p. 175, supra; Neth. C.-M., para. 49, p. 329, supra) 
because it ofers no criteria as ro the cir.cumstances which alhw the applicatbn 
ojrke equidistance line, or whfch ore so 'special' as fo justf i  anotiier boundary 
line. Therefore, it is not surprising that the authors of the Continental Shelf 
Convention by a very wise dccision put the agreement between the States 
concerned in the first place and thereby made it an obligation for the 
States concerned to seek a settlement primarily by agreement. What purpose 
should this provision serve if one side were allowed to start negotiations 
from the outset with the preestablished argument that the equidistance line 
is the only applicable rule, without considering whether the equidistance 
line would provide an equitable resdt? Byproposi~zg the grincble of the jmt 
and equitable shwe as the controlling principle for the delimitarion of the 
coniiriental sherj; the Federul Repubiic of Gerrnany mks the Court tu provide 
the Parties with n guiditg line for the negotiation of an agreemenr. If the 
Court. felt able to add some more precise criteria ro guide the Parlies 
in the special case of the North Sea (like thosc submitted in Parc TT, Chapter 
llï,  of the German Mernorial; cf. paras. 76-87), it would certainly help 

I 
the Parties ta reach agreement more easily." (Itdics added.) 

This paragraph seems to the two Governments to be somewhat unclear on 
the question whether the Court is being asked to oust the equidistance-special 
cjrcumstances rule altogether as a rule applicable as between the Parties or to 
direct tliat the principle of "the just and equitable share" should be regarded as 
a principle controlling the application of that rule. Rut, however the matter is 
put to the Court, the two Governmcnts are strongly of the opinion that the 
Federal Republic's whole thesis regarding the application of the principle of 
the "just. and equitable share" as a "general principle of law" within the 
meaning of Article 38 (1) (c} of the Statute is, in the circumstances of the 
present cases, without any foundation whatever. 

115. The two Governments will assume, for the purposc of the argument, 
the existence of a çeneral principle of law of the kind alleged by the Federal 
Republic. l n  doing sa, however, they miist express every reservation on that 
point; for despite tlie extreme importance which it gives to this principle in its 
argument, the Federal Republic has made not the slightest attempt to  demqn- 
strate the exisiencç or the nature of suçh a "general principle" or the categories 
of legal titles with rcference to which it may have application. The Federal 
Republic has simply asserted that the alleged principle has an "inherent, 
self-evident and necessary vafidity". This bcing so and the allegcd prin~iple 
being wholly incompatible with the "legal convictions" of States in international 
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law, the fwo Governments do not feel called upon to examine the actual posi- 
tion in the legal systerns of the worId in regard to the "principle" of the "just 
and equitable share". 

116. II has k e n  demonstrated in Chaptcr 1 of this Common Rejoinder. as 
also in the Counter-Mernorials (Part 11, Chapter l), that the alIcged principle 
js inconsistent with the very bais  of the whole corpus of rules by which in in- 
ternational law boundaries, whether over land or in maritime areas, are deter- 
mincd. The question has aiready k e n  deale with fully in Chapter 1 and there 
js no nced to repeat the arguments. In international law the rules governing 
the detcrmination of boundaries do not start from thc premiss tliat there is an 
area of land or sea or seabed to be distributed on the basis of s h m s  to be 
allotted by refcrenoe fo some criterion of proportion. Thcy start £rom the 
premiss of the extension in space of the sovercignties of the States concerned 
and the matter is decided by reference to thc question of which of them, on the 
basis of the applicable rules, has the better claim to the extension of its sover- 
eignty over the particular areas. rn maritime areas moreover, the fundamental 
principlc for determining the title of a coastal State to extend its sovereignty 
over any given areas is the adjacenq and appurtenance of those areas to its 
own coasts rather than to the coasts of any other State. 

117. In short, the Federal Republic is asking the Court to apply in the 
prcseni cases a so-called "general principle of law", alleged to exist in national 
legal systems, that is incompatible with the principles on which, in the inter- 
national legal system, the positive law regulating the matter is based. The two 
Covernm~nts, while not in any way questionhg the significance of Article 38 
(1) ( c l ,  consider that to appeal to it undcr those conditions is completely 
inadmissible. The gcneral principles of law derived from national legal systems 
which have been applied under Article 38 (1) ( c l  have always b e n  principles 
recognizcd to be equally appropriate in the relations ktween States. The 
Federal Republic itself speaks of the general principles of law applicable under 
Article 38 (1) (c l  as "the outcome of legal convictions and values acknowledged 
al1 over the world". How can this lx said of a principle which runs directly 
counter to the principles recognized in international law itself as reprcsenting 
"the Icgal convictions of States" in thc matter? Least of al1 can it be so said 
when the "legal convictions" of States have been deliberately and racently 
expressed in a sense ccrntrary to the alleged principle in a general convention 
intended to codify the law. 

118. An equalIy fundamental objection to the Federal diepublic's invocation 
of Article 38 (1) (c l  is that there is no question here of the absence of ariy 
relevant principle of international Iaw by which to dcterrnine the Issues in 
the cases before the Court. In the view of the two Governments, the relevant 
principles and rules of international law are those expressed in Article 6 of the 
Continental Shelf Convention; and the application of the special circurnstances 
exception has to be determined by reference to the indications contained in the 
work of the International Law Commission, the Gcneva Conference and in 
the practice of States. Thesc indications, as will be s h o w  in the next Chapter 
of this Common Rejoinder, provide definite enough criteria for determining the 
existence or othenvise in the present cases of any "special circumsrance justi- 
fying another boundary line". 

1 19. It is further the vicw of the twa Governments rhat, even if the principles 
and rules of international law are not considered by the Court to be applicable 
as between the Parties, there is no possible question of a non Iiquet in the present 
cases. They contend that, in that event, the Court's clear course will be to 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE QUESUON OF SPECIAC CLRCUMSTANCES 

122. The main object of this Chapter is to interpret the "special circumstances" 
cIause (Section 1) and to put the facts of the twa cases before the Court to the 
test, whether special circumstances within the meaning of the Convention are 
present (Section II). The Reply, paragraph 76 (pp. 421-422, supra) seems to fol- 
low the line laid down in the Mernorial but in the new Submission 2 (c), the 
clause has been directly and cxpressIy-although in a quite general and subsid- 
iary way-invoked in case the Court finds that the second sentence in Article 6, 
paragraph 2, of the Continental Shelf Convention is applicable between the 
Parties. The Federal RepubIic has thus, however belatedly, invited the Court to 
pronounce on the application of the "special circumstances" clause. 

Section 1, The Meaning of the CIause of "Spfcial Circumsbnces" 
Justifying Another Boundar~r Line 

123. It is beyond doubt that the "speciaI circumstances" clause sets out to 
correct the principle of equidistance in cases where a strict application of this 
principle would lead to a resuIt unacçeptable from a legal point of view. The 
intention of the Geneva Convention on the Continental Shelf was to lay down 
rules of law ktween States. This is particularly obvious from the replies of the 
Govemments to the International Law Commission's 1951 report and the 
Commission's reaction thereon (Danjsh Counter-Mernorial, paras. 64 and 65, 
NetherIands Lounter-Memorial, paras. 58 and 59). The legal concept of special 
circurnstances has found expression in the Convention in the form that speçial 
circumstances are to be taken into account only when they jwtify another 
boundary line. If Article 6 i s  applied as a rule of Iaw this must necesçarily 
mean that the: correction of the equidistance principle which the clause clearly 
intends, can take place o~rly if deviafion from the equidisr~tice line is jusrifiecl 
io wards borh Stn tes-i.~.,  the Staic which ''gains" arid tlle State which "los~s" 
ky ihe curmciion. In this consideration the two Governments find an essential 
guidance for the understanding of the "special circumstances" clause. 

124. Certain Eorms of coastal configurations exist where, despite essentiai 
divergencies between the continental shelf areas of the adjacent countnes, no 
correction of an equidistance boundary is justified. This is clearly illustrated 
in figure 1 of the Danish Çounter-Mernorial (p. 200, supra). The difference be- 
tween the shelf area which under the equidistance principle appertains to Mid- 
dleland and the areas appertaining to Leftland and Rightland seems indisputably 
clear. At the same time nobody would suggest correcting the equidistance line 
thereby cnlarging the area appertaining to Middleland. The figure prirnarily il- 
lustratcs an equidistance delimitation in the median-line form, a delimitation 
which the Federal Republic of Germany agrees would lead to just and equitable 
results unless islands interfere. 

125. The reason why the arca of Middleland must remain iinchanged is not 
simply that it is a median line. The reason js rhat fowndations for a correction 
of the equidistance principle are entirely absent-a correction would not be 
j~sl~J?ed. The areas of the continental shelf, to which each of the four States 
sbown in figure 1 is entitled under the equidistance principle constitute in regard 
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to each individual State a ~ a t u r a l  continuation of the territory of the State into 
the sea and the outcome in its entirety is in conformity with the general geo- 
graphical situation. Any correction in favout of Middleland would invoive 
areas to wliich one or marc of the other States is undaubtedly entitled. Jrre- 
spective of how much geagraphical conditions limit the continental shelf of 
Middleland in relation to the two adjacent States, thcse geographical conditions 
could not be takcn to constitute a special circumstance justifying another 
boundary line. Tt seems thus legitimate to intcrpret the "special circumstances" 
clause IO the eflect that i f  can be invoked against a Srate whose coriti~rental sizeFf 
boundury under the eguid'isiance priitciple reflecfsprojecl~+ng gcographicalfeafur~s 
(primarily certain is[andr andpetiinsufas) whereas it cannor be agplied agaitnt a 
State whosc continenial sheifhas a soiidgcographical connecrion wifh rhe territory 
of fiiat Stafe thereby comfîluting a nafural continuation of the territory of the 
Srate in copiforn~ify with the general geographical sifuation. This interpret ation 
is confirmeci by the travauxprépurafoires. 

J26. Accordjng to the Reply, paragraph 82, there i s  "every indication that 
'special circumstances' which may influence the determination of boundaries 
must be understood in the broadest sens". This passage seems to indicate 
that the travaux préparatoires of Article 6 of the Convention offer foundations 
for this interpretation. ln paragraph 82 of the Reply, however, there is no refer- 
encc to the travaux préparatoires and a perusal of the entire Reply will only 
show repeated references to the Comrnentary of the 'International Law Com- 
mission (Yearbook of the I.L.C., 1956, Vol. II, p. 300) which states with regard 
to special cucurnstances that "this case may arisc fairly often so that the rule 
adopted is fairly elastic". 

This staternent is presumably the foundation for the several times repeated 
assertion of the Reply that the interpretation given to the "special circumstances" 
clause by the tv+o Governments is too narrow and restricted. The Commcntary, 
however, is in full agreement with their interp~etation of the clause. The Corn- 
mentary states that a modification of the strict application of the equidistance 
principle rnay often be required and sincc there are a great nurnber of srnall, 
insignificant islands throughout the world-also situated in such a way that 
they may influence the delimitation of the continental shelf-it is obvious 
that the interpretation laid down here will frequently make the cIause appli- 
cable. 

127. In the Mcmorial, paragraphs 69-72, the Federal Republic examincs the 
meaning of the expression "special circumstances" in greater detail. It is in- 
teresting to noie that al1 its quotations regarding special coasial geographic 
configurations from the International Law Commission, from the Geneva 
Conference, and from the doctrine after 1953 rcfer solely to certain small, 
insignificant islands and peninsulas. A thorough examination coveritig the 
work in the International Law Commission and at the Geneva Conference- 
also including tho Paper mentioned in the Mernorial, paragraph 40, distributed 
by the British detegation to the Geneva Conference-wili show that the only 
specific coastal geographical configurations which are deçcribed as falling 
within the "special circumstances" clause and thereby giving foundation for a 
correction of the strict application of the equidistance principle are those just 
mentioned : small insignificant islands and certain peninsulas (promontories). 
The statements in the truvarix prgparnfoires fully support the present inter- 
pretation whereas there is na foundation for the assertion in paragraph 82 of 
the Reply thar "there is every indication that 'special circumstances' whlch 
rnay influence the determinazion of boundaries must be understood in the 
brriadest sense". 
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128. It remains to exmine further the statemcnt made above that the ap- 
plication of the "special circurnstances" clause leads to a deviation frorn the 
strict equidistance boundary. No doubt it is because the exception is applied 
only when the geographical configuration does not constitute an adequately 
"solid geagraphical cannection" (Reply, para. 60) betwcen the contincnial 
shelf and the territory of the State concerned that the following suggestion was 
madeby Mr. Kennedy, the United Kingdom DeIegate at the Geneva Conference 
(Oficial Records, Vol. VI, p. 93): 

"he suggested that, for the purposes of drawing a boundary, islands should 
be trcated oii their merits, very small islands or sand cays on a continuous 
continental shelf and outsidc the belss of territorial sea being neglected 
as base paints for rneasurement and having onIy their own appropriate 
territorial sea". 

A dclimitation on these lines would bc illustrated by the Agrecment between 
ltaly and Yugaslavia as this is understood by the two Govemmcnts. According 
to the information received the contemplated boundary is a "median" equi- 
distance line rnodificd in a fcw places on account of problems presentcd by cer- 
tain small islands @ara. 67 above). Such a merhod of delimitation shows that 
the mle of equidistance is in principle applicable even If certain corrections arc 
made with regard to particular basepoints and wiIl always furnish a suscicient 
legal basis for the determination of a boundary. 

129. The special circumstances clause as interpreted by the two Govern- 
ments will always offer a criterion ptoviding obiactive directions for the deter- 
mination of the Iine of the boundary. This wouId not ke the case if the inter- 
pretaîion invoked by the Federal Republic of Germany were accepted. The 
consequences of the interpretation af the Federal Republic appear in the Ger- 
man Submission 4 (RepIy, p. 435, supra), the single operative submission. As 
pointed out in paragraph 25 above, the su-called principle which the Federal 
RepubIic asks the  Court to decIare in Submission 4 siinply does ~ i o t  furnish any 
basis for determining the boundary by agreement. To intarpret the "spacial cir- 
cumstances" clause in a manner which daes not provide for a dclimitation based 
upon law ~ a n n o t  be correct. 

Tt is in conformity with this cornpletcly vague interpretation of the "special 
circurnstances" clause given by the Federal Republic of Germany-and indeed 
with its whole position in the case-chat in the Rcply the Fcderal Republic 
does not even try to indicate, what actuai bouiidary linc it daims to be entitled 
to as a matter of right. I t  is therefore dificult to understand how in paragraph 31 
of the Rcply, the Federal Republic can Falk of "the disputed area" vis-A-vis 
Denmark. It does not appcar that there is any specific area with regard to 
which it can be said that there are conflicting claims of right. 

Section II. The Absence of Any "Special Circumstances" in the Cases 
Before the Court 

130. In considering the question whether in the cases before the Court special 
circumstances justify another boundary line, it would be natural first to ascertain 
whether on the one hand the Danish continental shelf in the North Sca and 
whether on the other hand the Nctherlands continental shelf in the North Sea, 
both delimited according to the equidistance principle may legitimately be 
regarded as continuations of thc territories of these two States respectively. If 
this is so, the Federal Republic of Gerrnany (Rcply, para. 60) recognizes that 
thesc two States have legal titIzs to these continental shelves. According to the 
Reply the continental shelf may legitimately bc regarded as a continuation of the 
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tcrritory provided it has a solid geopraphical connection wirh and forms a 
natural continuation of the territory. A glance at each of the charts grcscnted 
in the case will show that these conditions have been fulfilled. This is particularly 
obvious in figure 3 in the Danish Counter-Memorial (p. 213, supra) and in figure 
4 in the Netherlands Counter-Mernorial (p. 366, supru), in which figures the 
Danish and Net herlands contincntal shelves in the North Sea have been sketched 
in such a way that they can be judged alone and without cornparison with the 
continental shelf of the Federal Republic. Tt is notable that the Federal RP- 
public of Gerrnuny norvhere in its MemoriaJ or its Reply hm bec11 ohde to assert 
rhad the continental shelires of Denmark and the Netkerlands deljmi~ed accor- 
di~lg io the equidistance priiiciple should nod in bhemselves bë ~iornial and 
jusi. Tn the comrnentary to the above-mentioncd figures (Reply, para. 8 5 )  the 
Federal Republic recognizes fhat the impression given by the geogrophical facts 
shuwn by the iwo figures îs thut the Danish share as weli as the Nerkerkrtrds 
share of the continental shelf in the Norfh Sea are pevfecrly normal, though 
it goes on ta add ihaf cumgared wilh the Gertnan skare cnlciilated in relafion to 
the respective coastlines, they are no! as "nnrmal" as they should appear. When 
the Federal Republic of Germany nevertlicless invokes special circurnstances, it 
builds upon two wholly different and seerningly irreconcilable points of view. 

131. The Federal Republic argues from thc principle laid down in the 
Reply, paragapli 82, that if geographical conditions bring about that an 
equidistancc boundary will have the effect of causing inequitable apportion- 
ment of the continental shelf between the States adjacent to that continental 
shelf, such circumstances are "special" enough to justify another boundary 
line. Paragraph 83 next asserts that the almost sectangular bend in the German 
coastline will make the equidistance baundaries against Denmark and the 
Netherlands meet before the coast of the Federal Republic, thcreby reducing 
its share of the continental shclf in the North Sea to a disproportionately small 
part if comparcd with the shares of the other North Sea States. This way of 
arguing must be rejected. As stated in paragraph 126 above, the special cir- 
curnstances clause may have a comparativtly frequent application but thc con- 
dition for applying it must be that a correction is justified. The faci ihat 
the Federal ReprabIic f ids  its urea too small con never jusrify a redraerioii of 
Denmnr;k's and the Nedherlarids' a r m  ns thesp ~ r e  in themselves rlngriestionably 
fulIy "nnrmal" and "legitimaie". The Federal Republic apparently overlooks 
the fact that Dcnmark and the Netherlands also have titles to areas of the 
continental shelf under international law which in tkei~ .  Icgal Basis are identical 
tothat of the Federal Republic. Thc complete lack of foiindation of the stand- 
point of the Federal Republic, as forrnulated in the RepIy, paragraph 83, is  made 
evident by examining figure 1 of the Danish Counter-Mernarial (p. 200, supra). 
Whatever the reason why Middleland (the Fedtral Republic of Germany) 
finds her shelf area insufiçient, Middleland cannot obtain compensation from 
Rightland (Denmark) and Leftland (the Netherlands), since the areas of these 
two Statcs are fulIy "normal" and "lcgitimate" as continuations of their res- 
pective coasts. 

132. The Federal Republic of Germany also attempts to invoke-however 
tentativeiy and sketchily-the concept of "special circumstances" in another 
wny. In its Reply, paragraphs 58-89, 92, 95, and 97, the Federal Republic tries 
to present a picture in which its equidistance area depends upon spccific points 
upon the coast, projecling points-or parts-or promontories. This picturc is 
drawn with niarked caution-slronger when discussed in a gcneral sense and 
weaker when nearer to the actual case. This standpoint is revealed clearly in para- 
graph 92 in the comments to figure 5 (Rcply, p. 430, s~/pra)  a diagram which obvi- 
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ousIy is a highly simplified ilIustration of the case before the Court. The Federal 
Republic contends that "fwo projecting parts of the coasfs of Store A and Stafe 
C" (italics added) cause that the German share of the continental shelf, çal- 
culated in accordance with the equidistance principle, is too srnall, 

133. The only possible repIy to this assertion is that it is completely untcue. 
Figure 5 has nothing resembling a projecting part which may influence the 
equidistance line. Any true map of the area illustrates this still more clearly, and 
the Federal Republic of Gerrnany has not given the siîghtest hint of wliat part 
is  fo be comrdered as puojecting or whai influence on the bouridary Iiizes s~ich a 
part m@r Iiave. The equidistance lines between on the one hand Denmark and 
the Federal Republic and on tlie other hand the Netherlands and the Federai 
Republic have been drawn on the basis of coastal configurations fully in 
conformity with the land inasses bchind them and the equidistance areas of 
al1 threc States therefore becorne a natural continuation of the territory of 
each State-in conformity with the general geographical situation. Neither 
Denmark nor the Netherlands in themselves oret any foundation for a theory 
based upon the effect of a "projecting part". 

134. But, as stated above, paragraph 92 of the Reply mentions twoprajecting 
parts of the çoasts of the two counfries. As such parts are non-existent the only 
way of understanding the argument of the Fcderal Republic of Germany is to 
regard the Netherlands as a "projecting part" on the Danish-German coast 
(which runs north-south) and Denmark as a projecting part of the Netherlands- 
Geman coast (which runs west-east). That this assurnption lacks reason is 
evident at once. The crux of  the entire argumentation is, however, that the 
Federal Republic of Germany in paragraphs 59-61 of the RepIy gives an inter- 
pretation of  the "special circumstances" clause-viz. that certain pr~jeçting 
parts are to be disregardcd, thus correcthg the strict equidistance principle- 
and then in paragraph 88 goes on to present the case &fore the Court as if 
there were projccting parts on the coasts relevant in the cases before the Court. 
This is obviously untrue and this chain of argument does not afford any founda- 
tion for the contention that there are special circurnstances justifying another 
boundary Iine. 

135. The fact is simply that the getieral course of rhese ardinary coastlines 
leads to a result somewhat less satisfying to the Federal Republic than to 
Denmark and the Netherlands respectively because the coastline of the North 
Sea changes direction approximately in the middle of the German coast. But as 
illustratedin figure I (Danish Counte~-Mernorial, p. 209, supra), eiitirely di'erens 
courses 01 ordinary coastlir~es may lead to qui& sin~ilar resulfs. There is nothing 
"special" in this. An adjustment of equidistance lines in cases of  thjs nature 
would lead to encroachments upon the fully legitimate continental shelf of the 
adjacent State and rnean a general redistribution of shelf areas. It was never 
conteniplated that the "special circumstances" clause should have such an 
efïect and lead to a redistribution of the continenta1 shelf which is not justified 
in relation to the State from which part of thc area naturally appertaining to it 
is taken away. 
136. This Section has not deaIt with the German thesis that the Norrh 

Seo assucl1 is "a specinlcase". The reason is t hat although t his thesis i s  rnentioned 
in the RepIy on several occasions, It seems now to have becn given up. When 
stating in the RepIy* paragraph 79, that the drawing of bnundaries must bc 
"a joint conccrn ofalÈ North Sen S ~ u f e ~ "  (italics added) the Federal Republic 
can only mean-as  the comparatively small areas of France and Belgium have 
never been mcntioned-that the shares of the United Kingdom and Norway must 
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the two kinds of deviation. IF according to the "special circurnstances" clause 
a deviation is  made, sorne basepoints are disregarded and the bararidnry Ii~rc is 
delimited by ~pplicarian. of rJae rule of equidistance bmed on oiher-and better- 
busepoints. The deviation advocated by the Federal Republic results in the 
so-called "coastal frontages", the sole function of which is that rlie proportion 
of the iengths of rhe "coastal frontages" oJ the States involved shall serve as a 
correcf ion of& sizes of the continental she/fdelimited accordittg lo o t h u  critevia. 
Neither the position nor the direction of the alleged "coastal frontage" has any 
bearing on the ddemitation and consequently a o  "coastal frontage" can ever 
by itself give the solution to a boundary question. 

It is apparent that a concept of this kind has no connecrion with the pro- 
visions of the Geneva Convention. 

Scction IV, Individud Observations of the Two Governments 

142. The Danish Governmcn~ wants to supplement what has been developed 
in Chapter 3, Section 1, of this Common Rejoinder by adding the fallowiag 
observations bearing upon the interpretation of the "special circumsrances" 
clause presented by the two Governments and to be taken into account before 
the conclusion formulated in paragraph 125: 
(a) It should be examined what kind of geographical configurations will corne 

under the clause, when it is understood ta the effcct that the correction of 
the equidistance principle can take place only ifdeviation from the egni- 
distance line is justifieid iowurds borh Sfaies- i .e . ,  the Sfate which "gains " 
and the State whick "loses" by the çorrectioii (para. 123 above). In figure 
E (opposire) two States A and B are fronting each other with the entire sea 
area between them forrning a continental shelf and with a small, insignifi- 
a n t  island-possibly an uninhabited sand reef-belonging to State A 
pIaced almost in the middle. Tn this case a delimitation OF the boundary 
between thc two States according to a strict application of the cquidistanci: 
principle would also take the island into account and an equidistance 
boundary would thiis run much closer to State B than ta State A. Osten- 
sibly this would bc in conformity with the rule of adjacency upon which 
the equidistance principle is founded. But part of the continental shelf 
which would thus be allocated to A could not be considcred a natural 
continuation of State A's territory into the sea, and the result could not 
be said to bc in conformity wjth the generaI geographic position. In a case 
like this, the question of the application of the clause clearly arises and it 
rnay be that the strict application of the equidistance principle must be 
corrected. In this event in disregarding the srnall insignificant island the 
deviation from the equidistancc Iine wjll k just$ed not oriiy fawards 
Slafe B but also towards Stafe A. 

(b) Not only srnall and insignificant islmds but also geographical configura- 
tions regarding the mainland coast may influence the delimitation in this 
manner and thus be considered a special circumstance justifying another 
boundary line, Figure F (see p. 534, infra) illustrates the effect of a true equi- 
distance delimitation caused by a sharply projecting-but in itself insignift- 
cant-part of the mainland coast and figure G ( s e  p. 535, infra) illustrates 
how this exarnple largely corresponds to the example illustrated by figure B 
in respect of an Island. Also in these instances a correctiori of the equidis- 
tance Iine seems justified. Thc reason for this, in relation to State A and 
Stace B, is exactly the same as described in paragraph (a) above-that 
the shelf area aocruing to State A based on the peninsula is not a natural 
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Figure E 

continuation of State A's territory, and the result as a whole is not in ac- 
cordance with the general geographic situation. 
l t  should be noted that these conclusions are wholly in conformity with 
paragraphs 59 and 60 of the Reply. These parag~aphs are designed to 
prove rhat strict "propinquity" in itself is not al!-important. This holds 
good in so far as concerns the situations mentioned in the Reply, para- 
graphs 58 and 60, which have k e n  examined and interprcted above. 
In such instances a correction of the equidistance principle is called for 
and the grounds on which it is done are embodied in the "special circum- 
stances" clause. This conclusion is also endorsed by the Reply in para- 
graph 61. In thc light of the statements in paragraphs 59-61 of the Reply, 
it is astonishing that the Federal Republic of Gerrnany invokcs the ap- 
plication of special circumstances in relation to  Denmark. T o  a certain 
extent this arises from the fact that the Federal Republic later in its Reply 
also classes what are quitc different geographial configurations as special 
circumstances but the main reason is that where it comments on the actual 
case the Federal Republic of Germany uses the expressions "projecting 
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Figure F 

part" and "projecting point" of a coast in an entirely different and un- 
realistic way at variance with the meaning of paragraphs 59 and 60 of the 
Repl y. 

143. The Nerfrerlaiidi Coïernmene does not consider it necessary in the 
present Rejoinder to express jts opinion on the question whether tlie con- 
figuration of coastlines orlier than thc North Sea coastlines of the Netherlands, 
the Federal Republic and Denmark, is such as to justify particular deviations 
from the taue equidistance lines. It would merely wish to reiterate what has 
been stared in paragraph 145 of the Netherlands Counter-Mernorial relaiing 
to the Iow-tide elcvation called the "Nohe RifY. Tndeed jt is clear from the 
map, in the Netherlands Counter-Mernorial { that in this case a "pro- 
jecting part" of the Federal Republic's coastline has automaticaIly been 
used as a basepoint for the determination of the boundary line in accordance 
with the equidistance principle, to the benefit of rrhe Federal Republic. The 

Sec pockci inside back cover. 



Figure G 

Netherlands and the Federal Governments, though fully aware of the facl. 
that the taking into account of this, in itselftotally insignificant, low-tide eleva- 
tion influences the location of the boundary line on the continental shelf over 
a considerable distance out into the sea, never imagined tbat there could be 
any question of the use of the "Hohe Riff" as a basepoint for the construction 
of the equidistance line. 

Section V. Conclusion 

144. In the opinion of the two Govanments, the only special circumstances 
which fdl to be considered by the Court in the ccontext of the present cases are 
geograpbical special circumstances. 

En the light of the considerations advanred in the preceding sections of this 
Chapter and of the interpretation of the special circumstances clause which 
they believe to be correct, the two Governments contend that no geographical 
circumstance exisls in the presmt cases, which cotildpossibly constltute a sp~cial 
circumsiatzce withi~t rhe rneaning of rhat clause. 
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PART II. SüBMlSSIONS 

In view of the facts and arguments presented to the Court by the Govern- 
ments of Denmark andof the Netherlands in theirrespective Lounter-Mernoriais 
and in this Common Rejoinder, the two Governments severally reaffirm the 
considerations and submissions presented by each of them to the Court in 
Parî Ill of their respective Counter-Memorials. 

l In view of those same facta and arguments and with regard to the delirnita- 
tion of the boundasies of the continental shelves, k s t ,  as between Denmark 
a d  the Federal Republic and, secondly, as between the Netherlands and the 
Federal Republic, 

May it further please the Court tu adjudge and declare: 
4. If the principles and rules of international law rnentioned in Subrnission 1 

of the respective Lounter-Mernoriala are not applicable as between the Parties, 
the bouudary is to be determined between the Parties on the basis of the exciu- 
sive rights of each Party over the continental shelf adjacent ta its coast and of 
the principle that the boundary is to leave to each Party every point of the 
continental shelf which lies nearer to its coast than to the coast of the other 
Party. 

1 30 August 1968. 

(Signed) Bent JACOBSEN (Signeil) W. RTPHAGEN 
Barrister at the Supreme Court Agent for the Eovernment 

of Denmark of the Kingdom of the Netherlands 
Agent for the Government 
of the King&m of Denmark 
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PART ID- ANNEXES TO THE C O W O N  REJOINDER 
SUBMIIYED BY THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE 
KTNGDOM OF DENMARK AND THE KINGDOM 

1 OF THE NETHERLANDS 

1 Annex l 

PROTOCOL OF PROVISIONAL APPLICATION OP THE FISHEWES CONVENTION 
(9 Mach 1964) 

The Govemments of Austria, Belgiurn, Denmark, France, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Portugal, 
Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1. 
The Contracti~g Parties will raise no objection if a Government which has 

ratified or approved the Fisheries Convention opened for signature at London 
on 9th March, 1964, applies provisionally the provisions of the Convention, 
having fkst notified its d~cision to the Government of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern %eland. 

Article 2. 
(1) The provisionai application of the provisions o f  the Fisheries Convention 

by a Contracting Party will entail the establishment of the list of arbiters 
provided for in Article 1 of Annex II of the Convention. 

(2) A Contracting Party which has provisionally applied the provisions of 
the Convention shall be bound by its provisions, in particular Article 13, and 
shall not object if they are invoked by a Government which has signed the 
present Protocol and the Convention, even if the latter G~vernment has not 
yet ratified or approved the Convention, with a view to settling a dispute raised 
by this provisional appiication. 

Article 3. 
The present Rotocol shall be open for signature from 9th March, 1964 to 

10th April, 1964. It shall enter into force, when it has been signed by two 
Governments as betrireen those Governments, and in respect of any Govern- 
ment which signs it thereafter on the date of signature by that Government. 

Article 4. 
(1) Upon the entry into force of the Convention, the present Protocol shall 

automatically Rase to have effect as between Governments which have &corne 
parties to the Convention. 

(2) The prescnt hoiocol will cease to have effect In respect of any Govem- 
ment which notifies the Governrnent of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland of its decision not to ratify or approve the Convention. 

Article 5. 
The Government of the United Kingdom of Great Bntain and Northern 
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Ireland shall imrnediately inform al1 the signatories of the present Protowi 
of each notification received in accordance wjth Article 1 or with paragraph 2 
of Article 4. 

Sn witness whereof the undersigned, being duly auchorised thereto, have 
signed the present Protocol. 

Done at London this ninth day of Marçh 1964, in the English and French 
languages, each text being equally authoritative, in a single original which shdi 
bpr deposited in the archives of the Government of the United Kigdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, which shalt transmit a certified true copy 
to each signatory and acceding Government. 

For the Government of Belgium: 
(Signed) J. DE TMER 

For the Govemment of Denmark : 
(Sigricd) NiIs SVENN~NGSEN 

For the Government of France: 
(Signedl G. de COURCEL 

For the Governrnent of the Federal Republic of Germany: 
(Signedl Hasso VON ETZDORP 

For the Goternment of Ireland: 
(Signedl Sekn F. LEMASS 

For the Government of Italy: 
(Signed) P. Q ~ A R o N I  

For the Government of Luxembourg: 
(Signed) A. J. CLASEN 

For the Government of the Netherlands: 
(Signedl C. W. VAN BQETZELAER 

For the Government of Portugal: 
(Sjgned} Wumberto ALVES MORGADO 

For the Government of Spain: 
(Signed) SANTA CRUZ 

For the Government of Sweden: 
(Sigrzed) Gunnar HAGGLOF 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern IreIand: 

(Signed) R. A. BUTLER 
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EXCHANGE OF NOTES BETWEEN THE ROYAL DANISH EMBASSY AT BONN AND 
THE GERMAN MINISTRY OE FOREIGN &PAIRS, 

DATED 30 NOVEMBER 1967 

Konigiich Danische Botschaft 
Bonn, den 30. Novemkr 1967. 

Ich hahe die Ehre, den Empfang Jhrer Note vom 30. November 1967 zu 
ktiitigen, die folgende WortIaut hat: 

"Ich habe die E h ,  Ihnen im Namen der Regierung der BundesrepubWc 
Deutschland folgendes mitniteilen: 

Die Bundesregierung hat davon Kenntnis genommen, dass in Aus- 
fühning des danischen Gesetzm Nr. 195 vom 26. Mai 1965 mit Wirkung 
vom 1. Juli 1967 eine Fischereizone vor dem K$tenmeer des Konig- 
reichs Danemark errichtet wurde. Dies geschah in Ubereinstimmmg mit 
dem Europaischen Fischerei-'Ubereinkommen, das von unseren beiden 
Regierungen am 9. M a n  1964 in London untermichnet wurde. 

Bei den Besprechungen, die am 22. und 23. August d.J. zwischen 
Vertretern unserer beiden Regierungen stattgefunden haben, wurde Ein- 
verstiindnis dariber erzielt, dass eine deutsche traditioq-le Fischerei im 
Sime der Artikel 3 und 4 des oben erwahnten Fischerei-Ubereinkommens 
in folgendem Urnfang vor den danischen Küsten besteht: 
. . . . . . * . . . . . . A .  

Die deutsche traditionelle Fischerei kann in dem oben bezeichneten 
Umfang in Anwendung des Artikels 9 Abs. 1 des Londoner Fischerei- 
Ubereinkommens im Gebiet zwischen 3 3 d  6 Seemeilen von der Basislinie 
bis m m  1. Juli 1968 fortgesetzt werden. Nach Ablauf dieses Tages wird 
diese traditionelle Fischerei in dern Gebiet zwischen 6 und 12 Seemeïlen 
von der Basislinie weiterhin erlaubt sein. 

Ais südliche Grenze der danischen Fischereizone soli vorlaufig die 
jenige Linie dienen, die in dem Vertrag vorn 9. Juni 1965 zwischen unseren 
beiden Staaten über die Abgrenzung des Festlandsockels der Nordsee in 
Küstennahe vereinbart wurde, Die Wahl dieser Grendinie beniht nicht 
auf mhclichen Überlegungen, sondern sol1 ,nur zur Erleichtening der 
fischercipolizeilichen ukrwachung für eine Ubergangszeit dienen. Die 
endgültige FFescgung der südlichen Grenze der danisçhen Fischereizone 
in der Nordsee wird spater durch eine Vereinbarung zwischen den beid~n 
Regieningen erfolgen. 

Ich erlaube mir vorzuschlagen, dass diese Note und die entsprechende 
Antwortnote Euer Exzellenz eine Vereinbarung zwischen unseren beiden 
Regierungen bilden solIen, die mit dem Datum Ihrer Antwortnote in 
Kraft tritt und auch für das Land Berlin gilt, sofern nicht die Regierung 
der Bundesrepublik Deutschland gegenuber der Regiemng des Konimichs 
Danemark innerhalb von drei Monaten nach Inkrafttreten dieser Verein- 
b m n g  eine gegenteilige Erkliirung abgibt." 
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Ich ha& die Ehre lhnen mitzuteilen, dass meine ~egiekng mit dern lnhalt 
dieser Note und damit einverstanden ist, dass Ihre Note und diese Antwortnote 
eine Vereinbarung zwischen unseren bejden Regieriingen bilden soll, die a i t  
dent Datum dieser Note in Kraft tritt. 

Genehrnigen Sie, Herr Minister, die Versicherung rneiner ausgezeichnesten 
Hochachtung. 

KNUTH-WINTERFELDT. 

Seiner Exzellenz 
dem Bundesminister des Auawàrtigen der Bundesrepublik DeutschIand 
Hem Willy Brandt. 
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( Translation) 
Royal Danish Embassy 

Bonn, 30 November 1967. 
Your Excellency, 
I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Note of 30 November 

1967, reading as follows: 
"On behalf of thc Government of the Federal Republic 1 have the 

honour to inform you as follows: 
The Government of the Federal Repubiic has b e n  inforrned that a 

fishing zone in the coastal waters of the Kingdom of Denmark has been 
established as from 1 July 1967 pursuant to the Danish Act No. 195 of  
26 May 1965. This took place in conformity with the Eriropean Fisheries 
Convention signed in London by our two Governments on 9 March 1964. 

During taiks between the representatives of our two Governments on 
22 and 23 August this year, agreement was reached that pursuant to 
Articles 3 and 4 of the above-mentioned Fisheries Convention there is  a 
traditional Geman fishery along the Danish coast as follows: 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I 

Within the limits outlined above, the Gerrnan traditional Fishing may, 
pursuant to ArticIc 9, paragraph 1, of the London Fisheries Convention 
be aliowed to continue in the arm ktween 3 and 6 nautical miles from 
the baseline until 1 July 1958. After chat date the tladitional fishing may 
still continue in an area between 6 and 12 nautical miles from the baseline. 

The boundary between our two States agreed upon in the T r ~ t y  of 
9 June 1965 concerning the delimitation of the continental shelf of the 
North Sea in the costal  areas constitutes the temgorary southern border 
of the Danish fishing zone. This choice of borderline is not based upon 
legal considerations but serves merely to  facilitate fishing inspection ai the 
present time. A final determination of the southern borderline of the Danish 
fishing zone in the North Sea will take place later through agreement be- 
tween the two Governmcnts. 

I beg to propose that this Note and Your ExwTlency's Note of reply 
shall enter inta force as an agreement between our two Governments as 
from the date of your Note of reply and shall also appIy to Land Berlin 
provided that thc Covernment of the Fcderal Republic o f  Gcrmany has 
not made a contrary declaration to the Government of thc Kingdom of 
Denmark within three months of the date of entry into force of the ngree- 
ment." 

I have the honour to inform you that rny Government is in agreement with 
the contents of this Note and with the firoposal that your Note and this Note 
of reply shall constitute an agreement berneen our two Governments entering 
into force as from the date of this Note. 

Accept, Your Excellency, the assurances of mylhighest consideration. 
(S~~~~~)IKNUTH-WIN~ERFELDT. 

Hjs Excellency 
Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Federal ~epublicIof Germany 
Mr. Willy Brandt. 
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Annex 3 

Die deutsche Regiemng ist davon unterrichtet, dass der di ische Fischerei- 
minister eine Bekanntmachung nach $ 38 Abs. 4 des dhisçhen Fischerei- 
gesetzes Nr. 195 vom 26. hlai 1965 erlassen hat, die die Absatze 2 und 3 des 
§ 1 des danischen Fischereigesetzes mit Wirkung vom 1. Juli 1967 in Kraft 
setzt. Hier ist bekannt, dass nach Absatz 7 des 8 1 des danischen Fischerei- 
gesetzes Sondemgelungen mit fremden Staaten getroffen werden konnen, die 
diese weiterhin in bestimmten Gebieten der erweiterten dhiçchen Fischerei- 
zone (12 sm) zur Ausübuung des Fischfangs berechtigen. 

Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland und Danemark gehoren zu den Unter- 
zeichnerstaaten des Londoner Fischereiükreinkommens am 9. Marz 1964. 
Beide Staaten habcn auch das ProtokolI über die vorlaufige Anwendung des 
Ubereinkom-ns unterzeichnet. Für die Bundesrepublik Deutschland ist zwar 
zur Zeit das Ubereinkornmen noch nicht in Kraft getreten, mit der Hinter- 
legung der deutschen Ratiîïkationsurkunde kann aber noch im Laufe dieses 
Sommers, evtl. noch vor dem 1. Juli 1967 gerechnet werden. Die Verzogerung 
des Zustimmungsverfahrens ist nur aus rein technischen Gründen eingetreten. 

Die Bundesrepublik Deutschland ktrachtet sich schon heure an die Bestim- 
mungen des Londoner Fischereiübereinkommens vom 9.3.1964 gebunden. 
Aus diesem Grunde hat sie auch keine Einwendungen gegen die Schaffung da 
in dem Fischereiübereinkommen naher bezeichneten Fisçhereiregimes durch 
Danemark erhoben ( 5  1 des danischen Fischereigesetzes). Die deutschc Regie- 
rung reclmet andererseits damit, dass die diinische Regierung bereits bei der 
Vurbereitung der einschlagigcn Durchführungsverordnungen die deutschen 
historischen Fischereirechte vor der danischen Nordseeküste, deren Gewahr- 
leistung die Konvention vorsieht, gcbührend berücksichtigen wird. 

Kopenhagen, den 16. Marz 1967. 
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The Government of the Federal Republic of Germany has been notified 
that the Danish Minister of Fisheries has issued a Decrec in pursuance of 
Clause 38, paragraph 4, of the Danish Fisheries Act (No. 195 of 26 May 1965) 
under which paragraphs 2 and 3 of Clause 1 of the Danish Fisheries Act shall 
take force as from 1 July 1967. The Fedcral Government is aware that in pur- 
suance of Clause 1, paragaph 7, of the Danish Fisheries Act, special a g e e  
ments may be concluded with fmeign States permitting their continued fishing 
in certain areas within the extended Danish frshing zone (12 nautical miles). 

The Federal Republic of Germany and Denmack are among the signatories 
to the European Fisheries Convention of 9 March 1964. Both States have also 
signed the Protocol concerning the provisional application of the Convention. 
Although the Convention js not, as yet, in force towards the Federal Republic 
of Germany, it is expected that the Federal Republic's instrument of ratifica- 
tion wjll be deposited during this surnmer, possibly before 1 July 1967. The 
delay in the ratification procedure is due to purely technical reasans. 

Already today, the Federal Republic of Germany considers herself bound 
by thc provisions of  the European Fishesies Convention of 9 March 1964. 
ln conscquence hereof the Federal Republic of Germany has raised no objec- 
tions to the introduction by Denmark of the fishing regime as defined in the 
Fisheries Convention (the Danish Fisheries Act, Clause 1). On the other hnnd, 
the Government of the Federal Republic expects that already when drawhg 
up orders of implementaiion, the Danish Government wilI duly consider the 
histoxical fishing rights of the Federal Republic off the Danish Worth Sea Coast 
in respect of which the Convention foresees guarantees. 

Copcnhagen, 16 March 1967. 
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NOTE FROM THE PRESIDENT OF THE BELCIAN DELEGATION FOR THE DELI~UTATION 
OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF BETWEEN BELGKJM AND THE WETHERLANDS TO THE 

 ESI IDE NT OF THE NETMERLANDS DELEGATION 
DATED 8 DECEMBER 1967 

Bruxelles, le 8 dicembre 1967 

Monsieur le Président, 
J'ai l'honneur d'accuser Ia rkeption de la Iettre par laquelle vous me deman- 

dez s'il y a objection ii ce que le Gouvernemerit nterlandais communique B 
la Cour internationale de Justice Ia position prise en matikre de dilimitation 
du plateau continental entre la Belgique et les Pays-Bas. 

11 n'y a aucune objection à ce que vous fassiez connaitre a cette bminente 
institution que le Gouvernement belge a déposé devant les Chambres légis- 
latives un projet de loi comportant notamment un article 2, 4 2 conçu dans Ies 
termes suivants : 

"La drilhitation du plateau continental vis-&-vis des pays dont les 
cotes sont adjacentes aux cotes belges, c'est-&-dire la France et les Pays-Bas, 
est déterminée par appIication du principe de la Iigne mediane dont tous 
les points sont tquidistants des points les plus proches des lignes de base 9. 
partir desquelles est mesurée ta largeur de la mer territoriale de chacune 
des puissances int&ressées. Cette délimitation peut être amenagrk par un 
accord particulier avec la Puissanoe intkressée." 

Ce projet de loi n'a pas encore reçu l'approbation du Parlement. Toutefois 
des négociations ont dkjk eu lieu entre Ia Belgique et les Pays-Bas et ont abouti 
A un accord de principe, qui ne pourra être signé que lorsque le Parlement 
aura approuvé la loi qui affirme le principe des droits de la Belgique et permet 
Ia conclusion &un accord particulier. 

Cet accord, non encore sime, porte sur la délimitation concrète du plateau 
continental. Conformément aux dispasitions contenues dans le projet de loi 
belge, il affirme le principe de la ligne médiane dont tous les points sont Bqui- 
distants des points les plus proches des lignes de base à partir desquelles est 
mesurée la largeur de la mer territoriale des deux pays. 

Sur cette base, l'accord consacrera que la délimitation sera tracée par les 
arcs de grand cercle entre Ies points suivants: 

1) 51" 48' 18" N 2" 28' 54" 0 
2) 51" 39' 41" Z0 45' 40" 

A Monsieur le Professeur Riphagen, 
Président de la délégation nkrlandaise 
pour la délimitation du plateau 
continental entre Ia BeIgique et 
Ies Pays-Bas. 
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II n'y a aucune objection à ce que votre Gouvernement fasse connaître la 
teneur de Ia présente lettre la Cour internationale de Justice, cn ajoutant que 
la position du Gouvernement de Bruxelles est communiqute sous réserve de 
l'approbation du Parlement belge. 

Je vous prie d'agrker, Monsicur le Président, l'assurance de ma haute con- 
sidération. 

Le Président de la dklégation beIgc, 
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Appendix 1 to Annex 4 
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Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
and Commerce. 

Brussels, 8 k m b e r  1967. 

Mr. Presjdent, 

1 have the homur to acknowledge receipt of the letter in which you asked me 
if there were any objections to letting the Netherlands Government communi- 
cate to the International Court of Justice the position taken regarding the 
dclimitation of the continental shelf between Belgium and the Netherlands. 

There is no objection to your letting this eminent institution know that the 
Government af Belgium has deposited with the legislative chambers a Bill 
containing, inter dia, an Article 2, paragraph 2, worded as follows: 

"The delirrsitation of the continental shelf vis-à-vis countries whose 
coasts are: adjacent to the Belgian wasts, that is to say France and the 
Netherlands shall be determined by application of the principle of equi- 
distance from the nearest points of the basclines from which the breadth of 
the territorial sea of each of the Powers concerned is measured. This 
delimitation may be adjusted by a special agreement with the Power 
concerned." 

This Bill has not yet k e n  passed by Parliament. Negotiations have neverthe- 
les$ already taken place between Belgium and thc Netherlands resulting in an 
agreement in principle, which cannot bz signed until Parliament has passed the 
Bill confirming the principle of the rights of BeIgium and permitting the con- 
clusion of a specific agreement. 

This agreement, as yet unsigned, concerns the actual delimitation of the 
continental shelf. In conformity with the provisions contained in the Belgian 
Bill, the apeement confirms the principle of the median line, every point of 
which is equidistant from the nearest points of the baselines from which the 
breadth of the territorial sea of the two States is measured. 

On this basis, thc agreement will lay down that the line of delimitation shall 
be drawn by means of arcs of great circlcs between the following points: 

Professor Riphagen, 
President of the Netherlands Delegation 
for the Delimitation of the Continental Shelf 
between Belgium and the Netherlands. 
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(5) 51" 31' 23" 3" 04' 13" 
(6) 51" 28' 23" 3" 12' 08" 
(7) 51" 27' 14" 3" 13' 25" 
(8) 51" ZA' 40" 3" 17' 53" 

Thcre is no objection to letting your Government make the contenta of this 
letter known to the International Court of Justice, at the same tirna adding that 
the position of the Goventment of Brussels, now communicated to you, is  
subject to approval by the Belgian Parliament. 

Please accept, Sir, the assurance of my highest consideration, 

The President of the Bdgian 
Delegation. 
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Annex 5 

Overenskornmelse mellan Svenge och Norge om avgransning 
av kontinentalsockeln : 

Regeringen i Konungariket Sverigc och regeringen i Konungariket Norge, 
sorn beslutat att faststalla granslinjen mcllan de omriiden p5 kontinental- 
smkeln over vilka Sverige respektive Norge u t ~ v a r  suverana rattigheter i 
frkga om utforskande och tillgodogoranda av naturtIllgAngar, 
har enats om foljande: 

Artikel 1 
Granslinjen mellan de ornraden av kontinentalsockeln Gver vilka Svenge 

respektive Norgc utovar suverana rattigheter i friga om utforskande och till- 
godogorande av naturtillgangar skall i princip vara en mittlinje, sorn 5ir SA 
bestamd att varje punkt pA denna befinner sig pa lika stort avstiind frAn de 
namaste punkterna p i  de baslinjer f r h  vilka bredden pa Sveriges respektive 
Norges territorialhav raknas. 

Artikel 2 

J 6verensstammelse rned den i artikel 1 bestamda principen men med vissa 
awikelser for att uppnft en praktisk och andamilsenlig strackning av grans- 
linjen skall denna dragas mellan foljande fem punkter: 
1. Den ~astligaste punkten pS. den yttre grinsen for Sveriges sjotercitorium 

mot Norge. Punkten har f~ljande koordinater : 
58" 54' 50,2" N, 10" 45' 28,Xa 0. 

2. Den punkt dar granslinjen enligt den internationella skiljedomen den 23 ~ k -  
t o k r  1909 angaende faststkllandct av en del av sjogransen mellan Sverige 
och Norge trgffar den yttre gransen for Norges sjiiterritorium dragen PA 
ett avstiad av en geografisk mil (7420 meter) frkn den norska baslinjen, 
sadan denna beûtamts i. Kgl. resolusjon av 18. juli 1952 om fiskerigrensen 
syd for Traena (Norsk Lavtidend, 1952, 2. avd., side 824 flg). Punkten har 
foljande koordinater: 

58" 53' 34,O" N, 10" 38' 25,O" 0. 
3. Skanngspunkten mellan en linje dragen p i  ett avsthnd av 12 nautiska mil 

frkn namnda norska baslinje och en linje dragen p% ett avst&nd av 12 nau- 
tiska mil fran den svenska baslinjcn, sadan denna bestimts i Kungl. kung6- 
relsen den 3 juni 1966 rned narmare bestammdser om berakningen af 
Sveriges sjoterritoriurn (Svensk für/àirilingssnmlingatingsamling nr 375). Punkten har 
foljande kaordinater: 

58" 45' 41,3" N, 10" 35' 40,O" 0. 
4. Punkten har foljande koordinater : 

58" 3Q' 41,2" N, 10" 08' 46,9" 0. 
5. Punkten har foljande koordinater: 

58" 15' 41,2" N, 10" 01'48,l" 0. 
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Positionerna for ovnnniirnnda fem punkter har definierats i f6rhAllande till 
European Datum (Forsta utjamning, 1950). 

Granslinjen dwges rnellan punkterna 1, 2 och 3 sorn rata linjer (kompass- 
linjer) och mellan punkterna 3, 4 och 5 sorn storcirkelb&par. 

Artikel 3 
Positionerna for de i artikel2 definierade punkterna 1-5 frarngir av bifogade 

sjokort (norskt s j ~ k o r t  nr 305), p& vilket ocksii inlagts den i samma artikel 
bestamda granslinjen. 

Artikel 4 
Om naturtiilggngar pft havsbottnen eller i dennas underlag stracker sig p% 

omse sidor orn den i artikel2 bestamdn granslinjen och de naturtillgangar som 
h n s  pA den ena statens ornrade av kontinentalsockeln helt eller delvis kan ut- 
vinnas frân den andra statens ornrade skall pA endera statens begaran de bhda 
staterna soka overenskomma om hirr dessa naturtillghgar mest effektivt skall 
utnyttjas och hur avkastningen skall fordelas. 

~verenskornmelsen skall ratificeras och rati6kationsinstrumenten uhaxlas 
i Oslo. 

6verenskomrnelsen trader i kraft den dag ratifikationsinstrumenten utvaxIas. 
Som skedde i Stockholm den 24. juli 1468 i tvft exemplar ph svenska oçh 

norska spraken, vilka bada texter ager lika vitsord. 

For regeringen i 
Konungariket Sverige 

For regeringen i 
Konungariket Norge 

Henrik BROCH 
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The Government of the Kingdom of Sweden and the Government of the 
Kingdom of Norway : 

Desiring to establish their cornmon boundary between the areas of the con- 
tinental shelf over which the Kingdom of Sweden and the Kingdom of 
Norway respectively exercise sovereign rights for the purpose of exploration 
and exploitation of the natwral resources: 
Have agreed as follows: 

Article l 

The boundary line between that part of the continental shelf over which 
Sweden and that part over which Norway respectively exercise soverejgn rights 
for the purpose of exploration and exploitation of the natural resources shall 
in principle be a line which at every point is equidistant from the nearest points 
of the baselines from which the territorial sea of Sweden and Norway Is 
measured. 

Article 2 

Zn conformity with the principle set forth in Article 1, the boundary line 
shall, with certain minor divergencies for practical purposes be a line drawn 
through the following five points: 
1 .  The westernmost point of the outer boundary of the sea territory of Sweden 

towards Norway. This point has the following CO-ordinates: 
58" 54' 50,2" N, 10" 45' 28,l" E. 

2. The point of intersection between the boundary line in conformity with the 
kward of 23 October 1909 concerning the delimitation of part of the sea 
boundary bctween Sweden and Norway and the outer boundary of the sea 
territory of Norway drawn at a distance of one geographical miIe (7420 
rnetres) frorn the Norwegian baseline as Iaid down in Royal Resolution of 
18 July 1952 on the fishery zone boundary south of Traena (Norsk Lovlidend, 
1952, Part 2, pp. 824 et seg). The CO-ordinates are: 
58" 53' 34,O" N, 10" 38' 25,O" E. 

3, The point of intersection htween a line drawn at a distance of 12 nautical 
miles from the aforementioned Norwegian baseline and a line drawn at a 
distance of 12 nautical miles from the Swedish baseline as laid down in 
Royal Proclamation of 3 June 1966 relating to the delimitation of the sea 
territory of Sweden (Svensk F6rfattningssamling No. 375). This point has 
the foIlowing co-ordinates: 
58" 45' 41,3" N, 10" 35' 40,O" E. 

4. This point has the following CO-ordinates: 
58" 30' 41,2" N, 10" 08' 46,9" E. 

5. This point has the foIlowing CO-ordinates: 
58" 15' 41,2" N, 10" 01' 48,l" E. 
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The positions of the five above-mentioned points are defined by latitude and 
longitude on European Daturn (1st Adjustment 1950). 

The boundary line between points 1, 2 and 3 shall be drawn as straight lines 
(compass lines) and between points 3, 4 and 5 as arcs of great circles. 

ArticIe 3 
The positions of points 1-5 as defined in Article 2 and the boundary line 

have been drawn on the chart annexed to this Agreement (Nonvegian Chart 
No. 305). 

Article 4 
If natural resources on the seabed or in its subsoil extend across the boundary 

linc as defined in Article 2 and natural resources situated in the m a  of one State 
are exploitable, rvholly or in part, from the area of the other State, the States 
shall, at the request of either State, seek t o  reach agreement as to how these 
natural resources shall lx most effextively exploited and how the proceeds de- 
riving therefrom shall be apportioned. 

Article 5 

This Agreement shall be ratified. Instruments of ratification shall be ex- 
çhanged at  Oslo as mon as possible. 

The Agreement shall enter into force on the date of the exchange of instru- 
ments of ratification. 

Done in duplicate at Stockholm the 24th of July 1968 in the Swedish and 
Norwegian languages, both texts k i n g  equally authoritative. 

For the Govcrnment of For the Government of 
the Kingdom of Sweden the Kingdom of Norway 

(S i~ned)  Torsten NILSON. {Signed) Henrik BROCH. 
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Annex 6 A 

The Presidium of the Highest Soviet of the U.S.S.R. decrees: 
1, The U.S.S.R. shall exercise sovereign rights over the continental shelf 

adjacent to the outward boundary of the territorial sea of the U.S.S.R. for the 
purposes of exploring and exploiting its natural resources. 

The continental shelf of the U.S.S.R. shall be the seakd and siibsoil of the 
submarine areas adjacent to the Coast or to islands of the U.S.S.R., but outside 
the area of the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 metres or, beyond that limit, 
to where the depth of the superjacent waters admits of the exploitation of the 
natural xesources of these areas. 

The seabed and subsoil of depressions situated in the continuous m a s  of the 
continental shelf of the U.S.S.R., irrespective of their depth, shall be part of 
the continental shelf of the U.S.S.R. 

2. Tn those instances when it is adjacent to the shelf of 0 t h  States the 
boundary of the continental shelf of the U.S.S.R. shaIl be determinecl by 
agreements with those States. In the absence of such agreements and unless a 
different boundary line is justified by special circumstances: 
(a) the median line, every point of which is equidistant from the nearest points 

of the baselines from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured, 
shdl serve as the boundary of the continental shelf of the U.S.S.R. with 
States whose coasts are opposite the coasts of the U.S.S,R. ; 

(bl the houndary of the continental shelf of the U.S.S.R. with a State whose 
sheIf is adjacent shall be determined by application of the principle of 
equidistance from the nmrest points of those baselines from which the 
breadth of the territorial sea of the U.S.S.R. and the corresponding State 
is measured. 

3. The natural restiurces of the continental shelf shall be in the State owner- 
ship of the U.S.S.R. Exploration and exploitation of these resources, as well 
as any rescarch On the continental shelf, shali be carried out on the basis of 
prevailing legislation of the U.S.S.R. and union republics. 

The natural resources of the continental shelf consist of mineral and other 
non-living resources of the seabed and subsoil, as well as living organisms 
belonging to sedentary species, that is, organisms which, at the hamestable 
stage, either are Immobile on or under the seabed or are unable to move except 
in constant physical contact with the seabed or the subsoil. A kt of species of 
living organisrns which are natural resourçes of the continental shelf of the 
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U.S.S.R. shall be approved by the Ministry of Fisheries of the U.S.S.R. and 
shdi be published for general information. 
W . . . . - . . . , . . . . . .  

Chairman of the Presidium of the 
Highest Soviet of the U.S,S.R. 

N. PODGORWI. 

Secretary of the Presidium of the 
Highest Soviet of the U.S.S.R. 

M. GEORGADZE. 

Mosww, the Kremlin, 6 February 1568. 

(Source: Veabmosti verkhovnogo soveta S.S.S. R. (Gazette of the Highest 
Soviet of the U.S.S.R.), No. 6, item 40 (1968) j. 
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ITALY-Y~GOSLAVIA: AGREEMENT ON DELIMITARQN OF THE CONTINENTAL SHELF* 
Done at Rome, January 8, 19681 

AGREEMENT 

BETWEEN ITALY AND YUGOSLAViA COWCERNING THE DELihfiTATION OF THE CON- 
TINENTAL SHELF BETWEEN THE TWO COUNTRIES 

The Government of the Italian Republic and the Government of the Socialist 
Federal RepubIic of Yugoslavia, 
' Desiring to esiaMish the line of delimitation between theu respective parts 
of the continental shelf, 

Have agreed as follows: 

Article 1 

The line of delirnitation of the continental shelf between the Contracting 
Parties is  established by circular arcs between certain points, defined by latitude 
and longitude, whiçh are listed in the final paragraph of this Article. 

Thesc coordinates have k e n  plotted on Italian nautical chart number 1.1.170, 
scaIe 1 : 750,000 (issued Februaq 1964), updated through issue No. 20 (1966) 
of the "Avviso ai Naviganti," motice to Mariners] and on YugosIav nautical 
charts, issued by the Hydrographie Institute of the Yugoslav Ratna Mornarica, 
scale 1 : 750,000, number 101 (issued February 1963) and number 102 (isaued 
Decemkr 1952), both updated through June 1966. 

The points and the line of delimitation have been drawn on rnaps identical 
to those cited above, copies of which are attached to the present Agreement. 

The Contracting Parties agree that, for the present, the delimitation will not 
extend beyond point 43. 

The coordinates referred CO in paragraph 1 OF thjs Article are as follows: 

Poinis I fd ian  courdinares YugosInv coorditiatcs 
on chart niimber 170 on charr nurnber 101 

01 45" 27' .2 N 45" 27' -2 N 
13" 1Y.7 E 13" 12' .9 E 

02 45" 25' .9 45" 25' .5 
13" 11'.4 13" 11' .1 

03 45" 20' .1 45" 20' .1 
13" 06' .1 13" OB' .O 

04 45" 16' .fi 45" 16' .8 
13" 03' .8 13" 03' .8 

05 45" 12' .3 45" 12' .3 
13" 01' .2 13" 01' .1 

*Translated by the Editors of International Legal MaleriaIs from the Italian 
tcxt provided by the Italian Embassy in Washington, D.C. 

As of April 30, 1968, the agreement had not yet entered into force. 
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44" 17' .7 
13" 27' .8 
44" 12' .7 
13" 38' .1 

44" 10' .7 
13" 40' .3 
44" 00' .7 
14" 01' -2 
43" 57' .7 
14" 04' .9 
43" 54' .3 
14" 10' -2 
43" 43' .O 
14" 21' .4 
43" 40' .2 
14" 23' .8 
43" 38' .6 
14" 24' .9 
43" 35' .9 
14" 26' ,4 

43" 32' .2 
14" 30' .1 
43" 30' .1 
14" 31' -9 
43" 25' .4 
14" 35' .6 
43" 12' .7 
14" 46' -3 
43" IO' .3 
14" 48' .1 
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Points Italien coordinates Yug~sFav coodinafes 
on chart nurnber 170 on chara number 101 

43" 03' -8 43" 03' .7 
14" 54' .5 14" 55' .1 
43" 00' .8 43" 00' .9 
14" 57' .9 14' 58' .O 
42" 59' .2 42" 59' .3 
15" Ob' .7 15" 00' .8 
42" 47' .9 42" 47' .7 
15" 09' .5 15" 09" .7 
42" 36' .8 42" 36' .7 
15" 21' .8 15" 22' .O 
42" 29' .5 42" 29' .6 
15" 44' .8 15" 45' .O 
It is located 12 miles from the lighthouse on the Island of 
Pelagora on a 103" bearing of said lighthouse Grue bearing 
taken at sa). 
The line of delimitation from point 34 to point 35 foIlows the 
circle of a 12-mile radius from the lighthouse on the Island of 
Pelagosa. 
It is located 12 miles from the lighthouse on the Island of 
Pelagosa on a straight line running from the lighthouse on the 
Island of Pelagosa to the lighthouse of Vieste. 
The line of delimitation from point 35 to point 36 ~ Q ~ ~ O W S  the 
circle of a 12-mile radius from the lsland of CaioIa. 
It i s  locared 12 miles from the Island of Caiola on a straight 
line running Frorn the Island of Pelagosa to point 37. 
42" 16' .O 42" 15' .9 
16" 37' .1 16" 37' .3 
42" 07' .O 42" 07' .O 
16" 56' .8 16" 56' -7 
41" 59' .5 41" 59' .4 
17" 13' .O 17" 13' .1 

41" 54' .8 41" 54' .6  N.B. These coordinates also 
17" 18' .7 17" 19' .O appear on chart number 102. 
41" 50' .2 41" 49' .9 
17" 37' .O 17" 37' .4 
41" 38' .5 41" 38' .1  
18" 00' .O 18" 00' .O 

41" 30' .O 41" 30' .O 
18' 13' .O 18" 12' .9 

Article 2 

In the event that natural resources of the seabed or beneath the seabed extend 
from the line of delimitation to both sides of the continental shelf, so that the 
resources on the continental sheif of one of the Contracting Parties cm, in al1 
or in part, k exploited from the continental shelf belongîng to the other Con- 
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trading Party, the competent Authorities of the Contracting Parties will meet 
with the intent of reaching an agreement to determine the manner in which said 
resources will be exploited, &ter having first consulted with the holders of any 
concessions in that area. 

Tf a dispute anses over the position of any installation or equipment in 
reference to the line of delimitation defined in Article 1 of  this Agreement, the 
competent Authoritics of the Contracting Parties shall determine, by mutual 
consent, in which part of the continental shelf such installations or equipment 
are located. 

Article 4 
The present Agreement does not affect the juridical status of the seas and 

air space above the continental shelf. 

Article 5 
The present Agreement shall be ratified according to the constitutional 

processes of the Contracting Parties and shall enter into force on the date 
of the exchange of instruments of ratification, which will take place in Belgrade 
as soon as possible. 

Done in Rome, January 8, 1968, in two copies, each in Italian and Serbo- 
Croation, both texts being equally authentic. 

For the Govemment OF the 
Italian Republic 

(FANFANI) 

For the Govemment of the 
Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

WIKEZI~) 
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,,,,,,,,., Aqreed Line of D e l i m i t a t i o n  - L i n e  of delimitation apply inq  
the  1958 Geneva Convention 

ARRIATIC SEA 
S c a l e  1 : 2 ,000 ,000  
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,- Agreed Line of Delimitation 

,-, Line of d e l i m i t a t i o n  t a k i n g  lnto 
account the I s l a n d  of L i s s a  

---- L i n e  of d e l i m i t a t i o n  plotted 
from the Is land  o f  B u s i  

Scale 1: 750,000 



ADRIATIC SEA 

Scale 1: 3 ,000 ,000  

- Agreed ' ~ i n e  of 

D e l  i m i t a t  ion 

- -. 
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Annex 8 

THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

Under point 14 of the Annex to the RepIy (pp. 440-449, alpro) the Federal Re- 
public reproduced the full text of the Second Schedule to the Australian Petro- 
leum (Submerged Lands) Act 1967. The said Schedule delimits certain areas of 
the Australian territorial waters and of superjacent waters of the Australian con- 
tinental shelf (taking these two categories of waters together) and specifies 
each of these areas to EK administered by a particular State or Territory of the 
Commonwealth, 

Apparently the Federal Republic attaches much importance to the delimita- 
tion of these areas. It gives, on a full eight pages of the Reply, an irnpressive 
list of geogaphical points, defined by CO-ordinates, and without adducing 
any reasoning or illustration jumps to the twofold conclusion: 
(a) that the delimitation of the areas, as berween individual Australian States 

the individual States of a federation" (Reply, p. 440, supra; italics added); 
and 

(b) that the boundary lines "difler Iargely from equidistance" (ibid). 
Denmark and the Netherlands draw attention, in the following paragraphs, 

to different aspects of the "example" adduced by the Reply. The map re 
produced as figure Ç on pagc 499, supra, together with some other maps, giving 
details of separate areas, had b e n  prepared by the Division of National 
Mapping of the Commonwealth Ministq for National Development and be- 
longed to the material made available to Parliament for the occasion of the 
second reading of the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Bill. 

A. Interna1 Ddirnilatiuns 

Fjrstly attention has to be paid to the alleged example only in so far as the 
Schedule to the Australian Act fixes infernal boundaries, i.e., boundaries between 
maritime areas allored to the cornpopictzbparts of the Australian Commonwealth. 

It has to be rcrnasked that the relations between the States memkrs of the 
Commonwealth of Australia, or the relations between such a member State 
and  th^ Commonwealth, are not governed by international law. These relations 
are governed by the constitutional law of the Australian Commonwealth. 
Consequently, the determination of maritime boundaries ktween the Austra- 
Iian States and Territories, specified by the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Act 
1967, cannot be held up as an "exampIen of the appIication of international 
law, whatever general interest it may have with regard to the matter in question. 

This conclusion js çl~arly illustrated by the fact that, also in the opinion of 
the Australian Government, under international law not the member States or 
Territories but onIy the Commonwealth has a "continental shelf" in the legal 
sense of the word, i.e., certain "sovereign rights" over the seabed and subsoil 
of submarine areas adjacent to its coasts. Already the Proclamation by the 
Governor-General concerning the continental shelf dated 1 1 September 1953 
ltext in United Nations Legislarive Series, doc. STILEGISER.Bl8, p. 3) de- 
clared : 

"that Australia has sovereign rights over the seabed and sub-soi1 of: 
(a) the continental shelf contiguous to any part of its coaçts; and 
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Relevant part of the boundary: between a point of Latitude 8' 52' 15" 
South, Longitude 133' 24' 15" East, and a point of Latitude 10' 51' South, 
Longitude 139" 12' 30" East. 

Commentary on 1 and 2: R. D. Lumb, LL.M. (Melbourne), B. Phil. (Oxon.), 
Reader in Law, University of Queensland, commenting on the "outer bound- 
aries of the adjacent areas" writes: 

"However the drawing of the outer limits in the case of the northern 
adjacent areas had to take account of the median line principle embodied 
iri Art. 6 (in footnote: text of Art. 6) of the Convention on the Continental 
Shelf and therefore these limits are d e m a r ~ t e d  in the light of Indonesian 
jurisdiction over the shelf pertaining to West Irian (footnote: 'There is 
no  break in the Shelf between Western Irian and the Northern Territory.')." 
("The Ofl-Shore Petroleurn Agreement and Zegislation", in 41 The 
Australian Law Journal (29 Feb. 1968), p. 457 .) 

The same author had already in 1966 illuminated the situation on this part 
of the shelf: 

"Off the North Queensland coastline the shelf also extends across 
Torres Strait to Papuan and West Irian eoastlines. The demarcation of 
these continental shelf boiindaries where the physical features of adjacency 
or contiguity are p r w n t  calls for the application of the median or equi- 
distant line principle (in the absence of agreement), subject to the qualifica- 
tion that the islands straddling Torres Strait (which are part of Queensland) 
may cal1 for a modification of this principle." (The Law of fhe Sea and 
Australian Of-shore Areas, University of Queensland Press.) 

3. Papua-West Irian (adjacent coasts). 
moundary description in the Reply, pp. 446 and 441.) 

Relevant part of the boundary: betwen a point oFLatitude 9" 52' 30" South, 
Longitude 140" 30' 30" East, and the point of intersection of the outer lirnit of 
the territorial waters. 

4. New Guinea-West Jrian (adjacent coasts). 
(Boundary description in the Reply, pp. 447 and 448.) 

Relevant part of  the boundary: fxst part of the boundary from its point of 
commencement on the point of intersection of the frontier between New 
Guinea and West Irian and the outer limit of the territorial waters. 

Commentary on 3 and 4: Reference is made to the Notes of 19 June 1967 
and 18 March 1968, respectively, from the Australian Department of External 
Mairs to the Danish Ernbassy at  Canberra reading as follows: 

"The Department of External Affairs presents its compliments to the 
Royal Danish Ernbassy, and has the honour to refer to the Embassy's 
Note of 9th March, 1967, concerning the proceedings instituted in the 
International Court of Justice for the delimitation of the continental shelf 
as between the Netherlands and the Fede~al RepubIic of Germany, on 
the one hand, and Denmark and the Çederal Republic of Germany on the 
other. 

The Ernbassy has observe4 that in al1 probability the proceedings will 
give nse to the consideration by the Court of the rules of International 
Law applicable to the delimitation of the continental shelf as bctuleen 
States that are adjacent to one another. In this regard the Ernbassy referred 
to the provisions of Article 6 (2.) of the 1958 Convention on the Con- 
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tinental Shelf, and sought information as to the practice that has been 
foIlowed in the case of Australia. 

Australia is a party to the Convention on the Continental Shelf, but 
Article 6 (2.) is relevant, so far as Australia is wncerned, only in relation 
to the boundary between Indonedan-adrninistered West Trian and the 
AustraIian Territary of Papua and the boundary between West Irian and 
the Trust Territory of New Guinea. 

For the purposes of proposed legislation to regulate off-shore petroleum 
exploration and exploitation it will be necessary to defme the continental 
shelf boundaries between the abovementioned Territories and West Irian. 
It is expwted that the principle of equidistance mentioned in Article 6 (2.) 
of the Convention on the Continental Shelf wilI be applied in the areas in 
question. 
Tn 1953 boundaries were adopted in the abovementioned areas for the 

purposes of the Pearl Fisheries Act. Those boundaries simply foIlowed the 
ljne of extension of the land boundary. At that time, of course, the Con- 
vention on the Continental Shelf had not yet heen formulated. No pearling 
hm taken place in those areas for some years and, fmm a practical stand- 
point, the Pearl f isheries boundaries no longer have any significance. 
Probably, however, the boundaries will be revised in accordance with the 
principles ofequidistance so as to bring theminto line with the conternplattd 
off-shore petroIeum boundaries. 

The Ernbassy also saught information on the practîoe foIlowed in the 
delimitation of "sea boundaries, lakes (and) territorial waters' as between 
Australia and adjacent countries. Again, this question is reIevant only in 
relation to the boundaries referred to in paragaph 3 above. The proposed 
Australian legislation mentioned in paragraph 4 will apply to the wa-bed 
beneath the territorial sea as well as to the continental sheIf strictly so- 
called. T t  is expected that the principle of equjdistance wilI be applied both 
within and beyond territorial limits. 
The Department of External Affairs avails itself of this opportunity 

to renew to the Royal Danish Ernbassy the assurances of its highest 
consideration. 

CAiVBERRA. A.C.T. 
19th June, 1967." 

"The Department of Externa1 Affaira presents its complim~nts to the 
Royal Danish Embassy and ha9 the honour to refer to the Embassy's 
Note No. 42 of 13th December, 1967, concerning the Australian off-shore 
petroleum legislation. 

The principle of eguidistance mentioned in Article 6 (2.) of the Conven- 
tion on the Continental Shelf has k e n  applied Far the purpose of defining 
the boundaries hetween West Irian and the Territories of Papua and New 
Guinea. 

The Department of External ARairs avaiIs itself of this opportunity to 
renew to the Royal Danish Ernbassy the assurances of its hightest con- 
sideration. 

CANBERRA. A.C.T. 
18th March, 1968." 
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C. Equidisiance-Specid Circurnstances in the Agreemenl Bedween 
Queensland and Pnpua 

Papua is an Australian-administered Territory which the Australian Govern- 
ment is developing towards self-government. Alrcady the Australian Govern- 
ment has applied to the shelf delimitation between the Territory of Papua and 
the nearest Australian Stare, Queensland, the standards of international law: 
the equidistance principle of Article 6 of the Geneva Convention, mtidified by 
the special circumstances clause. The Australian Minister for National Dcvelop- 
ment, introducing the Petroleum (Submerged Lands) Bill 1967 in second reading 
to the Commonwealth Parliament, stated on 18 October 1967 (p. 1945 of the 
Aüsrraliun Hansard): 

"While dealing with adjacent areas 1 should make brief mention of 
certain agreements which have been reached in relation to the adjacent 
areas of  Queensland and Papua . . . Prior to the commencement of these 
negotiations between the Commonwealth and the States, Queensland and 
Papua had issued adjoining exploration permits with boundaries con- 
forming to the boundary bctween Queensland and Papua. These perrnits 

' have b e n  açcepted by the companies in good faith and work has been 
going on in the areas concerned. When it became necessary to consider 
these boundaries from the point of view of this joint legislation it was 
found t hat the applicatioin as berween Ausfralia and Papua of the median 
line pririciple would have resultcd in part OF one permit and something 
like half of another permit which has heen issued by Papua being brought 
under the jurisdiction of Queensland, thus resulting in a reduction of the 
area of continental shelf under the authority of the Territory. 

The Government considered that any transfer of part of these titles back 
to  Australia-no matter how justifiable in t ems  of logic-might be 
misunderstood in Papua and New Guinea, and in any case that such action 
would be inconsistent with the high sense of responsibility which Australia 
displays in working to bring this Territory rowards felf-government." 
(Ttalics added.) 
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Delimitaiions to  wards West-Irian and the Aru Islands. 

Above and opposite are reproduced two pieccs of British Admiralty Chart No. 
2759 a (Ed: Large Corrections, 3 March 1967). 

boundam as defined in Schedule II of the Australian Petroleum 
(Submerged Lands) Act 1967. 

- -- -- - the international parts of the equidistance line, as reconstmcted by 
the Hydrographie Department, The Haye ,  on largest scale charts 
availablc. 

. . . . .. . . . depth-contours indicating sesp. 6 and 100 fathom. 
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A. Iraq 

On 23 November 1957 the Government of Iraq issucd an "Oficial State- 
ment" (published in the Qficial Gazette No. 4069 of 27 November 1957 and 
reproduced as Appendix 1 to this Annex) in which it declared that "al1 the 
natural resources lying in the seabed and beneath the seabed in the sea area 
seaward from, but contiguous to Iraq's territorial waters, are the property of 
Iraq". The area embodjed by the Statement was however not at the time of the 
Statement specified in detail. 

On 10 April 1958 the Statement was folIowed by another Statement (repro- 
duced as Appendix 2) in which the equidistance principle was explicitly men- 
tioned. 

IR the same year, by a Republican Decree dated 4 November 1958 (repro- 
duced as Appendix 3) lraq extended its territorid waters to 12 nauticaI miles. 
In order to determine precisely the Iraqi boundaries of the territorial sea and the 
continental shelf the Iraqi Government asked a Norwegian expert, Commander 
Coucheron-Aamot, to measure the territorial sea and the continental shelf 
area which Traq considered as appertaining to her. 

In connection with an announcement of August 1960 from the Traq Ministry 
of Oil (Appendix 4) the Danish Embassy inBaghdad asked for and received with 
a note of 22 August 1960 from the lraqi Forcign Ministry an official chart, 
reproduced in Çhapter 2 as figure D (p. 502, supra), showjng the areas çlaimed 
by Iraq based on the survey of Commander Aamot. 
From the chart it can be ascertained that Iraq-which was neither a signatory 

nor had become a party to the Geneva Convention on the Continental Sheif- 
has bascd the delirnitation of its territorial sca and its continental shelf in the 
Persian Gulf on the strict application of fhe equidistance grinciple. 

Only a base point on the Iranian coast (named L4 on the chart) has bwn 
disregarded, presumably because there were some doubts whcther the base 
point-a low tide elevation-could be used as a true base point. Instead a more 
easterly base point (U1) was chosen for the delimitation of the shelf. 

B. Kuwait 

Kuwait has not concluded any agreements with her neighbours concerning 
the delimitation of the continental shelf. But there is  an indication of its ap- 
purtenant continental shelf area in the Kuwait-K uwait Shell Oit Concession 
Agreement of 15 January 1961 which states (through CO-ordinates) "the ap- 
proximate boundaries of thc seabed to which Kuwait is entitled". 

The relevant article is reproduced in the Reply, pages 438439, supra, and the 
Reply cornnicnts on the Agreement as follows: 

"The dividing line follows the general direction of the land frontier and 
does not reflect the prinçiple of equidistance." 

FirstJy, it should be noted that the "dividjng liae" in question, as shown in 
the chart preparcd by the Danish Hydrographie Institute (reproduced as 
Appendjx 5), is a delimitation related to the adjacent State, Traq, to the opposite 
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State, Iran, and to the adjacent Neutral Zone. The Federal Republic, however, 
only mentions the general direction of the land frontier and Denmark and the 
Netherlands are not aware whether the Fedcral Republic means a continuation 
of the general direction of the land frontier bztween Kuwait and Iraq or between 
Kuwait and the Neutral Zone, or both of them. However, the dividing line is 
certainly not based on suçh a continuation. 

(1) Border Relations Kuwait-Iraq 

As already stated in Chapter 2, paragaph 71, above, the northern boundary 
of the Kuwait-Kuwait Shell Agreement is a strict equidistance line us it coin- 
cides with the southern territorial water and contii~enral shelf boundary which 
Iraq has uizilaterally claimed! 

(2) Border Relations Kuwait-Tran 

Under the Kuwait-Kuwait SheIl Agreement, the line of division towards 
Iran is definitely not a continuation of the land frontier; in al1 probability 
it is based on a modified equidistance line leaving out of account the following 
islands in front of the Kuwait and [ranian coasts, Kubr, Qaru; Umm al Maradim, 
Khark and Kharku. 

(3) Border Relations Kuwait-Neutra1 Zone 

Again the line of division in the Kuwait-Kuwait Shell Agreement towards 
the Neutral Zone is not a continuation of the general direction of the land 
frontier, which a glance at Appendix 5 clearly shows. 

Here again a modified equidistance line disregarding the same islands as 
mentioned under (2) in fine seems to have k e n  the basis for the ùrawing of the 
line. 

C. Saudi Arabia-Bahrein 

See paragraph 70 in Chapter 2 above. 
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Appendix I to Annex 9 

The Government of Iraq being most desirous te cxploit the natural resourçeç 
of Iraq to the utmost possible limit, and because of its belief that a considerable 
part of these resaurces are lying in the sea bed extending along the Iraqi terri- 
torial sea, fecls confident that the exploitation of tlie resources of this area 
in a proper way will be in the interest of the Traqi people and is now possible 
in view of the development of modem science. 

Therefore, it declares that al1 the natural resources lying in the sea bed and 
beneath the sea bed in the sea a r a  seaward frorn, but contiguous to Iraq's 
territorial waters, are the property of Iraq, and that Iraq alone has fui1 juris- 
diction right on these reûources and to safegward and exploit them. It has also 
the sole right ro take al1 neœssary measures to s u m y  these resources and 
exploit them in a way deemed suitable. It has also the right to take al1 nwessary 
legislative and administrative measures to safeguard al1 the equipment required 
for the survey and exploitation works. 

The Governmcnt of Iraq wishes to wnfirm that the purpose for issuing this 
statement is onIy to exercise the right according to internationally agreed pro- 
cedure. It also confirms that this statement does not affect the rulcs set up 
regarding freedorn of navigation and fishing in the aforementioned sea zone. 

(PubIished in the Ofleial Gazerte No. 4069 dated 27.1 1.1957.) 
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Appendix 2 to Annex 9 

In confirmation of the contents of the statement issued by the Government 
of lraq on November 23, 1957, establisking the right of the Government of 
Iraq in the waters beyond the territorial waters of Iraq. 

The Government of Traq daclares that its full sovereignty extends to the 
territorial water zones of Traq, the air space ovcr them, the sea bed and the 
sub-soi1 area, declaring that al1 works and installations, already c~rnpleted or 
to be completed, in this area or in the area of contiguous waters, fa11 under 
the sovereignty of the Iraqi State, and it is not permitted to carry them out 
except by the Iraqi authorities or by other parties authorized by the Iraqi 
authoritie~. The Iraqi Government, while declaring this in establishment of jts 
rights, announces itç abiding with the international procedure in this regard, 
and the principIe of equidistancc ensuring for Iraq transit freedorn from and to 
the high seas. 

While stating this, the Iraqi Government declares at the same tirne that ir 
does not recognizeany statement, notification, legislation or planningconcerning 
territorial waters or contiguous waters issued by any neighbouring country 
contravcning the contents of this statement. 

(Signes) Prime Minister. 

published in the Ofic~al Gazette No. 4128 dated 10.4.1958.) 
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Appendix 3 to Annex 9 

REPUBLICAN DECREE 
DATED 4 NOVEMBER 1958 

No. (435) 

Pursuant to the proposa1 of the Minister of Foreign Mairs and the approval 
of the Council of Ministers, we have decrecd the fallowing: 

1. The territorial sea of h q ,  the air s p m  above it, the sea bed and the 
sub-soi1 area are under the fulI sovereignty of the Iraqi Republic with due 
regard to  the principles under international law regarding peaceful passage of 
forejgn ships. 

2. The Iraqi territorial sea shalI extend to a distance of 12 nautical miles 
(1,852 metres) seaward, measured from the lowest mark of the flow back of 
sea water from the Iraqi coastline. 

3. In case the territorial sea of another state overIaps that OF Iraq, the 
houndaries of the two territorial seas shall he fixed by an agreement with the 
state concerned according to principles established by international law or by 
mutual understanding. 

4. This Decree dues not prejudice the internationally established rights of 
Iraq in its contiguous zone and continental shelf which lie beyand the Iraqi 
territorial sea tciwards high sea. It does not prejudice official comrnuniqu&s 
previously issued by the Iraqi Goverornent in this regard. 

The Minister of Foreign Anairs is charged with the execution of this Decree. 

Written in Baghdad this 4th day of November, 1958. 

(Published in the Oficial Gazelfe No. 74 dated 15.11.1958,) 
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Appendix 4 to Annex 9 

The Government of Iraqi Rcpublic is ready to accept offers from companies, 
firms and individuals who are interested in obtaining exploitation rights for oil 
and its derivatives (ExpIoration and Devclopment) in wide areas of Iraq 
Territorial Waters and its contiguous zone. 

Offers must be subrnitted to Ministry of Oil in Baghdad as frorn the date of 
this announoement, and not later than six months therefrom. 

Applicants must satisfy the Ministry of Oil of their adequate financial and 
technical abilities. 

The Government of Iraq will reserve their right to refuse any or a11 ofers 
without obligations. 

Note: 
The detailed maps of this zone can be obtained from the Ministsy of Oil, 
Baghdad. 
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